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TVattert fym 'ptofe'tqto .
Explosion kills four

•

A man whose wife was in jailona charge of killing their infant daughter lugged
a shotgun and a suitcase full of dynamite Into the Mason County Courthouse snd
Jail, Point Pleasant, W. Va., then fired the gun into the1»g, The resulting
explosion Tuesday night killed the man, Bruce Sisk, his 18-year-old wife
Harriet, Mason County Sheriff Pete Wedge snd DeputyKenneth Love. Eleven
others ^- six Officers and five jail inmates— -were Injured, The woman had been
jailed Monday on a charge shekilled the couple's 2-month-olddaughter.
' / •

A resignation

BOSTON (AP) - Sen. Henry- M.
Jackson, the victor fa Massachusetts
bemocratic ' presidential primary, is
turninghis'attentionto Floridabut says its
primary next Tuesday will not be decisive
in gainingthe nomination.
Rep. Morris tfddl of Arizona raosecond
in the. Massachusetts vote Tuesday and
was clearly the leader among the party's
liberal candidates. Sen. Birch Bayh,
another liberal, was seventh among the
eight Democrats and may 'decide today
whether to'bow out.
An aide to the Indiana senator said Bayh
planned a meeting in Washington today
with key campaign aides.
In Florida, Jackson wiU iace his most
serious challenge from Southerners
George C. Wallace and Jimmy Carter.
Wallace ran third in Massachusetts and
Carter fourth.
President Ford, meanwhile, said he was

1

Portrait stolen

The chairman of the board of
^ Marubeni Corp., Lockheed Aircraft's official agent In Japan and
the country's third-ranked trading
company, resigned his post today.
Marubeni has been under criticism
in connection with alleged Lockheed
payoffs in Japan. A company
spokesman said Board Chairman
Hiro Hiyama had resigned his post
but was expected to slay on "with
Marubeni as an adviser.
,,
'
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Jackson,Ford big winners

A full-length portrait by Norwegian •
master Edvard Munch, estimated to
be worth $340,000, was stolen from
Stockholm's Museum ot Modern Art
Tuesday, museum officials said. The
painting was cut from its frame so
clumsily that it "will be virtually
impossible to sell it on the black
market or restore it to its full beauty
even if It is recovered, the museum's
director said. Officials described the
art theft as the biggest ever in
S-weden.

pleased with victory over former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan in
Massachusetts, where Reagan's name was
on the ballot, and in Vermont, where it
wasn't
With 94 per . cent of the precincts in
Massachusetts counted, Ford had 105,616
votes, or 62 per cent, and 27 delegates, to
Reagan's £8,848 votes, or 35 per cent, and
15 delegates.
In Vermont with 96 per cent of the
precincts counted, Ford had 25,270 votes]
or 84 per Cent, to Reagan's 4,769 write-in
votes or 16 per cent.
Carter got nearly half the vote in bea ting
two other major candidates Tuesday in
Vermont. He conceded, however, he was
"overly optimistic" in predicting a finish
in the top three in Massachusetts afler
winning New Hampshire's primary a week
ago, He did not campaign as extensively in
Massachusettsas the others.

The lineup in Massachusetts with 94 per
cent of the state's 2,133 precincts reporting
was;
-Jackson 151,762 votes, or 23 per cent,
and 30 delegates.
—Udall 120,254 votes, or IB per cent, and
21 delegates. •
—Wallace 115,506 votes, or 17 per cent,
and 20 delegates.
—Carter 96,031 votes, or 14 per cent, and
16 delegates.
—Fred Harris 52,333 votes, or 8 per cent,
and 6 delegates.
—Sargent Shriver 50,078 votes, or 7 per
cent, and8delegates. •
—Bayh 32,915 votes, or 5 per cent, and 1
delegate.
—Ellen McCormack, tlie antiabortion
candidate, 23,406 votes, or 4 per cent, and 1
delegate.
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J. Shapp
19,926 votes, or 3 per cent, and 1 delegate.

New job for Laird?

Former Defense Secretary Melvin Laird is being
considered for appointment byTiesldent Ford to a
White House post, apparently -with the Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, news reports said. The
Washington Post said Laird, a former Wisconsin ,
congressmanfrom Marshfield, would be named to
the board, a groupi of private citizens nominated by
the President tei'mbhitor the nation's intelligence
community. Administration sources said a routine,
background investigation , of Laird was being
conducted by theFBI. Laird served with Ford in the
House and has been a close adviser to him!

Melvfa Laird

Mozambique sets 'state of war'

?
.

Mozambique today declared it has closed all its borders.with Rhodesia, arid
Mozambique President Samora. Machel said a-J'state: of War" exists with the
white-ruled nation; Maehel sajd M&ariiblque has seized all private and
commercial Rhodesiah assets and urgedjhis people to go into air raid shelters. '
An estimated force- 'of 10,000 African guerrillas have been massing ori Mozambique's border for irivasion Into Rhodesia.

:¦': ¦: '.:¦ Ato visitU,S.: ' ;'y ;

King Juan Carlos and Queen SoEhiay;
. of Spain will pay a state visit to the
United States June 2 and 3, White
House.press secretary Ron Nessen '
has announced. The king will 'meet
withPresident Ford during the visit.
Nessen added Ford issued an invita,
tion to the king and queen vrtien he
'/
y ? was in Madrid last May.
¦
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Hives reduced

'

A , honey?-industry spokesman says
beekeepers have reduced the number of their beehives because of
competition from abroad. He says
the trend threatens the nation's
agriculture industry. The -spokesman said-honey bee pollination -each
year produces more than $8 billion ;
worth of food iii the United States,
comparable' to' the ? value of the
:
nation's wheatcrop.y
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Vacation ends

. Secretary- ' of- Sts'te ? Henry Kissinger and his vife, :
Nancy, have ended a twVweek stay in Palm Springs-,
wliile Mrs. Kissinger recuperated from ulcer '
"surgery.? The Kissingers were tbe guests of actor ¦
; Kir* Douglas .and .- . his''wife; Ann, during their stay.
The Kissingers and Douglas' spent Tuesday evening :
at' dinner with actress Elizabeth Taylor. Miss - .., Taylor is in California in the waike of reports thiat A -¦
¦
she and actor Richard Burton have separated ahd - '-' ¦
,
will file for dissolution of theirsecond marriage.

A Gball0ng6

A^Wiscousin Sujtfeme Court decision upholding secret legislative Committee
caucuseson the state budget brought an inimediatereaction Tuesday from the
lawmaker who filedthe original complaint.Law
Sea Gary Goyke, D-OsWtosh, said
exempaon dted by
/ he wouldw^kfoj ^bveaD Operi ltfeetings
^
ite rullng. The court said the law did not prohibit the sessions, listing a series of
¦
' . ¦ - ; ¦ -." - . ' ' ' •¦ ' "
exemptions which allow closed caucuses.
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Strike atU.N.
headquarters in
Geneva settled

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) -A strike
that paralyzed work at the European
headquarters of the United Nations was
settled today, the headquarters administration announced.
Clocks stopped, mail piled up by the ton,
computers aiid elevators were idle and
there was no heat in the offices or toilet
paper in the bathrooms during the Weeklong strike by lower grade employes.
Details of the agreement were not immediately published.
Administration spokesmen said the
agreement was reached at the end of the
morning, but lights, electricity and, other
facilities were not Immediately turned on
In the mile-long Palace of Nations.
The strike forced the 30-natfonGeneva
disarmament conference to cancel its
meetings and the 32-nation U.N. Commission on Human Rights moved to
emergency rooms ¦ outside the U;N.
" . ' . ' . ..
complex.
.
"We remairt operational on an
emergency basis, " said a Dutch official at
the office of the] U ,IV. high commissioner
for refugees. "And we even managed to
get one or two manual typewriUrt, Put we
have to collect urgent cobles downtown
because there Is no pbweHor our Telex
machines, And each of us has to walk up 10
flights several times a day, enough to give
It is a pain in'the
you a heart failure.
' ¦'
neck "

"Everybody to fed up witli It." agreed a
British member ol the multinational
committee put or#nlred theab*tte. «•
The strike was. called for about;2,000
employes in the "general services"
category, the lowest Income bracket iri the
U.N , . hierarchy, whl^h Includes
secretaries, cleapers, genera and other
operational staff, ' ? . ¦ y ,
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/y Storm that dumped a.half a foot of snow on Vermont kept some Voters
home Tuesday as the state Held its first primary In more than half a
century. One Of the Hearty residents is greeted by a campaign vyorjsfr ip
\. ..A.:y
AAbritpelier. (Af 1 Photofax) A AAAAAA-,:.^,. y -' -' ; ,.;¦
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victory

in

Massachusetts was based on a "fcrofid
coalition" of support, but both Udall and

Wallace proclaimed triumph, too,
The Washington-senatorsaid on the CBS
"Morning News" that he did sot think
Florida would be decisive in choosing the
Democratic nominee.
"Wallace is ahead iri the South, let's face
it, " he said. "Tbe point is that ! beat
Jimmy Carter and George Wallace in the
kind of state you must win."
He said Massachusetts was "the first
real industrial state" to hold a primary,
calling it the kind of state most important
to theDemocrats.
Asked whether the race had come down
lo him .-'against the liberals, Jackson
replied, "What's a liberal? The point is
that in Massachusetts rwalked off with the
'lunch bucket vote,' the labor vote which is
traditionally liberal. "
Udall, who like Jackson appeared on
both CBS and NBC news programs today,
said he did riot think Wallace was a serious
threat to the nomination but would be a
factoK
"There are only three people this
morning who have a serious shot st the
noniination," he said. "Their names are
Jackson, Carter and Udall. "
He also said he thought "progressives
have the balance of power in this party"
and that among liberal candidates, "I'm
the only horse to ride. "
"This is clearly the time to coalesce," he
¦ ' ;. .
?
said.
Wallace, who peigged his campaign to
antibusing sentiment in Boston, said he
was happy with ills showing in the only
state that voted for. George McGovern in
1972. His strongest showing was in the 9th
Congressional District, which includes .',
South Bostpri, scene of most of the city 's
antibusing trouble.
Massachusetts ' Democrats will send 104
delegates to the national convention this
summer, based on the popular vote both
statewide and in congressional districts.
The Republicans will send 43, with the
delegation apportioned in line with voting
statewide.
. No, delegates yiere awarded in Vermont's primary.
, For Democrats in Vermont, the lineup
with 97 per cent of the precincts counted
¦
was:" - . ¦ ' '. ¦ . . -' :
-^-Carter
16,11V
or 46 per cent.
:
>-Shriver 10,792 or 31 per cent.
—Harris 5,036 or 14 per cent.
y-;McCormack 5,319 or 9 per cent.
- From Washington, Ford said in a
statement he was "pleased by theoirtcome
|n Massachusetts . and Vermont. " The
White House said the victories slowed
"the momentum is s-inging til the
President's favor."
Neither Ford nor Reagan campaigned
for either primary, .but Ford's committee
spent about $200,000, on media advertising
in Massachusetts and concentrated on
telephone canvassing. ., ,
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Secret caucus ruling rapped

The insifle index:
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By WALTER H. MEARS
¦
AP Special Correspondent
BOSTON, (AP) — Sen. Henry M, Jackson 's victor^in
Massachusetts has turned the contest for the
Democratic presidential nomination into a giant game
Sf political chess — and the next move is up? to the
liberal side bfthebpard. ;
Jackpon succeeded in checking the frontrunner's
gambit of former Georgia Gov . Jimmy Carter — at
least for a week. That's when they meet again, in
Florida, in a three-way test with Alabama
¦' ¦ Gov. George?
1
C. Wallace.
? y - - ./¦
.
Jackson won in Massachusetts with 23 per cent of the
vote — quickly overshadowing Carter 's victory over
two other candidates in Tuesday's Vermont primary,
While they campaign for Florida's match at tbe
ballot box, the Democrats \yho. style themselves as '
progressives and liberals have some maneuvering to
do.. - ' y vIt begins with Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana, virtually
wiped out by his seventh-place, five^percent showlng
m Massachusetts,

I AP news analysis J

Bayh -was conferring today with his campaign
strategists in Washington; "We're go|ng to together
determine what role I should play as we continue to
pursue the goal of electing a Democratic President, "
he said. '"- .The role could hardly be that of a candidate, at least
not a candidate with a fighting chance.
AndN. Rep. Morris K. Udall, ytho emerged from the
Massachusetts'primary with clear title to the liberal
lead, claimed , "a victory beyond reasonable expectations" in losing to Jackson while running a near
deadlock with Wallace for tbe second spot
President Ford swept to victory in Vermont, where
he was alone on the ballot, with 84 per cent of the vote ;
and in Massachusetts, with 62 per cent to Ronald
Reagan's 35 per cent. Both were on theballot, although
neither campaigned personally. But there was a
$200,000 Ford advertising and telephone campaign in

Massachusetts. ' ¦
Ford saJd be was pleased. Campaign manager
Howard ff. Callaway said he had gained momentum
for the rest of the race. President and challenger meet
headon in Florida next Tuesday, and in successive
weeks in Illinois and NorthCarolina.
Democrat Udall proclaimed himself a friend and a
fan of Birch Bayh, clearly hoping that the Indiana
senator would withdraw and endorse him. An endorsement wouldn't be all that valuable amongvoters, but
it could be priceless for Udall in the April 6 New Vork
,
presidential primary.
The Arizona congressman said if Democrats are to
have a wider choice than Carter, Jackson and Wallace,
"then only the Udall campaign offers that choice."
But it wasn't quite that simple.
For one thing, Sen. Frank Church of Idaho Is poised
to enter thecampaign on March 18, with whathe calls a
late-latestrategy.
(Continued on page9a)
• Political chess

New evidence stings Hearstdefense

SAN FjtANCISCO (AP) — Patricia
Hearst's defense attorneys have launched
a vigorous assault against ¦some of the
most stinging evidence against her,
seeking to nave it stricken as. the product
of an illegal search.
ITS. District Court Judge Oliver J.
Carter scheduled an evidentiary hearing
outside the presence of the jury today at
the?request of defense counsel F. Lee
Bafiey.
i The Judge predicted the hearing would
take at least several hours, Interrupting
the prosecution's rebuttal testimony and
virtually erasing any chance ot sending
tho bank robbery case to the jury by the
endoftbe.week,
Bailey wants Carter to threw out the
controversial 'Taiila. Interview " as well
as other documents the government
contends prove Miss Hearst willingly
embraced the revolutionary goals of ( ho
Symblotwsse Liberation Army,

The 29-page "Tania" manuscript ^ so
called tor; the revolutionary, name Miss
Hearst said the SLA gave, her — contains
some of the defendant's handwriting and
outlines her rejection of her family and her
conversion to . the terrorist doctrines of the
SLA. Portions of the document were read
to the jury during the trial. ., - '
Bailey objected Tuesday when U.S. Atty.
James L, Browning Jr. attempted to read
an agreement between the opposing
counsels of a-list of documents' and
notebooks found in the San Francisco
apartment of SLA members William and
Einily Harris, arrested within hours of
Miss IIcarstlastSept. 18.
"It has come to my attention that the
search which we thought was made legally
at the time of arrest has now been ruled
Illegal by a judge on the slate bench, "
¦
Bailey said. I
Some of the material , which could link
Miss Hearst to planned bank robberies

during her 19 months In the underground,
prompted her to Invoke the 5th AmendA
ment42 times last month,
Bailey told Carter that a Svperior Court
judge in Los Angeles had declared thc
search of the Harrises' hideout illegal and
asked Carter to do the same.
.
Carter said he was aware of Judge Mark
Brandler 's ruling. Brandler said the FBI
had the apartment uiider surveillance for
mora than 30 hours and had ample time to
get a search warrant but failed to do so.
He refused to accept as evidence in the
Harris assault case In Los Angeles any
material found in their apartment.
Browning objected to the hearing,
saylig the defense should have filed the
motion to suppress the evidence long ago.
Bafl<y angrily informed the prosecutor
that he had been unaware thai the legality
of the search was'ln dispute.
Court was recessed 20 minutes early
Tuesday to prepare for the'hoarlng, Bailey

dashed.out to fill a speaking engagement,
but his associate, Al Johnson, said, "If the
search and seizure were Illegal , the
evidence derived in that search would be
stricken from the record of thiscase."
The government's chief attorney has
been foiled In his attempts to question thc
defendant's activities from September
1974 until her arrest a year later. He
claims she was out "casing banks with the
Harrises," but Miss Hearst refuses to
testify about the year.
Bailey will not let the defendant testify
about the year she spent <with the Harrises
in Sacramento and San Francisco, arguing
that it could lead to further indictments
and retaliation from radical elements.
Browning Indicated that he had at least
four mora rebuttal witnesses, including
the manager of a bank ln Marysville,
Calif., of which a diagram was found in the
Harrises ' apartment «with Miss Hearst's
fingerprints.

SEN. HENRY MCKS0N
Wlns In Massachusetts

Lockheed denies misuse of federal money

WASHINGTON . (AP) - Lockheed Aircraft
Corp.'s new chairman denied today that federal
funds were used to replace money the firm spentori
bribes to foreign
¦ ¦ government officials to Iftfluence
aircraft sales. ' .
; Chairman Robert W. Haack told the* Senate
Banking Committee that Lockheed has taken
positive steps to ensure no Improper payments are
made in the future and he stres&odthat his company
"has not been alone in the paymentof commissions
and other payments on overseas business,"
Meanwhile, Sea, William Proxmire, D-Wis., the
Banking Committeechflrmsn, said Lockheedand
Uie Securities andExchange Commission ara near
agreement ai terms for an Indopcrtdeht probe into
tiie multi-million; dollar bribes Lockheed has
acknowledgedpaying,
Proxmire said lie will Insist Ihe investigation be
Independent of Wckheed Influence arid called on

SEC Chairman Roderick Hills to assure that the
probe will result'in tlie public disclosure of the
dontities of all Lockheed agents who offered bribes
hnd all officials who accepted them
HIUs, offered v today to make the names of
Japanese officials alleged to have accepted bribes
available to Japanese law-enforcement authorities
under specifiedconditions.
He told the committee the information can be
offered only after the Japanese government
promises the names will not. be used In a manner
which would Niteriero with the Independent InveBliga(tonlheSEC lBorjganlzing.
Hlfls, refusedto disclose the names and other
relevant material publiclyat thla
"Premature public disclosure, of the commission's Investlgallve flies may seriously impair
our ability to enforce the applicable provisions of
the federal securltloe law," he said. "Such

premature disclosure could alert potential defendants to the relative strengths and weaknesses of
our case and allow them to tailor their case accordingly."
HIUs also said such disclosure might prove unfair
to individuals whose tiames appear in the files.
"Investigative files contain c*ntless names of
individuals who in the final analysis may be
determined to have engaged
¦ , In no improper conduct, "hesaid, A A
Nonetheless, HIUs said, the SEC ls aware of the
Impact of the Lockheed scandal in Japan and
declared: "We are hopeful that we soon will bs able
to provide access to relevant portions ot our Invwtlgatlvef i|es"to theJaiiaiiesegovernment Haack said Lockheed's payoffs overseas ha\ehad
no effect on the firm's ability to repay its $250million federaUy guaranteed bank lbari.
"Let me tay In this connection that Lockheed has

not used funds received under the loan guarantee to
paj> consultants' commissions, nor have ve inap-.
propriately charged commission costs to U.S.
government contracts, " Haack said. .
Proicmire has demanded that Lockheed enter into
a fixed, monthly payment schedule to eliminate
Sulckly the federal government's responsibility for
ie debt of the company. Lockheed for the last
decade has been ejther the.first or the second
largest U.S. defense contractor,'
Haack said such a requirement could well push
Lockheed Into ttie bankruptcy it has so long, tried to
avoid.
Haack said that ''an unfortunate by-product"of
what he called the current interest of digging into
Lockheed's corporate past appears to bwe heen,
"at least for the short term, to Inflict serious harm
on, America's international commercial and
diplomatic relattonshlps..'*-
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Sewer extension Qalesvjlle
held on charge
of battery s
plarlirilihfed
By ELMWPANGST
Area Corresp ondent

BLA1E, Wis. (Special) - The
Blair City Council Tuesday
evening heard a report from
engineer Craig Walkey,of Davy
Engineering Co., La Crosse,
concerning a sewer extension
project and changes to' be made
at the city's water treatment
¦
plant , '
The Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) has been
objecting to the disposal of
sludge in the Trempealeau
River. The sludge contains iron
and manganese removed from
the water at the treatment
¦'¦ AA:,
plant
A deadline has been set for
the end of thisyear by which the
city must have in operation an
approved method of disposing
:¦ ¦¦'¦ ¦¦A
of the sludge:
Walkey presented blueprtote
of the plan which has been gMla
DNR approval, and whleinncludes sewer hookupto the five
families living across the
Trempealeau • River.
An
estimateof cost is $46,000.
He said grants are available

Negotiations starts

WHITEHALL, WIS. (Special)
By TERRYBORMANN
to pay 25 percent of die cost of - Patrick D. Byrne, 27,
jt aff Writer y
the sever extension. According Galesville, Wis., is being held
to ttie {dan, the sludge would without bond in Trempealeau
the Minnesota Highway
enterthe sewage ¦system and be County Jail on a charge , of
has
begun
aggravated battery, according Department
'1X»ta±A'A ¦'. ¦ ¦/ : .:: '
to acquire the 52
A This wil be more economical to the Trempealeau Ciunty negotiations
remaining parcels needed for
over the years since it requires Sheriffs office.
He was arrested about 5:30 Highway 61 by-pass at Minless manpower to do the Job,
a.m. today in Onalaska, Wis. by nesota City, it announced today.
accordingto earlierstudies.
"To date, we have two offers
Clerk Ray Nereng voiced the La CrosseCounty Sheriff s
concern about the cast of the office andbrought to Whitehall. out," said James WeimerThe charge stems from a 3 sklrch, department relocation
project Hesaid, and the council
agreed, that a public hearing a.m. incident in Galesville, advisor. He said more property
would be held when mare facts when Byrne allegedly beat a owners might have been contacted Tdteday night if it hadn't
became available concerning former girl friend.
the. grant monies and actual Darryl McBride is the in- been for the sfeefstorm.
Completion of appraisals is
cost can be presented to the vestigating officer.
expected in ' April, Weimerconcernedlandowners.
sklrch said, and'construction
The cost of theproject without Ericksph holdup
contracts are to be let early
the sewer extension also will be
loss is $1,377
- /'
next year.
considered.
have
problems
No
special
The city faces more expense
The loss in an armed holdup
in the water department in at Erickson Oil Products, 217
attempting to fill the need for JohnsonSt, Saturday night has
another welL
been determined to bf$l,377,
" Northwest,
Layne
Chief of Police Robert Car^
Milwaukee, willbedrillingfrom stenbrock reported today.
seven to 11 test barings to
Two attendants at the station
sample water: The company told Winona police that a man
has already completed a carrying a shotgun entered the
geophysical study at a cost of station about 11 p.m., ordered
ST. PAUL, Mlnn. (AP) $1,500. - ..: '
them into a rear room and then
The test borings will cost fled with money from a cash Minnesota House DFL leaders
have indicated they will not
$1,800 to $2#X).
register.
support a plan offered by their
Senate counterparts to grant
$100 million in rebates to state
taxpayers.
Alter a closed-door meeting
Tuesday with Gov. Wendell
Anderson and the Senate DFL
leaders, House Speaker Martin
Sabo told newsmen he has
:
other methods for finding the Dr. Schafer, who feaid he didn*t "deep reservations" about tbe
obstruction were used before remember telling Mrs. Boland plan.
Independent-R epublican
the. operation. Simon and her husband should be taken
defense attorney James Kinney "immediately" to Mayo Clinic leaders to the two houses were
told Jurors Monday that an to save his life. Mrs. Boland had not invited to the meeting.
obstruction in the duct was testified Monday that Dr. However, they already are on
caused by the first surgery — a Schafer had made that record in support of the
gall bladderoperation.
statement after the second proposal.
Senate DFL leaders proposed
A scrubnursein tbe operating operation. .
the rebates this year after the
TheBolanddaug^tef§TCoBHie
rpdm during the second
.surgery, Carol Thaldorf, said and Sue Ann. also took the stand state Finance Department
the amount of bleeding during to testify about the Bolands' predicted a $207 million surplus
the operation was "surprising" family life, Margaret Heffron, at the end of the bienniumJune
to ihesuigery team.
the operating room anesthetist, 30, 1977. The head of the
Gerald
; ¦'Everything that Dr. Garber .fold the jury about the department ,
Christenson, has cautioned that
touched would bleed,"' Miss operation.
Thaldorf said. She also testified
Clyde Thornton, division the prediction could be off by up
directhat Dr. Charles Schafer said timekeeper for the Chicago and to $100 million ¦in"feither
? ;
. ' . .'
during the operation that Dr. Northwestern Transportation tion,.
Sabo pointed out that $200
Garter "cut the common duct" Co,, arrived Tuesday afternoon
Under cross - examination, to outline Boland's salary million is legs than 4 per cent of
however, Miss Thaldorf said schedule at the time he left the state budget, and said he
she couldn't remember whether work for the gal] bladder regards the prediction as "very
questionable" because it is
Dr. Schafer said "cut" or "must operation.
Testimony was expected 'nearly 16 monthsbefore the end
havecuf ¦ ;
ofthe biennium.
Clamping helped prevent today from an economist who'll
The Minneapolis DFLer also
some bleeding, she said, but project Boland's probable
bleeding continued from the financial condition and the loss said be feels it would' be adbeginning of the operation until his family can expect from visable for the legislature to
losing its primary source of have a surplus when it enters
its 'end. ; .
•>' the 1977-79 biennium.
?:
Also testifying Tuesday was support.
The governor said Tuesday he
has . an open niirid on the
proposal, and indicated he
would like another several
weeksbefore making a decision

House DFL
leaders say
nd on rebate

Surgeon takes stand as
civil suit Continues

Dr. George Garber, 1781
Edgewood Dr., the defendant in
a wrongful death suit in Winona
County District Court, took the
stand Tuesday during the
secondday of the civil suit.
Dr. Garber was questioned by
Ronald Simon, attorney for
Rose Ann Boland, the widow of
Frances Boland. Boland died
after a series of operations in
1972.. ; A; '
¦. Mrs. Boland is seeking more
than $40,000 in medical costs
from Dr. Garber and a total
$750,000 In damages, according
to courtrecords and testimony.
•Simon asked Dr Garber
about the first two of six
operations performed at
Community Memorial Hospital
here and at St Marys Hospital,
Rochester.
Dr. Garber said he did not use
a cholangiogram (an X-ray. of
Boland's bile ducts) before he
performed a second surgery to
determinewhore an obstruction
in the common bile duct was
¦
located. - . ' • ' ' \. "
He ejcplained, , however, that

WSU panel considering
tenure hearing testirrtony
By C. GORDON HOLTE
Staff Writer

inability to relate to students,
problems in content of.courses
taught by Tucker and that
Tucker's interests; were not in
accordance' with future trends
of the department.
Dr. Lewis acknowledged that
Tucker is a learned person,
saying "he probably has enough
courses completed to receive
two degrees, but said he felt
Tucker was experiencing difficulty in completing his
dissertation.
In rebuttal, Tucker said he
felt certain that he would
complete all requirements for
the degree within two years and
that he had found, after
deciding on the topic for his
dissertation that more facets
were involved than he had
anticipated and full exploration
required for writing the indepth paper was takingmore
time than he expected.
Tucker acknowledged that a
number of his students considered him a "hard instructor "
but said "if you put pressure on
students, you 're going to turn
soma of them on. Some are
going to react positively and
others negatively,"
Dr. Wesley Matson, dean of
the school of education of which
the psychology department is a
component, and Dr. Donald

A Winona State University
bearing committee today was
deliberating on testimony
presented during a hearing
Tuesday on an appeal by a
faculty member who •charges
that he has been denied tenured
appointment.
The appeal was brought by
Paul Tucker, an assistant
professor of psychology who
joined the faculty In 1970 and
was informed last year of the
university 's Intent to terminate
his employment at the end of
the current academic year.
Faculty members and administrators testified before the
committee headed by Dr.
Emilio DcGrazio, associate
professor of English.
Tucker was represented by
Winona
attorney
Duane
Peterson and the university by
Floyd Hilistrbm, SL Paul, a
special assistant state attorney
general, Tucker asserted that his
denial of tenure violates a rule
that evaluation of faculty for
tenure he made solely on the
basis of meeting standards
communicated to the faculty
member In" advance of the
assignment for which he or she
will be evaluated.
The university held that
prescribed procedures had been
followed In the termination
proceedings and that Tucker
had beendealt with fairly.
By TOM JONES
The committee recommendations will be forwarded to Outdoor Editor
Winona State President Robert
The fish and waterfowl
DuFresne but are not bindingon paradise that Ihe Weaver
him. ^
Bottoms once represented is
Essentially, Tucker asked the disappearing — but proper
committee either to recom- management could restore
mend that he be granted tenure portionsof its former glory, an
or that he be issued another audience at W inona State
probationary contract which University was told Tuesday .
Presenting the dark facts —
would allow another year of
employment during wbiclj his and some brighter solutions ¦>- ,
Might
be concerning
the Weaver
performance
dilemma was part of the WSUevaluated regarding tenure.
Tucker's department head, St. Mary 's College reDr, John Lewis, said that hehad search team, which si nce
told Tucker at the time of his June has zeroed in on the botemployment that eventual toms ln a massive effort to sort
tenure would be contingent on out reasons for the area's
his receiving the doctorate and decline. ,
that a reasonable time had been Team speakers included Drs.
allowed Tucker to complete the Cal Fremling, Dennis Nielsen
and Ronald Zwonltzer of WSU
requlremente.
Dr. Lewis also"'said his and Dr. David McConvllle and
recommendation had been Rory Vose of St. Mary 's
.i
Mod ,<>".;. Tucker 's alleged College.

ori it.

• .' ¦ ¦'- ' ', '

Senate Majority Leader
Nicholas Coleman, DFLrSt.
Paul said after Tuesday's
meeting that he regards the
Warner, vice president for
projection as ; "fairly conacademic affairs, both saidthey
servative" and will push the
concurred with Dr, Lewis.
rebate plan regardless of
Tucker questioned whether
failure to obtain the doctoral whether House DFLers and
degree
constituted
ap- Anderson support it.
propriate grounds, under the . Coleman's plan calls for each
Minnesota taxpayer to get back
rules, for denying tenure.
Ray K. Amundson, executive 10 per cent of the tax paid on
assistant to the president, and last year's income, plus $12 for
Hillstrora held that tenure each dependent. • '
legally could be denied a faculty
House Minority Leader Henry
member on grounds that he bad Savelkoul , IR-Albert Lea,
failed to fulfill an agreement to criticized DFLers for holding
obtain the doctorate as a con- the meeting and formulating
dition for granting tenure.
state tax policy "without public
Amundson was asked by input, without input from the
Peterson whether he saw any minority."
discrimination in a situation in
which one department requires
a doctoral degree for granting Fillmore Co. labor
of tenurewhileothers do not and talks scheduled
Amundson said be did not fee)
PRESTON, Minn! - A
this is discriminatory, .
Asked whether he knew of any mediation session between
of
Operating
department at the university members
which has a rule requiring a Engineers Local 4,4 represendoctorate for tenure, Amundson ting Fillmore County highway
maintenance men and the
said he knew of turner
Amundson
said - the Fillmore County Board will be
•
probatloiiary contract is for a Monday at 10:30 a.m.
The session was scheduled
stated periodwith the provision
that tenure may be granted at Tuesday after board members
rejected the union proposal for
sometime ln the future.
Faculty members ¦ normally binding arbitration.
'
Negotiations started early
serve a seven ¦* . - year
probationary period and issue last fall after Local 49 members
of an eighth contract represents rejected the board's $45 a month
tenure.
across the board of fer.

arisen in connection with land
acquisition and relocation of the
21 families affected, be said,
although one property owner
and tbe state have appealed a
condemnation award.
The 1.17 acre of bare land
owned by Leslie Christianson,
5040 6th St., Goodview, was
valued at $13,500 by condemnation commissioners. But
in district court pleadings,
Christianson says the land is
worth $50,000; the state says,
flO.lW.
Christiansonhad done some
site preparation for a service
station and restaurant in the
early 1960s, according to his
lawyer, Kent Gernander; but be
suspended these preparations
after the state announced the

by-passplan in 1968. Hie state
plans to take a Utile more than
hSlf tbe2.22-acreparcel.Weimerskirchsaid 12 parcels
alreadyhave beenacquiredas a
result of owners' Wanting to
complete land transactions and
move. Eleven homes are involved, and io families have
completedtheir moves, be said.
About $40,000 has been spentso
far on relocation aids.
He anticipated no problems
moving the remaining 11
families, WeimersMrch said,
because "there's an abundance
of available honies" in the
Winona-Minnesota City area.
This contrasts with a housing
shortage in the early 1970s.
The by-pass, which will take
Highway 61 around Minnesota

City to the west, is estimated to
cost *2 million to $2.25 million
for constructionand $500,000 to
SI million for land and
relocationcosts. WeimersMrcb
said the latter existsshould stay
within that range, despite inflation.
The state has authority to
complete land acquisition
because it now has an approved
environmental-impact
statement and design study, he
said. .,
The highway department
notes that occupants of the
affected properties may be
eligible fpr relocationbenefits,
in addition to the properties'
market value, providing the
property is sold to the department.

Tuesday^ He added that inconsistencies that might have
made it difficult to enforce the
ordinance will be cleared up
when the amendment is made.
But the delay will allow
landowners in flood plain
districts enough time to? get
construction started, if the
ordinance and its first-time
enforcement had stopped their
plans in recent weeks.
Johnson and John Chell, a
Department
of
Natural
Resources hydrologist, warned
against that at Tuesday's
meeting.
"The unfortunate part about
this," Chell said, "is that,
without the ordinance, some

.homes may be built that will
have to come out later."
He explained that homes built
in a "floodway," or the direct
path of a flood, pose a danger to
occupants and to life both upstream and downstream. He
said homes in floodways aren't
permitted by law .
. Johnson said several contractors were granted building
permits for homes "probably in
flood plains" Tuesday afternoon. The permits had been
denied in recentweeks, Johnson
said, because they would have
allowed building in what the
county considered flood prone
areas. . . .

Building occupants should
notify tbe highway department
before moving in order tp insure
eligibility for benefits, tte
department said.
WiemersJtircb can be contacted at the highway department office in Rochester for
information on available
benefits.

Flood plain zoningtemporarily
erased except for river shore

By MARK PLENKE
StafJ Wrtter

A simple mobile home permit
approval Tuesday by the
Sinona County Board has
ased flood plain zoning in the
county, except for the
Mississippi River shoreline, for
at least two months.
Melvin Onstad, an Austin,
Minn., man who plans to retire
to a mobile home now standing
near the banks of the North
Branch of the Whitewater
River, won his year-old battle
for a conditional use permit tor
the trailer at the county board
meeting.
His petition was delayed
recently because county officials suspected the mobile
home lies ina floodplain. Board
members learned Tuesday that
it probably does lie in the plain,
but a "technicality " discovered
at the meeting wiped out all
flood plain zoning enforcement
outside of the Mississippi
shoreline.
According to Onstad's attorney, Kent Gernander,. the
zoning ordinance has to be on
file with the county auditor to be
valid. The auditor and County
Attorney Julius Gcrneis conceded during the meeting that
maps the county thought were
on file, and which are the basis
for determining flood plain
zones, were netar filed.
That means, according to
Gernes, the board will have to
amend its present ordinance
and file maps -it needs to
determine the flood plain zones
before they can be enforced.
"That will take a minimum of
two -months," Steven Johnson,
county planning director, said

River questions

for migratory waterfowl ,
team reported.
Team members said ad- populations of predatory fish
ditlonal problems caused by the are low and waterfowl no longer
switch include Increased tur- find the cover necessary for
bidity which doesn't allow nesting.
enough light to penetrate for
added that checks
plant growth, and Increased onMcConvllle
the stomach contents of fish
wind fetch vhlch keeps the In the bottoms revealed that
surface water choppy and In- most live on insects, further
creases the murky conditions Increasing the necessity for
and depths up to nine feet in the insect-holding vegetation.
upperportionof the area.
Vose noted the , vegetation
Dr. Dennis
In addition, new "cuts" into dramatically decreased betNielsen
the bottoms from adjacent ween 1965 and 1971, primarily
rivers bring in sand, with the from increased current and the
resulting sedimentation further scouring effect of sand brought
Inhibiting plant growth, the infrom area rivers.
team found.
Fremling aid the basic
According to Fremling, Ingredients for successful
The influx of flood waters
each year has, resulted ln successful management of the management are there, since
breeching of the natural levee bottoms OB fish and wildlife the bottom's waters are fertile,
protecting the bottoms from the habitat Is directly tied to proper there is no lack of winter oxygen
Mississippi's main channel and management of the area's and the overall quality is good.
He added that in the team's
caused the area 's tran- aquatic vegetation.
While the area holds fish and opinion, It will be necessary to
sf ormationfrom marshlandto a
riverlike state in 40 years, the Is still used as a stopover point reduce the Meet of the wind.

The DNR played the villain's

First towboat may
arrive late tonight

Mississippi River buffs, eager to hear the raspy hoot salute
of tows, will have their wish fulfilled late tonight or early
tomorrow, according to Capt. Charles Duckett
: Capt. Duckett, piloting the Tri-W upriver to St. Paul, was
waiting today to go through Dresbach Lock 7, where a crew
was working to remove the upper coffer dam, placed last fall
to dewafer the channel.
Capt. Duckett, who has been piloting tows to St. Paul for 12
years, says this is the earliest he has come north. The Lock 7
lockmaster, however, says in 1964 the lock opened March 1.
Capt. Duckett was not at all worried about the 16 to 22
inches of ice covering Lake Pepin. "We'll shove it, we have
5,000 horsepower oh the boat, and the harbor boat tug Bingo,
making the run with us, has760. "
• "If we get through this lock at midnight, it will take us a
couple of days to rurionin toSL Paul," Capt. Duckett said.
They made the trip upriver with no trouble "have been
shoving through all ice we run Into all right, and will go all
the way through, "Capt. Duckett said.
y
The Tri-W, shoving nine empty barges, and the Bingo are
owned by the Peavey Co.

Dr. Ronald Zwonltzer of Winona State University
(left) fields a question from WSU student Bruce
Brecke at Tuesday 's program on problems
affecting the Mississippi River 's Weaver Bottoms
and West Newton Chute areas. Zwonltzer is part of
a research team composed of personnel from WS U
and St. Mary's College. (Dally News pfioto)

Solutions seen for Weaver Bottoms
According to team findings,
the decline of the bottoms as
prime waterfowl and fish
habitat is directly related to the
destruction
of
. aquatic
vegetation by Impoundment
caused by lock and dam constructionIn the 1930s.

Owner-occupants for more
than 180 days prior to the
initiation of negotiations
Tuesday may be eligible for a
supplemental bousing payment
Renters and owner-occupants
for more than 90 days prior to
negotiations may be eligible for
a supplementalrental payment
or aid to make a down payment
on a new home.

increase light penetration,
decrease slltkUon and inhibit
wave action to Improve the
area,

Tentative solutions suggested
in tho team's preliminary
report include the possible
construction of a dike at the
lower end of the area to reduce
wave action and decrease water
flow; the construction of wavebreaker islands frdm dredge
spoil; closing side channels to
reduce input of sand and
resulting slltatIon; and closing
off the entrance to Murphy's cut
at the upper end of the bottoms
to restrict flow,
Trending said tho team's
final report must be filed with
the Army Corps of Engineers by •
June 30 and that the corps will
bo responsible for implementing
suggested
measures,

role again Tuesday when
property owners in Fairwater,
where .the Onstad trailer is
located, charged that the
agency opposed the Onstad
permit to force them out of the
area.
"They 're just land-greedy, "
Mrs. Richard Becker, the
Onstads' daughter said. She
claims her parents Wire told by
a DNR spsokesman that the
DNR would "make sure they
didn't get a permit'.' for the
trailer.
Chell, who was at the meeting
Tuesday, conceded the DNR
has an ongoing land purchase
program in Fairwater, but said
pressure put on landowners is
against DNR regulations,
Onstad began his.' petition
effort more than a year ago. He
will have to meet county
sanitation requirements before
he can connect the trailerto any
sanitation system and has
agreed to sign a "hold harmless1'agreement to relieve the
county and Elba Township of all
legal obligations.
Township board members at
the meeting said they didn't like
the idea of the Onstad permit
but agreed the hold harmless
clause protected them sufficiently.
"We'd still have to keep up
the road for .the other people in
there (Fairwater) ," a board
member said. He outlined
township costs to repair bridges
and part of the Fairwater road
( Continued on page 9a)
Floodplain
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FRESH, HOMEMADE

FRESH HOMEMADE

Summer Sausage

PORK LINKS
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FRESH HOMEMADE
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OUR BEST QUALITY
HOMEMADE
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FRESH HOMEMADE
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Daytime. 11:30 and 8:00, Ch.

Writing promoted

GIFT BOOK

$300
WITH OVER

In Gifts, Services,
Food, Merchandise
& Entertainment
FOR ONLY:

'19.95
Listen for your phone to ring.
i

MADISOtf , Wis. (AP) - A
committee to find ways to keep
student writing abilties from
SM*
deteriorating will be named
shortly,
University
of
¦ ¦¦
'j * 0 LWisconsin-Madison Chancellor
Edwin Young said Tuesday.
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CUBE STEAK

•¦

(local programming)

Winona Tonight Frank lassie
and Cy Hedlund are special
guests. 6:30, Ch. 3.
Thursday
"Is Anyone Listening?"a 30miraite program oa special
education featuring children
from Washington - Kosciusko
Elementary school and the
Winona Day Activity Cento".
Program consultant and host is
\ Dr. James Kern of Winona State
n i v e r s i t y educational
\Upsychology
Jack
I Pfitzer, WSUdepartment.
television center,
IJ : directed the production.8 a.m.,
> »??' 4and 6:30 p.m., Ch. 12. .
j f^¦ ' Al S.O.S. Ron McGuire. 10:30,
Ch.3.
jfBJ^^ ;

PORK CHOPS ?l .09
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f'aum '* MARKET
119 East Thinl St. Phone 452.3450'
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"The Sex Symbol." Connie
Stevens, drama (1974), 10:30,
Chs.fr-J-19,
"Young Cassidy," Rod
Taylor, drama (1965) , 11:00, Ch.
4.
Thursday
"Wake of the Red Witch,"
John" Wayne, adventure (1948),
3:30, Ch. 4.
"MeMaughton's Daughter,"
Susan Clark, crime drama
(1976) , 8:00, Chs. &-HMS.
"Gumshoe," Albert Finney,
comedjMiramB (1971), 10:00, '
Chs 3-ft.
"Lisa,"Stephen Boyd, drama
(1962) , 11 .00, Ch. 4.
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FISH
FRY

11 A.M. to 8 P.M.

WEDNESDAY
& FRIDAY
ALL YOU CAN EAT

S-|95

Soup or juice. Potato Salad ot
French.Fries, Cole Slaw;Rolls, Ice
Cream. Beverage extra.

STEAK
SHOP
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When the RAGE Gift Book telephone
operators call you, you will be entitled
to buy your GIFT BOOK, WORTH OVER
$300 FOR ONLY $19.95.

v |

I

OR CALL US FOR FREE
HOME DELIVERY
PHONE 452-8532

A GREAT WAY TO SAVE! j
Your KAGE

RADIO Gift Book has many things for I
everyone in your family. Ttiere are two sections In I
your gift' book.The first section is filled with over |
$225 In merchandise,food and services from partlch.
patlng merchants on a no ' charge basis.' The 2nd
section contains over $80 In food and dinners on a
buy one — get one basis. The 'KAGE RADIO Gift
Book Is made possible by the following progressive
merchants.
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, A complete
film prqcessinq
serrice...

PAPA JOHN'S
BASS CAMP
BEAUTY SPOT
KOEHLER AUTO BOD Y & REPAIR SHOP
WESTGATE BOWL
THE THIMBLE
GREEN THUMBS, TWO
CYCLE SERVICE UNLIMITED
J & M'S DONUT HUT
NORVSB8
KIRBY
SIEBRECHT'S FLOWERS
NORGE VILLAGE
NORTHWEST FABRICS
TESTATE MOBILE HOMES
MEXICO, U.S.A.
LAEHN'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY &
BOUTIQUE
JERRY'S AUTO SALES
CASTLE DRESS SHOP
FLORIN'S
MC VEY'S ICE CREAM SHOP
_
MARTIN TIRE SERVICE
SHORTY'S RESTAURANT
TACOS-N-OOQS
JACK'S
SHAKEY'S PIZZA
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OSHA va bu^ness
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Is idealism
the bottbm
business line?

A byfcitipssman, confronted with an
ethical criticism of his practices, onca
protected memorably to¦ tit? British
mstofian R, Hi TflWney :' "Things have
comfHw a pretty pass if religion is going to
¦
interferewith private life. "
Thiii wrt of statement, it has been widely
assumed;tepresehts the American attitude,
towardjriotiey, Much has been made of the
pragmatist - Idealist split iti American
character i and nobody/has very, often
questioned that showing a financial profit
was the .way. — the otily way '= an
American pragmatist kept score. . Yet
behind the hard-nosed counter of bills ,
coins, stock certificates , * oil wells,
Cadillacs, camels, ahd what-not hides a
closet idealist. Or at least a pragmatist
with feelings of guilt, which, where money
ty concerned, may. be .the sanie thing
For -- as those who have to listen to our
Secretaries of State as well as deal with
theffl must, know — pragmatism and
idfeallBm are not separate compartments in
American life. At all times, one invisibly
coexists With the visible other, waiting to
switch places. And woe and lots of alack to
the American who . does not sense the
moment of the switch!, Here are three
v
¦ica utionary fables :
Once upon a time a genial food critic of
the New York Times won a kind of auction
sponsored by the American Express. "A
tasty and piquant hooray!" cried the food
critic,; as happy and innocent as a chef
whose souffle has neVer fallen. The prize —
who will ever forget it? — turned out to be a
$4,000 very.-slow-foOd snack for two. Craig
Claiborne had barely finished patting the
caviar off his lips before he was 'sandbagged by letters (running 4-to-l against)
comparing him to Nero " and Marie
Antoinette. -? :
'. To . understate their confusion, Mr.
Claiborne and the American Express were
taken off-guard. Presumably, they thought
they wefe obeying one of the clearest
imperatives of . the American pragmatist:
Go first class. But because of a certain
excess (if the tabh&d been $2,999, would the
dinner have been gulped down unnoticed?)
and a degree of, mistiming (e.g? , starving
children ih Southeast Asia) , the Great
Paris Orgy woke up (he idealists snoozing
inside every. .American pragmatist? We
were shocked.
Fable No. 2: Once upon a time a popular
member of the Jet Set, working her way up
from the top; landed a $05,000 joh ' with
Iran 's national airline. Like Mr. Claiborne,
Marion Javits believed she she was acting
out one of the most accepted axioms or
American pragmatism: , If you make
money, you deserve it. I've earned this,
said ttie Senator's wife in the best log-cabin
tradition. ? ? With an ? almoist indecent
vengeance, public opinion fell upon her like
a ton of Persian bricks. As a pragmatistin
a world (she innocently supposed)' bf
pragmatists she had said the right thing.
But, as with the $4,000 dinner, she had gone
too far. A line. had been crossed. A warning
signalhadbeen tripped, We were shocked.
Fable No. 3: Once upon a time an oil
corporation and an aircraft manufacturer
spread influence - money around Italy, the
Netherlands, Japan , and who knows Where
eise. Certainly Gulf and Lodkheed did not
Intend that their under-the-table operations
sh6uld'surfacc: But if worst came to worst,
did they gamble that the pragmatist in all
Americans might just understand? Surely
the rationalization was all there, a-familiar
prepared position: Survival is a
pragmatlst's first duty . . . We are
honorable __people , but it' s a dirty
world V . ' • . This is the way things are
done , . . Our responsibility is to our
stockholders at dividend time, .; . Still
we were shocked.
Those who are shocked that we are
shocked should remember that Americans
are still puritans at heart and that the last
province of puritanism may be money.
Luther , said money and commerce were
just awful — quite literally the devil's
business. Calvin said money was maybe all
right — if it Were the consequence of one's
God-fearing ways. We are a far distance
from our origins, and a lot of us are all too
willing to call greed "enterprise" and
conspicuous consumption a "stimulus to
the economy " whenever we can get away
with it
But there is a point In our getting - and spending beyond which we cannot go. Then
the moralist comes out in us, and with the
wrath of Cot'ton Mather and Jonathan
Edwards we turn upon those pragmatists
who have given the game away hy their
excesses and forced us to examine all the
ways they (and we) have cake.and eat it
too.
Christian Sqienfcc Monitor
' , ¦- '
Nawj Service . ., '.

A national wrong

The World War II order that «Mt U2.00O dtapaneae *
. Americans into nioCatkm campe became Ineffective)
when PresidentTrumMdedwedon D«c.S!,194«, that
"hoetUitles have terminated." ¦' '
• But because the order wos not formally ended,
• President VteA revoked it by proclamation February
• 19, 34 yeara to the day after the order was Issued. "Wo
'now know,"he aald, "what we should have known then,
;not only waa the evacuation-wifong, but Japanese JAmerlcaiis wereand ara loyal Americans. "
v The proclamation wai only of symbolic significance,
but neverthelessimportant a! an open recognition of a
historic national mittake— hnAngeles Times
Alf

WASfflNGTON-The war agatnat
bureaucratic excess, as couhtless
Americans know, is mostly a scrips of
losing battles. .You don't win many,
but you do win a few. The business
community, it is pleasant to report,
has just won a major engagement in
Texas and a brisk skirmish in South
Dakota.
. ' : In both castf, the light involved the
Oceytiationai Safety and Health
Admiaistrstlbn (OSHA). It is pdfhbps
worth erilfihasizlng that no
businessman* in principle or in
practice, js opposed to health and
safety. Tha, pervasive crittcisn) of
OSHA is not based on the need for
safety, but On tbeabtjse of power.
In the View of; many employers,
OSHA . issues regulations without
number add often .without reason.
Some of the agency's Inspectors, it Is
charged, are both' stupid '"4'n'd
arrogant. Under the law, these inspectors have PQW« to function
virtually as prosecutor, judge and
jury; the inspectors;, in effect, can
impose fines that can be appealed
only at heavy cost. In many cases, the
federal .inspections duplicate . o r
conflict with inspectionsby insurance
companies and by state agencies; But
to the extent that OSHA has. made
employers more safety-conscious, it
maydo good.
The major victory came on Jan. 26
before a force-Judge federal court in
the Eastern District of Texas. The
case involved Gibson's Products, Inc.,
a discount storo. in Piano. On Oct. 23,
1974, OSHA Inspectors presented
themselves at tho store and demanded
admission to non-tublic areas, Gibson's refused, and they all wound upUV
court. '
The 1970 act creating OSHA says
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that InsgectofB .a>e . majorized "to
enter withoutdelay and at reasonable
times a.n^ factory, plant, Establishment, construction site, or gtherareaj
workplace or environment where
Work Is jjprformed by 4(t Ufflplbye pf
.,- .'
an enipyer."
¦¦'¦-• Gibsoil'p took the view that the
quoted-Jfdvision violated the Fourth
Amelitmlent's prohibition against
unwarranted Searches, Tha three
fedefgl judges agreed. |p an opinion
by C|fc# Judge TboinSts Gibbs Gee,
the cpur|fopd that the get attempted
"a broaq partial repeal of the Fourth
Amendment," and this is "beyond the
poWejrs.of Congress.'-. ' ?
IH certain limited circumstances,
said the court, federal agents may

#nter private property WUiput fl

warrant. By way of pxaniple; agents
may reasonably: inspect such
regulated and licensed activities as?
distilleries, and ' gun dealerships.
Agent? may enter coal mines; they
may inspect a pharmacist's records
on drugs. But tbe Constitution does not
permit "broad and indiscriminate
inroads on Fourth Amendment
safeguards, wrought In the name of
administrative expedience." In brief:
if an employer chooses not to admit
OSHA inspectors voluntarily, the
agenls will have to get a judicial
warrant under the familiar rules of
probable cause.
In Rapid City, S.D., Ray Godfrey
won his' skirmish on' Feb. 19 before
U.S. District Judge Andrew Bogue.
Godfrey runs a small, brake service.
When a stranger purporting to be an
OSHA inspector showed up one day

W Opinions/lc!0as

D^briafing
Mr^Nixdn

WASHINGTON — Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger said he hoped
to debrief former President Richard
Nixon when he gets back from his trip
to China. No one knows what Mr.
Nbcon will say, but this is how the
debriefing may go.
"Mr. president, ¦what's
going on in
"¦ "/.
China now?"
¦ "Henry, I have it on highest
authority that Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao-ping;""Whcim you and President
Ford met on yoiir recent trip, was a
member bf .the revisionist,, imperialist, bourgeois clique that was
trying tb^ turn back the clock of
Chairman Mao's' Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution."
"How do you know this?"
*'I saw it on a poster across from my
hotel. It seems that Teng thought he.
could follow the . capitalist : - Imperialist path of the ignoble traitors
Liu Shao-chi . and Lin Piab. But this
running dog did not fool themasses," '
. "That's very good, Mr. President,
but did you get any feeling about who
was in charge - in China at the
moment?"
"Chairman Mao Tse-tung Is still the
beloved leader of the proletariat. He
has . designated Hua Ktio-feng as
acting premier because Hua is a
dedicated Marxist • Leninist of the
anti-Soviet school who has devoted his
life to the heroic struggle for Communist revolution and socialist
construction." '
"Who told you this?"
"Pat saw it on a wall poster when
she visited a children's school outside
of Peking."
V
"What feeling did you get about
their economy?" ? .
"Chairman . Mao 's Great Leap
Forward continues In spite of efforts
by feudal landlords to destroy the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Butthe
poison Is being eradicated by the
vigilance of the workers, the peasants
and the soldiers."
"That's Very good, Mr. President;
but did you get any feeling that there
was some sort of power struggle going
on in thc country?"
"I did bear of rightist winds blowing

(, AnBuch^al^
^

across the desert, trying to' reverse
the verdicts bf Chairman Mao. But the
masses, through the Central Committee, "intend " to deal , with these
capitalist - readers as'they have with
the running dogs Liu Shao-chi and Lin
Piao. "
A '.
. "Did yoii hear ,any names ' mentioned as to who was opposing Mao?"
"Confucius for one. I heard Confucious' writings were an example of
the reactibnary ideological weapons
Which the imperialists have used to
achieve their goals of big power
chauvinism."
"Yousaw thatpn a poster?"
"Chairman Mao personally told me ;
that ¦ Confucius was the foreihost
peddler of degenerate capitalistic
notions." ¦¦ ' . . . .. ' . "Mr. President, was there any
mention of China's relations with the
Soviet Union?"
"Yes, ther? *as ' I was informed
that the Soviet Socialist imperialists
who betrayed the' ideals of Marx ahd
Lenin for their own bourgeois reasons
are not intent on unbridledaggression
and expansion abroad."
"Maosaldthat?" --:
"No, I saw lt on a po?ter."
"Did you seen evidence of a
military buildup?" • . - , , . ¦ '"¦
"As Chairman Mao has said many
times, every worker is a soldier and
every soldier is a worker."
"I must say, Mr. President, you
really learned a lot in eight days. "; i
"Leta thousand flowers bloom. "'
'

'

last December, Godfrey demanded
that the visitor,prove his idehtity by
filllpg out a. detailed questionnaire
that Godfrey had prepared for just
such ah occasion. VThe stranger
balked, and
¦ ¦ took Godfrey bo
¦ ¦ OSHA
court.- '- "'•'/ '•¦' ' ¦" . ¦ ' ' ' '?- ." ¦• •
' Godfrey won a victory, that was
substantial.if not total. Judge Bogue
ruled that an ftpplbpr- filly indeed
demand $« an Intrusive pljhjic
Servant fffl out a form of, explicit
Identification, ' including Such
qngsllbns' as. "How ]piiH1 have you
woflf&M this, ageniy? * The court
outlawed such impertinent queries as
"H8Ve you ever tisw/an dliaS?" arid
"Dd you have, a criminal record?"
and "Wliat aw your qualification's for
ydtir ifib? '1'
"It ithefeellng of this court," said
tJhdge : Bogue, "that It might be,
possible. But, not easy, to compress
into.the total lines-contained (ft the
OSHA law more fertile ttofeortttnlties
for doubt, error, and abuse of individual liberties. The. execution of
this law, as opposed to the intent of it,
leaves much to bedesired,"
The two judgments, and especially
the; Texas judgment, should relieve
eiiiployers of -'some; "of thfc'betty
harassment" that has (rubbed 1 them
raw. OSHAi .ltepectors, bavjng been
informed 'of Specific^ viola tibnsV can
still get wartahtsion a "showing of
probable cause. Welljnd good; but It
won't be quite so easy,,from now on,
for them simply
to thr'qiy theirweight
¦
around.
. Ay A -A A"- , - ' ' - '

. An editorial in
St. Cloud Times

¦

•

It may take a catastrophe to convince the Minnesota Legislature that
the replacement of unsafe old bridges
across the state is a critical need- . '•
If predictions prove tfije, no niajor
highway legislation will be passfed In
the state legislature this session. Tbiat
would mean a proposed $600 million
bonding bill, for replacing or
renovating unsafe old Bridges >wuld
riot be approved.
Though $600 million seems tbjje - —
and . is, obviouply . — a;tremendous
sum,: passage of the bill would! not
mean a sudden expenditure of that
amount; The bill's Senate author, Sen,
Roger Laufenburger of Lewiston, "is
proposing that the; $600 million ? in
bonds be authorized but that orjly $50
million a year?, be spent. The funds
would be used for 12years, then. '
The legislatorsapparently are more
concerned at the. foment about
spending tax money to provide a nicer
stadium for professional athletic
¦
teams to use in the Twip Cities.
Professional athletics entertain a Jot
of people, bit the safety of outstate
Minnesotans is ajsubject deseryin'g .a
higher priority,-,There are many old
bridges in the slate that present a
very real dangerto the public safety!
Elimination of' the v. old. bridge
hazards across the state has been
delayed and relegated to lower
priorities too long. Passage, of a
bridge bonding hill should, not wait
until some catastrophe occurs and
human suffering shocks ' . the
legislature into giving the issue its
deserved attention ,
The legislature should pass a bridge
bonding authorization now, in this
session, before it is to late. ' . '
*

•• y

"Did Mao say that?"

"No, Pat did. You know we lost pur
gardener a t San Clemente. "'
. "Well, thank you very much
You've been most helpful and we now
have . a much clearer picture as to
what is going on in China."
"The pleasure Is all mine,
Comrade.
LoaAngelea Times Syndicate
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I Barbara Hunter

Not to be outdone, the House and
Senato minority leaders held a press
conference. Sen Bob Aahb&ch was so
eager to get his 2 Mi cents In he started
with "Good morning, gentlemen." (It
was afternoon and there were five
female reporters in the room,)
,_
After remindingus that they backed
a tax cut last year, the Republican
leaden said they would go along with
the tax rebate, There hasn't been so
much DFLrGOP togetherness on a tax
issue since Conzemlua bucked Gov,
Wendell Anderson to support rds
• Republicancolleagues on the lax cut;
As for the governor, reports are
cautiously optimistic that he : willsupport the rebate, His chief aide,
Tom Kelm, Indicated the goverpor
wil|goalong If he Is sure the money Is
there. (There are predictions for a
surplusol $100 tolMOmllllori.)

Thls js a bit of a side »worv« for
Anderson. In an interview last fall he
bemoaned the fate of Ms proposed
$150 million "rainy day" fi/nd'in the
Btute budget, He gave tho Impresslop,
that a financial cushion like (Mt
would take priority ovor a tax cut ; - .
As attractiveas it seems, the rebate
Rlan wa*not universally greeted with
sndsprlngsandjoy. "
Among (hose with reservations Is
HouseMajority Leader irv Anderson.'
He feels , a percentage rebate will not
help the working poor as much as a
salestax cut onheatingfuels.
"If tlie money Is available, I would
rather use.lt for reform than Just give
Itaway, " hesaid.
Reform? In an election year?
Maybe,, Reforms can be good campaign fodder, but thoy are pale In
comparison to tax rebates! Long-term
benefits usua lly take a hack scat
¦ ¦ > to
Bhort-term gains.
With less than " month of Uie
legislative session to . gp, it Is
questionable whether lawmakers will
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Sehding the
message

CULLOWHEE , N.C. - . .What
governor of what state has overseen
state expendituresthat have grown by
356.9 percent while federal gowrnment'outlays were going up only 176.7
percent? What governor in the same
period has expanded , his state's
bureaucracy by 113.3 percent while
the federal'bureaucracy was growing
by only 17,1 percent? George Wallace
of Alabama, that's who, in¦ the
¦ period
- . ': ,-.,.¦¦ ' ' .
1962to I&74.
And which championof the working
man and foe of the elitists presides
over!•' ,a state tax system that takes
$53.35 of each $i,O0O . of a citizen's
income in regressive sales taxes —
including a tax on beer, the hlue collar
staple — against a national average of
only 538.98 in sales taxes per $1,000 of
income? It's George Corley Wallace
again, and if you think his state's
taxes maybe aren't his poliOcal
responsibility, you should know that in
his first year in office Wallace signed
a bill that increased the sales tax from
3to 4 percent and imposed it oh beer.
MeanwMJe, the big interests have
seldom had it so good as they do tin
Wallace Country. Alabama has a
maximum 5 percent tax on corporate
'income, which means that many a
small business pays about the same
corporate tax ^s U.S. Steel with its
mammoth works in Birmingham.
Under Wallace, moreover, Corporations can deduct their tax
payments to the federal government
from their tax liability to Alabama.
Neither does Wallace's Alabama
soak the rich and the country club set
in favor of those taxi drivers and
beauty parlor operators he extols
elsewhere in the country. The personal income tax, too, has a ceiling of
5 percent on a taxable income of
$5,000; combined with the fact that
rich and poor alike can deduct their
federal taxes from their state tax
liability; this means that persons with
taxable incomes of $50,000 or more
actually are taxed at a lower rate in
Alabama than those with- taxable
Incomes of $10,000 — that , "average
'¦man"- George Wallace says he wants
;
tddefend. • . . '"
These facts are not the fabrication
of pointy-headed, big '..city Intellectuals. They are taken, from the
pages of- "The Alabama Message," a
pamphlet compiled arid distributed by
a group, of Alabama law school
students, all of whom grew up in that
statci got their raisin' from the hdme
folks and their education'"during the
Wallace rise ond rclgn,'"
George Wallace and his first wife,
Lurleen, .. were the governor's of
Alabama, after all, for almost 11 of
the 13 years since 1062. He became a

Tax rebate—^pblitiGgJ magic

ST. PAVL— Who 's going to veto
againsta tax cut ia an election year?
Very f<Sw lawmakers apparently,
judging from the number of people
climbingon thebandwagon,
Senate Majority Leader Nick
Coleman and Majority Whip George
ConzatnlUa are piishlngfor a rebateea
1975 taxea of W percent phis $12 a
dependent Itsounqsgood, evenwith a
cost to Uie stale o«loo million.
,
•

.

s*^.

yAce you ^ure tWf the only way lefl?"

¦:>,

Washington Star Syndicate

Pass the
bridge bonds

^*^.

have enough , llmo to give this marvelous rebate idea the scrutiny it
deserves.
' . >
Are predictions of-the surplus Veil
founded? Commissioner of Finance
Gerald Christenson was quoted last
,w«k;as saying, "from my standpoint,
the prudentcourse would be¦ to wait a
' ¦ ,;.¦
llttlebit"' '¦ . ." .
Is a percentage rebate the best way
to return extro, money to taxpayers?
Would a flat dollar amount Or mixed
formula such as the federalrebate do
more for peoplewho needit most?
, Would other kinda ot tax cuts ~
'such as inore tax credits — do more
for Iho economy In the long run by
stimulating lobs? Would the average
cit izen benefit more from decreases In
thesalea tax than a one shot rebate?
One month |sbarely enoughto come
up with all the questions, let alone the
answers. , ¦' ' '
Tlio rebate can offer something no
other plan can,'however. The checks
would go out before election day.

Tom Wicker

^

national figure for most of that period
but his actualfrecord in offieeescaped
national scrutiny — save for" his
fanied, fraudulent stand jn the school
housedbor.The la-fr students, coordinated by
Joe R. Whatley Jr: and RichaW P.
Woods, have studied that record
exhaustively—aqdfound act only that
"while preaching to the \nation,
Wallace "has neglected his own state"
but also that "the general thrust of his
administration has been against the
working people or the middle class
and in favor of the wealthy special
¦¦'¦ ¦
interests."
(Reliable sources in Alabama have
vouched for the general accuracy Of
the law students' work,? which is
copiously documented, anyway-: The
Montgomery Advertiser; is' planning
prominent publication of someof their
major findings. Interested parties
elsewhere can get "The Alabanna
Message", from the Alabama Political
Research Group, Bo^ 1232,
Tuscaloosa, AIa.,35401?) ' ' '.
Even the property lax U stacked
against the little man in Wallace-ruled
Alabama. Not only is the state
property tax one of the highest in the
nation (2.6 percent of total state tax
collections came from this source in
1974, against an all-state average of
1.8 percent) , but assessmentsiare
based on the last selling price of the
land being assessed. "A huge percentage" of Alabama land, ? the
students report, is owned by paper
companies, who bought it decades ago
and thus are taxed on -a low base,
sometimes only "a few pennies an
acre, " But housing tracts turn over
,more frequently, and ; many
homeowners pay at a far higher rate.
Despite Wallace's law-and-order
speeches, moreover, there were 17.7
Instances of murder or non-negligent
manslaughter per UOO .OOO people in
Birmingham in 4974 and 22.9 in
Gadsden — compared to only 18.6 In
wicked . New York and 13.4 in that
hated '/foreign capital, Washington.
'.There are many more counts of the
same indictment — on social policies,
health care, industrial growth, labor
conditions . and mental'health — 'In
"Tho Alabama Message." The law
students do give their Governor a few
good marks in education but otherwise, they conclude, "George Wallace
has done little for us; he wiU not do
much for you. "
New York Times News Service
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LLofWisconsin scores DOints as minibuddet debate is launched

MADISON. Wis. (APl-The UniversiryofWlsconslh'sSenate
supporterswon some key victories Tuesday as floor debate was
launchedonthe state's minibudget?
Senators added more than $4 million to?the $17 million budget
bill, and prepared to resume work on the.197^77 fiscal package
¦'AA todayUniversity supporters defeateqVattemptsto delpte a proposed
one-per-cent salary increase for CW faculty and nonunion state
' '>. - . : - . ¦:.
employes. ' '
They also subdued an attempt to postpone paid sabbatical leaves for professors.The actions came despite predictions that the state 'might
finish the fiscal bienniumwith a skimpy $30 million balance out
of a $3.2 billion budget, which expires June 30, 1977.
"We are going to have to hold.the line" on spending "or face
the possibility of a tax increase," the Democratic assistant
majority leader, Sen William Bablitch of Stevens Point said
The Senate considered ll amendments Tuesday to the 1976-77

minibudget, among the most Important issues thd legislature Is
considering in its current session.
The:Democratic majority leader, Sen. Wayne Whittow- of
Milwaukee, said more than 100 amendments werebeingdrafted
and that most would be considered beforework onthe document
jscompleted.
In addition to proposals applying to UW, senators adopted an ".
amendment requiring that the state, reimburse countiesfor the
cost of baring for about 145 long-term mentally 111 patients. It
would cost the state about $300,000. ' -: . " .: ' • '
They adopted a uniform per-credit charge in post-secondary
and vocational adult educationprograms based on not less tnan
9.5 per cent of theestimatedstatewidecost of the schooling.
That would mean a student would have to pay at least 9.5 per
cent of the cost ef the course he takes in a technical college. The
colleges have complained that schooling should be free to needy
students.
;
Senators approved an amendment to equalizemembershipon
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Sen. Fred Risser, D-Mamson, led tf» fight to retain the
increase, saying UW is "losing ffrsWate, top-flight personnel"
to institutionsoffering higher pay.
Thevote to preserve the increase was 19-12.

Health &
Beauty
Aids
—

Reg. 27.50. Men's leisure suit. Polyester
double knit military style |acket. dress
pan,s Assorted solids with double •
contrast stitching
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. Sen. Timothy Cullen, Dslanesville, sought to eliminate the
one-percent faculty salary increase, arguing there are matters

Sale^2

^ifjb

Sen. Gerald Kleczka, D-Milwaukee, spearheaded an effort to
delete paid sabbaticals, predicting the precedent could cost the
state up to $5 million in 1977-79.
Taxpayers "should not provide everything for those
professorsup on the hill," Kleczkaargued.
• When Risser moved to table the deletion, Kleczka called it "a
sneaky niove,"
"It was not sneaky and I resent that, " the Madison senator
replied, rising to his feetand glaring at KleczkaKleczka got to his feet too, and said : "I should apologize for
calling it snCaky when, in reality, it is just tricky."

the irtfluentenial Joint Finance Committee with five members,
each from the Assembly and Senate. Tbe Assembly cujrently
has a 9-5 representation.
> •
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Winter §torm
vvatelDost0d

A winter storm watch was posted for the Winona area for
tonight and Thursday with the possibilityof between one ami
three Inches of snow accumulating by Thursday."': '. ' : ;
Snow flurries, with freezing rain and sleet, yielded a trace
pf precipitationduringthe 24 hoursended at ? a.m. today and
'
tonight's 'predicted snow niay
¦ ¦ ¦¦bte
¦ ' mixed witli occasional
.
freezing rain,
. .,.
There wias partial clearing this morning but increasing
cloudinessIS forqeast'for tonight.
Temperatures remained fairly stable Tuesday, ranging
from a high of 28 to a low of 19 and colder weather is
predicted for tonight and Thursday.
Tonight's l'ow should be in the teens and'U\e high Thursday
between 20 and 30.
The extended forecast anticipated partly cloudy skies
Friday Ihrough Sunday with somewhat warmer weather
probableSuridayi:
Lows will be about IS and the warming trend couJd .bring
temperaturesin the upper 3(fe Sunday. :
While tlie freezing rain created slippery driving conditions
here Tuesday, more treacherous travel -was experienced
throughout most of Wisconsin'and in an area extending east
'to Maine/. ' Trees and power lines were torn down in Lower Micjiigain,
leaving some 10p;ooocustomers withoutpower.
A developing storm system in the West piled heavy snow in
the central Rockiesand High Plains and prompted winter
storm warningsand watchesfrom Coloradoto Minnesota.
Heavy thunderstorms late Tuesday produced drenching
rains ta portions
of Missouri, ¦ Illinois; Wisconsin and
¦¦
¦¦" ".
Michigan. ¦ ?/- ; ' A A A '. '
:;'' y ' ' "
¦' '"/ ¦¦ . "- ¦- , ¦ ¦'.
¦
'
' v -A 'A • —- ^' ¦¦¦¦'¦ r-TTiS'
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Local observations

j

Winona Weather Observations for the 24> hours
' ¦ ' ¦ ' . ' ¦ ' • '.' ¦ '
ending at noon today.
Maximum temperature 29, minimum 19, noon 29, .05
precipitation. ? .
A year ago today: high 21, low 1,: noon 19, no precipitation. '
Normal temperature range for this date 34 to 15. Record
highM In l894,.riecord IQW 13 below in 1873, 1875.
, Sun rises tomorrow .at;6:39, sets at 5:58.
Max ConradField Observations '".
". ' (Mississippi Valley Airlines) ¦ ' . ' ' ¦.
Barometric pressure30.05 and rising/relative humidity 81
percentj wind from the West at 11 m.p.h., cloud cover 11,000
ft , visibility¦ 10 milesy?. '
y'-'¦ ¦ ¦
Hourly Temperatures '' : :
(Provided by Winona State¦ University ) A . '
' '. Tuesday ' ' .l p.m. 2 3 :i 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll midnight
25 26 27 26. 26 ¦26 .26 25 25 25 25 24
. ' . ., • ". '- ' ¦' . -.Today- ¦ ' '- .
1 a.m. 2 3 4 5? 6 7? 8 9 10 11 noon
24 25) 24 23 23 ( 24 24 24 25 25 27 30
Degree Days
(As temperatures drop, degree days rise) . ' • ' - '
One method of y figuring heating requirements is to
calculate how many degrees!a day's average temperature
fell below 65, the point at which artificial heat is generally
considered necessary. The resulting figure can be used to
estimate fuel consumption.. .
For the 24'hours endingat 7 a.m. :
Today ......... , ...... ;- .*42 Season to date..........5 ,603
Year ago today..,.........54 Todateyear ago....:....5,430

S.E. Minnesota '

A

Winter storm watch tohlght' a'nd
Thurjday. Cloudy • tonlaht and
Thursday. A good chance of1 to 3
Inches of snow accompanied by
occasional freezing rain tonight
end Thursday. Colder tonight.
LoyvJ tonight 13 to 20;. hlflhs
Thursday 20 to3b: Northwesterly
winds 10 to 15 miles per hour
tonight '.
P r ec i p i t a t i o n
probability.: 50 percent tonight
and Thursday.

Minnesota

S

Winter storm ' Weft extreme
southeast tonight ana Thursday.
A chance of snow In the southeast
and a slight chance of occasional
snow in fhe central arid southwesf tonlghU Partly, cloudy
northwest and cloudy with »
chance ot snow In the east and
south Thursday. One tb three
Inches.accumulatlon In extreme
southeast tonltfltt and,Thursday.
Snow accompanied 'by -(reeling
rain at times In extreme
southeast tonight and Thursday.
Lows tonight 10 below to 20
above. Highs Thursday lito 33.

Wisconsin

One to four Inches of snow nort(i
and'.central. 'tonight-. ' with sriow
occasionally mixed with freezing
rain or steot. Occasional rain.end
possible
thunderstorms
end
chance (reefing rain south. Lows
from thc middle teens northwest
to low 30s south', . Snow IlKely
north and central thursday.
Occasional rain and possible
thunderstorms ' south. Not much
change In temperatures. Highs
In the 20s north and near to
south. '

5-day forecast
MINNESOTA
Partly cloudy' Friday through
Sunday. Warmer Sunday. Low
from 7 below northwest to 10
above southeast Friday and
Saturday , 5 above north to IS
above south Sunday. Highs IB
north to 30 south Prlday and
Saturday , low 30s north to upper
30s soulh Sunday.

Lemke alters bill
on grain prices

and soybeans with moisture
contents lessthan 15.5 percent,
He said he sent a copy of the
proposed legislation to Uie U.S,
House Agriculture Committee
at the request of committee'
Vice Chairman Rep, Robert
Bergland, ( D-Mlnn.) and that
Bergland assured him the
committee will approve a
similar
bill thla session.
¦ A. Minnesota
House sub-?
committee, has already passed
the amended Lemke bul, which
sets moisture testing standards
for elevators and other grainbuyingoperations.
Arioiher Lemke bill, aimed at
keeping . "fly -by-nlght"
telephone equipment companies out of the state,' was
passed Monday by the House
commerce subcommittee.
Thc measure,, requires
companies selling or leasing
equipment such as decorator
phones and recording attachments to obtain permits
from the ; Minnesota Public
I
Per Lb.
Service Commission.
Companies would be required
to show they plan to sprvlce the
equipment before permits
MANY VARIETIES wouldbegranted,
Lemke explained ho introduced the bill because small
companies are coming Into
southeastern Minnesota and
underselling major companies
on attachments,their salesmen
leave-tho state and customers
sometimes hove difficulty
NELSON, WIS,
Op»n Dally 'III 5:00 P,/|A. ;, obtaining parts and service, he
said.

ST. PAUL, Minn, — Rep.
Richard Lemke, (OPL-Lake
City) has altered his bill to
require grain buyers to pay
farmers premium prices for dry
corn and soybeans because
Congress ls expected to pass 'a
similar measure on a national
scale this year.
Lemke's bill would have
required buyers to pay
graduated premiums (or corn

WISCONSIN
CHEESE

lP
NELSON
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Action set
on Houstpn
jail project

CALEDONIA , Minn. ? Revised plans for remodeling
the Houston CountyCourthouse
and County Jail will be acted on
at next Tuesday's Houston
County Board session, according ; tot county u board
chairman M;-R. Sommers; ¦"¦¦¦ . Final instructions were given
the architects — ' Kratt Lachecki Architectural Firm,
La Crosse—Tuesday.
Revised plans for the courthouse' do not include an; expansion of the. present courthouse, built in 1888.The County
Department of Social Services,
now housed on the second floor,
will . be moved to another
building. The board, ls
negotiating with;, Caledonia
officials to lease the second
floor of the Caledonia Nursing
Horne building,. Sommers said.
He estimated the cost -of
remodeling the courthouse at
$250,000'. Plans Include a
heating and, cooling system;
moving the entire court? system
upstairs and, adding an additional county courtroom, ahd
'expanding the. auditor's and
assessor's offices, '
The . revised plan for
remodeling the county jail into
a holding facility would cost
between $40,000 and $50,000,'
Sommers :8aid . The State
Department of Corrections has
a copy of the plans has not
actedon them. ?
The plan includes installation
of safety features (safety doors
and locks, etc.) , sanitary
facilities, dayroom and security
corridor, and remodeling the
present cell area to make
present cells 7%-by-lO-feet ,
about twice the present size.
The facility, would be large
enough to house 10 prisoners. ?
In ? other /action Tuesday,
board members met with
members of the Minnesota
Department of Forestry, but
took no action on their.Yequest
to acquire additional . county
land.

Flood plain

(Continued from page 3a)
for board members before they
approved Onstad's petition.
Johnson indicated Onstadwill
have to raise the trailer to
comply with the zoning ordinancey and - may encounter
some expense in making his
sewage system legal.
The bounty will probably get
some help from the DNR'on its
new flobd plain : maps -and
Johnson indicated ' a / recent
Army Corps of Engineers study
bfJPleasant, Burns and Gilmore
valleys will probably be used to
determine flood plains in ¦*those¦
¦
.valleys? ' ? A ';
. , :' " ' '
The. board also approved
mobile home permits for three
/- : \';
other persons.?
Lyle. fiabler , KOA campground, was given permission
to place his mobile home on 235
acres in Pleasant Hill Township
southwest of Ridgeway.
Lloyd . Fegre, rural Lewistbn,
was given permission to place a
mobile home on (our acres
about two miles northeast of
Wyattville ih Warren Township.
'.' James Corey, Houston Rt. 1,
will buy a mobile home for his
son and put it on his 200-acre
farm In Corey Valley, Wiscoy
Township. ,
AH permits were granted
subject to compliance with the
county sanitation regulations .

DFL committee
sets meeting to
plan convention

report
: ^Police
] M § 0 $ ^0 ^
^<
A--:.
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Infant Grorjabn
• Johnny
NELSON,: > Wis. ¦ ;¦ —
Allen Grotjahn, 6-month-oldson
of Mr. and Mrs. , David Grot-:
jahn, died Tuesday at2:30 a.m.,
at Lutheran Hospital, La
heart
CroBsej Wis.,
¦ following
- '•;, ' ¦'
surgery..; . - '.
Tlie son of David and Delores
Hanson Grotjahn, he Was born
at St Elizabeth Hospital,
Wabasha, Minn., Sept. 15, 1075.
Survivors are: his parents;
one brother, Jamey. at home;
paternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Grotjahn, Alma,
Wis., and maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. .Willard
?:
Hanson. Alma.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Friday at Grace Lutheran
Church, . Nelson, the Rev.
Robert T. Beckmann officiating. Burial will be in
Nelson Cemetery,
Friends niay; call Thursday
afternoon and evening at StohrHagen Funeral Home, Alma;
then at the church Friday from
12:30 p.m.- until time of ser^
vices. A devotional 'Service at
the funeral-home will be
Thursdaynight at 8. :
Lawrence Shepherd
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)—
Lawrence Shepherd, 78,
Arcadia, lifelong farmer in the
North Creek area, died Tuesday
at Lutheran Hospital, L'a
Crosse, Wis.
The son of Casper and Mary
Woychik Shepherd, he was born
ih Arcadia, Aug, 5, 1897. On Oct.
12, 1926 he married Jennie
Korpal at St. Stanislaus
Catholic Church, Arcadia. He
was a member of St. Michael's
Catholic Church; North Creek.
Survivors 'are: his wife; one
son, LaVerne, Arcadia; ? one
granddaughter, and one sister,
Mrs. Joseph (Amelia ) F|lla,
Arcadia. Three brothers and
three sisters havedied.
Funeral services will be at
10:30 a.m. Friday at St,
Michael's Church, the Rev.
Raymond Peters officiating?
Burial will be in the church
cemetery in. the spring,
Friends may call Thursday
after 4 p.m. at Killian Funeral
Home, Arcadia, where the
Rosary • will be led by Father
Peters at7:30and8. .
Mrs. Alice Andre
; ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) .Mrs. Alice Andre, Arcadia, died
today at St. , Francis Hospital ,
La Crosse, Wis,
Killian Funeral Ho/rie,
Arcadia, is iri charge of funeral¦
' ?- ? ' .
arrangements. ' .
Russell L. Huber .
COCHRANE, Wis. (Special).
— Russell L. Huber, 51,
Cochrane, died Tuesday
morning at Lutheran Hospital,
La Crosse,. Wis., ' following a
one-year illness.
He had been emplpyed'by the
Buffalo County sheriff's
department and the Alma City
Polite Department until
retiring one year ago. .
He was born March 5, 1924, in
La Crosse to Alvin and Effie
Owen Huber and married
Rosemary Krampeter June 10,
1948 In Menominee, Mich, In
earlier years he was a selfemployed landscaper and a
Moorman Feed Co. -salesman.
During World War II he was in
the Marine Corps and served in
the Pacific Theater. He was a
member of the Alma Masonic
Lodge l84.
Survivors are: his wife; three
sons, John, DeKalb, 111., and
Russell Jr. and Brian, at home;
a daughter, Miss Joanne Huber,
Winona; three grandchildren
and a brother, Robert Huber,
Alma. His parents havedied.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Saturday at Hope United
Church of Christ, Cochrane, the
Rev, Wilfred Burger officiating.
Burial will be In the Buffalo Clty
Cemetery,
Pallbearers' will be Henry
Zeichert , Charles Pehler,
Robert Sing, Fred Glander,
Curtis Accola . and Galen
Anderson.
v
Friends may call at Volgt
Funeral Home, Cochrane, from
2 p.m. Friday until 10 a.m.
Saturday and then at the church
after 11 a.m. There will be a
Masonic service at the funeral
homo Friday evening at8.
--

' "

.,

The Winona County DFL
executive * committee has
scheduled a meeting at 8 p.m:
Thursday in the Winona Labor
Temple, 221 E. 3rd St., to plan
the March 27 county convention.
The party leaders will appoint
members of convention committees on resolutions, rules,
endorsements, nominations,
constitution and by-laws. 'and
credentials. Committee
members are to be drawn'from
delegates .and alternates
elected at . tlie party precinct
caucuses Feb. 24.
Pnry officials said that
delegates interestedin being on
a committee should attend the
Thursday meeting or contact
Robert Longford, county
chairman ,, or any other Judge orders man
executive committee member,
The Thursday meeting also ls to be picked up
to discuss party finances and to Marvin Koisrud, a South
review results of the' precinct Dakota man who was convicted
caucuses.
of possessionof drugs in Winona
County ih 1974, may be returned
here for. probation revocation
Highway protest
proceedings.
•
Judge Glenn Kelley, at the
MADISON, Wis, (AP) ~ A
caravan of aboutv 100 nutos request of Winona County
carried citizens to. Madison Attorney Julius Gernes, Issued
Tuesday ln protest of 0 state an order to have Koisrud picked
Highway Commission decision up. He wos convicted Jan, 16 of
in Sioux
to build an expressway between possession of cocaine
Falls. S.D. , ' ,;, ¦ '
Mount Horeb and Dodgeville.
Koisrud Is out of jail on $2,300
Don Quinn of Dodgeville, who
led the caravan , said bond whilo his case Is being
southwestern
Wisconsin appealed. Ho was sentenced to
residentswould prefer a limited 15 months in prison with three
acctJM freeway generally monthsof hissentence stayed.
Koisrud is now on a threefollowing tho U.S. 151 route, as
the Highway Commission had year bench probation from
Winona County,
planned until recently,

At Community
Memorial Hospital
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TUESDAY
, ¦"." Discharges
Mrs, ¦Steven
Dick, 114- Stone
¦¦

St.

" ;¦ '

Sen Fuller, Pepin, Wis.
Mrs. Charles Bacon, Mabel,
Mimi..
Paul Hahn, 175 E. Wabasha
St.-. ' '
James Merkel, Pleasant
Valley Terrace.
Steven Sibiga, 853 E. Mark St.
Dean
Varner, 1019 W.¦ Howard
¦
:
—
St, --

¦'
¦-? . :. :

¦"¦?.

..

Mrs, Dennis Dammen and
baby, Minnesota City, Minn.
Mrs Susie Spfeltz, Altura,
Minn;

( Today 's birthdays )
. Kelly Blsnc.har'd, 140 Fairfax St.,
8.
; KelllTroke,Bi;E.Broadwoy. 7.
¦'¦"

"_

~~~

• y

Ole C. Knutson •
Ole C. Knutson, 82, who was
found Monday evening on a bedin his home at 1055 E. 4th St„
will be burled Thursday morning in Fort Snelltag National
Cemetery, Minneapolis, Minn.
Winona ' County Medical
Examiner Dr. R. B. Tweedy
ruled that death from naturaj
causes had occurred about one
week ago,
Knutsonwas born May 6, 1893
in Arcadia, Wis., to Andrewand
Antoinette Topin Knutson. He
married Amelia Moen in 1933 in
Winona and had lived in this
area most of bU life. He was an
Army„ veteran, having served
during World War I.
There are no known immediate survivors. His Wife and
one son havedied. ,
Martin Funeral Homfe,
Winona, has charge, of
,¦
'arrangements.

/•

Three area men
plead not guilty

,
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Winona Funerals j

Supply, 101 Johnson St.: 4:30
p.m. Tuesday, ear tag punch
-valued at $6. Fountain City,
"Wis., man arrested for
shoplifting. At 2:50 p.m.
Tuesday, electric socket valued
at 50 cents; Winona man
arrested for shoplifting.

Burglaries

C

;

; CITY - . • '
¦: Tiwitfav '
'
7:S5 a.m. - Huff Stre« Mtr W»tt
Howard Street: Gary «roz«k, »3W
e. 2nd St., 1964 two-door south'or
HuH Street, skidded out of 'cont ro l,
Struck 1W6 two-door driven north on
Huff Street by Deborah Millie, 415
W. Bellevlew St .
8:23 a.m. - West 5th. and WIISM
s'.reots; Roland Haefel, St W. 5th
St., l«M two-a<ior ; Grant . Paulsen,
Albert Uea, Winn., 1M4 four-doorj
Michael Norton, Atwater, Mlnn.,
WO two-door . Alldrivlna east oriSfli
Street.
3:18 p.m. — Walnut street near
East 3rd Street: Edmund Kluzlk Jr .,
263 E. King St., Wi station wagon,
entering Walnut Street from parking
area. Kevin Ischann, Northfield,
Mlnn., 1#3 sedan, south on Walnut
Street .? . ..
WINONA COUNTY
Tuesday
6 p.m. — Hlofwav il . i'imile south
car-tracto rMinneiska;
of
semitrailer accident, no ln|urles?
Johnny; Edlrldge, La Crosse, Wis.,
1W4 car, J2,0O0 damaOes ; Kennatb
Johnson, frlor Lake , Mlnn., driver
JISO
tractor-semitrailer,
of
damasea.
7:13 p:m. — Highway 61 near
Lamoille: Bernard Hlllig, 557V* E.
Broadway, 1112 sedan. Eleanor
Loumark, Winona Rt. 4, 1972 sedan.
Both south bn Highway 61.
'

Politicarehess

Oeorga v. Keiper

Funeral services for George V.
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Keiper,
54, Portland, Ore., a former
— Three area men pleaded not W|nonsn, will be et 10a.m. Friday a t .
guilty in Trempealeau County Gethaemane Lutheran Church,
Court Tuesday to a charge of Portland. Burlal' wlll be In a; Porcemetery.
contributing to the delinquency tland
Memorials maybe directed to the
of a minor.
church. ¦ They were Manford H. Von
Kepor was klilsd early Tuesday
Uhl and Mark K. Van -Sickle, mornlno In Portland after the car he
was
driving struck a parked vehicle.
Whitehall , and Clifford
An autopsy was performed to
Evensen, Osseo.
determine if he might have suffered
"No preliminary hearing dates a heart attack prior to the accident .
were set by Judge . A. L.
Twesme.
Other appearances included: frwo-State Funerals]
Charles M. Larson, Whitehall,
who pleaded not guilty to
Mlss gusahWorra
charges of possession of
RUSHFORD, Minn. — Funeral
marijuana,. contributing to services for Wlssr Susan Worra , 83,
delinquency of a minor and who. died Monday at Valley View
Home, Houston. Mlnn., will
littering,/ and Gary T, Nursing
at 11 a.m. Friday at Rushford
Odegaarden, Winona , Who be
Lutheran Church? The Rev, Owen;
pleaded guilty to a charge of Gaasedelen will officiate and burial '
driving without a valid license will be In the church cemetery.
Friends may call Thursday after?
and
a $59 fine.
; Nopaid
and until 9:30 a.m. Friday at
trial date was set for p.m.
Cook Funeral . Home, then at- the
Larson:
church until tl' mi bf services.

J

'¦¦ . -'• . CITT
Victoria Bartlett, 119. Winona
Si;, home entered through
window last weekend; stereo
valued at . $175 and record
albums valued at $200taken.
Leo Stoltman, 465 St. Charles
St., boathouse at East End Boat
Harbor . entered Monday or
Tuesday; taken were 20horsepower motor, $600; orange
vest, $9; blue ski jacket, $20 ;
seven-foot fishing rod, $25;
fishing reel, $25; casting reel,
$15, casting rod, $5.

Accidents

(Continued from page 1)
Church said he might enter a primaries. But he couldn't
half-dozen late
seasbn make his professed goal of a
primaries.
top — three . finish in
Furthermore, both Sargent Massachusetts, "I was overly
Shriver and Oklahoma Sen. optimistic there," he said.
Fred R. Harris were vowing to
Now he'U have tp prove
campaign on, despite defeats in himself again in Florida, where
New Hampshire and Vermont, he is campaigning today. He
and twin, eight-per cent said Florida polls show him
showings in Massachusetts.
about even with Wallace and far
Shriver said it wasn't time to ahead of Jackson,
leave the liberal field to one
Carter won t be able ? to
candidate. Harris professed explain away a defeat , in
optimism, although it was hard Florida. : He has been hard at
toseewhy.
work there for more than a
And wherever they run, they year. Nor Will Wallace, who won
cut into the liberal vote Udall the primary there four years
might otherwise be able to ago, with 42 per cent of the vote.
claim.
Jackson already was taking
Carter had moved to the top of out insurance against a poor
the/class with his win in New Florida showing, insisting that
Hampshire's first of the industrial
states
like
Massachusetts and New York
are the real test for tie
Democrats.
.'
One problem for the liberals
is the fact that for them there's
a meager month coming up on
the primary calendar. They
have emphasized New York and
later primaries.
ranked 20th and 23rd among the All names are listed on the
Florida ballot, but Udall,
67 senators.
Haugerud agreed 40 percent Shriver and Harris are not
of the time, ranking 95th; campaigning there.
Lemke agreed 39.13 percent, Next it's Illinois, where
ranking 97th; Schulz agreed Carter, Wallace, Shriver and
27.27 percent, ? ranking llStli, Harris are on the March 16
and Wieser agreed 17:78 per- ballot; then North Carolina,
cent, ranking. t22nd out of the where Udall and Jackson join
the list again.
134 House members.
Independent • Republicans These were the figures on
averaged 29,52 percent Tuesday's pair of primaries:
agreement with liberal In Massachusetts, Jackson
positions in the House and 29.66 got 146,663 cr 23 per cent; Udall
• in the Senate. But McCauley 112,716 of 17 percent; Wallace
ranked 118th in the House with 111,773 or 17 per cent; Carter
19.57 percent agreement, and 93,W9 or l4 per cent.
Larson was 53rd in the Senate Harris and Shriver each got 8
per cent of the vote. "• ' .,
with 22.16percent.

Study reveals area solohs
among state's highest paid

ST. PAUL, Minn. (Special)Wlnona-area legislators are
rated among the : lowest in
agreeing with positions of the
liberal- Americans ' for
Democratic Action, and they're
among the highest - paid in the
state, separate studies revealed
Monday.
Rep. Richard Lemke, DFLrural Lake City, was the thirdhighest paid of 134 House
members during 1975, a study
found. Lemke collected $15,429
in salary and expense reimbursements. But Rep. M? J.
McCauley, IR-Winona, was not
far behind. He got $14,340. The
average : outstate House
rnember^ot$13,961. ' -.
Sen Roger Laufenburger,
DFL-Lewiston, was the eighth ¦
highest paid of the 87 state
senators. He collected $13,702,
compared with an average
payment of $12,S06.

Elderly care
study findings
are released .

LA CROSSE , Wis. -The
conclusion of a 167-page report
on alternate care for the elderly
in Western
Wisconsin, released
by ¦the Western Wisconsin
Health Planning Organization
(WWH-PO) , , is that existing
alternate care programs and
services are not yet fully integrated Jnto the health care
system.
Funded by" the Wisconsin
Regional Medical Program and
taking nearly a year to complete, the study looked at six
alternatives
to
institutionalization for the elderly
who , can no longer be selfsufficient: public housing,
foster arid group homes,
homemaker services, home
health care, residential care
and day core,
Oher conclusions reached in
tlio study were that "alternate
care, will not become fully Integrated into the health care
system until an education
program has been established
ttiE^t will make not only thc
elderly but also the general
public, elected officials and
other health care providers
fully aware ¦of ils potential and
need." > ' . ' ,'
The study, conducted by a
subcommittee ct area residents
who have worked with or expressedan Interest In the care
ol the elderly, looked at how the
alternate care system functions
in thc seven-county WWHK)
area and how the elderly move
through (hat system, . Surveys1
were mode of the existing
alternate care programs as well
as tin discharge practices of
area hospitals ana admission
and dischargepractices of area
nursing homes.

The basic salary for all
legislators is $8,400: Outstate
legislators are paid $33 for
every day or part-day spent at
theCapitol.
DFLers Sen. George Corizemius, Caiinon TaUs, and
Reps. Victor Schulz, ruralGoodhue, and AI Wieser Jr., La
Crescent, were the only area
legislators who got less than the
average.; ?
Area legislatorsand their 1975
reimbursements: Sens. Lew
Larson, IR-Mabel, $13,185;
Laufenburger, $13,702, and
Conzemius, $12,837; Reps. Neil
Haugerud , DFL-Preston ,
$14,472; Lemke, $15,429;
McCauley, $14,340; Schulz,
$13,476, and Wieser, $13,680.
On agreement with libera]
positions on certain test issues,
DFLers in tlie House agreed
62.07 percent of the time, and
Senate DFLers, 84.73 percent.
Laufenburger and Conzemius
rated 59.48 percent and 56.76
percent, respectively, They

Wykoff selects .
'teacher of year'

, WYKOFF, Mlnn. - Mrs. Ted
(Laura ) Collett, who has taught
In the Wykoff School for 28
years, bas been Chosen by the
Wykoff Education Association
for the state Teacher of the
Year award.
She teaches second grade.
Some of the reasons the WEA
nominated her were her work,
dedication nnd respect for
students.
Mrs. Collett offers many
bpportunltlcsand various methods to her students, to help,
them learn and tries to instill In
tliem a feeling of responsibility
'and self pride in whatever they
attempt tb do.
This is theTSflT ahnual search
for a teacher to represent the
state's thousands of men ond
women in public and non-public
education,
The program |s sponsored by
tho Minnesota State Fair, the
Minnesota Congress of Parents,
Teachers nnd students and the
Minnesota
.Education
Association.

li

(' .

Fire calls

^)

Tuesday
4:37 p.m, — Warren Golbiis
home, 105 Glen Echo Lane,
chimney (ire, no damage;
returnedS;23p,ni,
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Nomination OKed

WASHINGTON. (AP) - The
Senate has confirmed the
nomination Of George H, Dixon
as deputy secretary of the
Treasury,
Dixon, chalrmdn and
president of the First National
Bank of Minneapolis, succeeds
Stephens. Gardner in tho Nov . i
Job nt Treasury. '
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Trempealeau Go
recbrcjs £aSe
vv
of rabid dog
;

GALESVILLHS/' Wis? Trempealeau County has had
its first caseof rabies in a dog in
severalyears. . ?.y
The dog, a coon hounds owned
by- Kenneth V.ance, rural
GaJesviile, was brcDUgbt to the
¦" •¦ ST; PAUL,
¦ ': "¦
Galesville Veterinarian Clinic
Minn. (API - vdriiftlngage,::; :.y,;-:. ^
' - floor ' . '¦
" .
by Dr.
Final passage by the Minnesota ? A companion bill has passed
Rep, Neil Dieterlch, DFl-St. on Feb. 20 ahd examined
'¦ ¦ ¦¦¦ ¦
House of a bill? to raise the the Senate, which now must act ' •¦ Paul, chief author; described; F,-D. DougU»s;- / - - . "• ¦ . ' •
state's legal drinking age from on the House amendment.
the pesticide;as "possibly the , Test ? results a -week-later
18 to 19 Was expected today. . ?¦ Neither, of. the. state's two most dangerous chemical' shewed the dog had paralytic or
AThe House gave the measure major" teacher ' organizationsL.Jtnown to mankind." He said it? "dutab"rabies, y A . A - 'A A -preliminary approval for the opposed the .bill changing state has tbe potential to cause birth f' Dr, L. J. Larson, of the
second time Tuesday; on a 99-31, law so thaj! school personnel '¦ defects. ;.y A . '- A' A ¦ - "¦ <AAA ~ Galesville Veterinarian Clinic,
vote. The House also 'rejected * given layoff npticesin April caA . Spokesmen -for the ~ Dow ^oiced his concern that any
again an attempt to allow 18- no longer 'colTectbenefitsfor the Chemical uo. countered that the animal or humanwho may have
¦v yew-olds to drink after June 16 slimmer if they sign for dif- pesticide has. been tested for 25 come into contact with the dog
? "
v each year, ;
ferent school jobs ? starting ;?in years and found .to be "ex- be treated and that dogs and
cats be regularly inoculated
\ . That vote was 72-56, /
September. > .
tremely safe." ? . :"'.'•' •• " ,
against the disease.
'ction¦ A "¦ Present'*' law?^allows such
Vin
other?
legislative?
a
The
.
Hftise
voted
-76-51
to
¦ Tiiesday:
The veterinarian explained
teachersA. to: collect '. 'jobless approve the family planning
? \ —The ; Senate Labor and benefits for the;8iimmer even if :.' ¦ hill. An amendment requiring" that? in paralytic rabies, the
Oommerce Committee ap- they have beenirehlijed by the that parents ; of ^minors be laye r jaw becomes, paralyzed.
proved a;bifl which would bar same school district, effective notified by /a local family Because He is unable to close his
some teachers from collecting in thefall.
,
. planning agency if tbejr mouth, his saJlva runs.
'unemployment benefits during The . committee vote to ¦:. children receive birth, control .Individuals may get the disease
approve thea, 4, 5-T ban was 19- devices was removed¦ on a 7055¦ by coming in contact with that
thefiummer months.
•; ; saliva'since the virus is carried
- y - . - ¦ ;.
AA;
—The ' . House Environment 3, sending 'the. measure to the tally.
:
inthesaliva.
and
Natural
Resources
The other"lflnd of rabies is
Committee ? approved a bill
called vicious rabies and is
banning the sale and use of the
more dangerous, said Dr.
pesticide 2, 4, 5-T after Aug; i: . <
Larson. The dog snaps sat
gave
—The . ' •. '.. House
anything that moves. ?
preliminary, approval to? a
Although there is ho Way to
$300,000 family planning bill.
cure rabies once it develops, Dr.
Proponents of the a"June 16"
Larson said; it can beprevented
amendment to the drinking bill
said it would meet the primary RED WING, Minn. (AP) - . had reported his parents through a series of treatments.
(objection? to the .current law-w, Autopsies were to be conducted . missing Monday,- He said they The treatments vary with Jthe
y that , high school seniors who today to determine what caused had left their home late-Friday kind of exposure. One who is
turn 18 before graduation create the deaths of a.rural Hastings, afternoon, saying they planned bitten by a rabid animal would
to shop in Red Wing and then have a longer series of inproblems by buying liquor for man and wife whose bodies
were found in a -wooded 'area drive to Siren, Wis? , to visitMrs.
jections:
? AA- "
classmates who are minors.
¦ ',' • >
¦Alt' sparents.
An animal thpf has " been
.
But the chief aiithor of the near Red Wing.
hill, Rep, Keith langseth; DFL- Goodhue County Sheriff Dale A - Young. . Alt said he left exposed is either destroyed or
<tlyndon, said the amendment Grote saW tl\e frozen bodies of Saturday morning to. visit a kept in complete quarantine for
would make the law unen- Jade Alt, Jr. and his wife, friend in Minneapolis and six months': The disease takes
•Dorothy, both 49, Were found returned Monday " morning to several months to develop after
forceable.
• ' . The House also redrafted an about 1:40 p.m. Tuesday near find the family's two an exposure, Larsen said.
amendment adopted last. week the Cannon River, a short dogs—which Mr. and Mrs. Alt ,If;an animal's vaccination is
? had taken with theiri— running , current, there should be no
. which inadvertently removed (distariceoff Calisban Road
in the yard. . .". ( '.. ,
danger of getting the disease,
the criminal penalty for selling' TheJbiDdieswere found about a loose
"
liquor to minors. That amen-:¦mile east of wherei the couple's - •!:' '-k subsequ^checjfeandicated'/ according to Larson.' Shots are
dment intakes the . bill effective Wood stained station wagon was ' MJ . and Mrs. " Alt ' Bad never usually given to both dogs and
A ' cats every twoyears:
Sept. i iand exempts anyone 18; discovered on the V'S. 61 bridge : arrived at Siren. A
. by that date from , the: higher i>ver the Cannon River in lied . The station wagon was. found "
Monday . aftefnoon . after
Wing.
Grote . said the bodies deputies talked with .young Alt
appeared to have sustained at his home, Blood in the rear of
Trucking strike?
• bruises and cuts, but their the vehicle. -aiid .on the back Beef meet set
CEDAR RAPIDS , lowa frozen condition made it im- bumper indicated someone had
WABASHA, Minn. - The
(AP)—The editor of a popular possible to determine what had , been dragged from it, Grote annual meeting ofthe Wabasha
truck drivers' magazine says caused thedeaths.
. said; ...' ..-. •' / '. \ , ' ' ..
County ¦ Beef , Improvement
another nationwide, trucking A shovel with Wood on It found
The
sheriff
said
his
office
had
Association
will be held at 8
strike may be in theof fing. ' . . .. nearby did not appear to have no suspects in the case.
p.m. Thursday at the Velvet
Mike Parkhurst, editor ? of been used as a weapon, Grote '' Ait was employed by a St. Rooster restaurant here.
Overdrive ' Magazine, ' said said. Bloodstained blankets and Paul beer distributing firm.
Neal Martin, extension
Tuesday that union drivers are pillows were found about a mile Mrs. Alt worked in Hastings for agronomist, will discuss forage
considering shutting down their from the bodies, he added.
a manufacturing company. .
for, beef cattle? All area
producers are invited toa'ttend.
A.- rigs March 31.
Thte couple's son, Daryl, 17,

ihereasl ii
irjiW

Bodies found
near Red VVing

- .- . y^j^..
-™ ™*xjg)pw tr<«v.

Mental health centerIink to end?

Winona ' County Board
member Len ' Merchlewltz
wouM like to see services
performed by- the' Hiawatha
Valley Mental Health Center
takeii over by county welfare
departments. :
' M^rchiewitz and the rest of
the 'county board ; met with
county board members,from
Wabasha and Houston counties
to discuss the mental health
center budget and program for
1976.
After a brief discussion,
Merchlewltz aiid. Winona
County Board Chairman Leo
Borkow ski . asked Center
Director Miller Friesen and, his
staff to leave the county commissioners' room "to make
discussion easier."
M«rchlewltz and James
Papenfuss, commissioner from
Winoha's 5th' District, asked
Houston and Wabasha County
board members if they'd
calculated per-case cost to their
counties for mental health
center services.
./ - .. .
"Are we getting services for
what we pay?", lrferchlewitz
asked the group.
He said he thinks, the mental
health center staff duplicates
programs? and services .. now
being joerformed by county
social services and public
health nursing departments and
asked other board members to
return to their counties and ask
their welfare directors if the
services could all be performed
by social services departments
instead. ' '
llarold Thompson, Winona
County Social Services director,
told board members his
department isn't staffed with
the specialists necessary to
provide the services now being
provided .by the Hiawatha
Valley staff. He said he didn't
know if the department could
handle the mental health
center's Winona County case
load. ': .;. ¦ .
Friesen said today there is
little overlap in services and
(hat welfare departments and
the mental health center refer
cases to one another.
'*My impression is when any
other professional makes a
referral it's because they want
a service' their agency doesn't
^ said.
provide," Friesen
He said the Hiawatha Valley
staff gets referrals to do
psychological examinations,
psychiatric examinations, to
provide after-care for persons
who have been in state mental
hospitals and (b counsel people
with drug and alcoholproblems.
"Public health nurses do
things we cannot do and I think
our cooperation ( provides) the
i least expensive , . .'. way to do
things;"Friesen said.
Merchlewltz also ' criticized
salary levels at¦ the mental
health center. ;¦"' .
"Why are we paying a board
(the mental health board) with
county money more thanAye're
paying our own people? I'm
concerned about that," Merchlewltz said.
He suggested that Winona
County is "going to do
something .about it" and
wouldn't automatically approve
the mental health center budget
when it comes before the board
for final : review , probably
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sometime next month,
Board Member Robert
Steffes. who also serves on the
'mental health board, listed a
lnumber : 6f "problems" at the
center including" staff dissension, staff sitting in on board
meetings and taking compensatory time off for attending, interference in Winona
Day Care Center affairs- and
salaries. '
' But Albert Deters, a Houston
County -.'Poard ' member,
cautioned Merchlewltz and the
Winona Coujity Board against
movingtop quickly.
He explained that Houston
County tad decided to remove
its . Support from the health
center/ only to restore it a few

¦ ¦¦
¦¦
¦
SHOP FOR EVERYTHIMG AT BAMBENEK 'sg^nm

BEEF TENDERLOINS

ST. PAUL, (Special) -yThfe.
House Friday gave preliminary
approval (99-15) fo a bill to
regulate the useof pesticides.
Under Uie bill, farmers using
pesticides restric ted • by the
federal Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA ) will
have to be certified, -pie
University of Minnesota
Agricultural Extension service
is working on training
programs for such'certification,
according to Rep, Victor Schulz,
DFL-Goodhue, House sponsor
of the bill. •
EPA regulations' require the
state , to establish programs
regulating*the sale and use of
pesticides,on tho restricted list.
Schulz told tho House federal
officials would step in with their
own program if the state did not

i act.
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A crusader
Dorothea Lynde Dix was a
crusader for humanecare of the
mentally IU ami her effort*
resulted In major reforms .In .
•¦ '¦ ' , ¦< , '
asylums.

-LB-

" ¦¦" • ' -" ¦ .. ¦ ¦ • ':¦ ' ¦ - - ¦ ' ¦¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦?

^ ^__„

Rep. Henry Savelkoul, IRAlbert Lea, opposed the |
LB
measure. Ho called it
"premature" and said It exceeds necessary requirements.
¦ HERRING
"This gives the Agriculture .
Department very broad powers
to write any kind of exam they
deem reasonable," Savelkoul
so|d. "We make enough
mistakes in granting broad
i powers.
1
Rep. Willard Munger, DFL- ¦ i '———
'
"
Duluth, chairman of the enAG. COLORED
vironmental protection com- ¦
mittee, called the proposaI "a
weak bill" and threatened to
introduce a stronger pesticide
AA#.
regulation bill next v session. ¦
"That'll make this one look like
a Sunday school picnic," he
' .
said.

' '
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fcudget this year,
. ¦' ¦ ; " ' .
Friesen told county board
members, though, that coimty
contributions to the centerlwiU
decrease in the coming fiscal
year. Houston County's grant
will dip from $14,527 to $14|144;
Wabasha County's from $14,205 '
to 513,798 and Winona County's
: :
from $36,911 to $36,058.
The increased budget and
decreased grants, Friesen
explained, are the result of
increased overhead costs and
an increased fee structure for
thecenter
He termed the budget- "a
consolidation budget, not an
expansion budget."
Earlier? in the day Tuesday,
hoard members accepted silver
Bicentennial coins from
members of the Winona County
American Bicentennial Committee,

monthslater.
He. explained that .bounties
are obliged by law to provide
mental health services and said
contracting with- Hiawatha
Valley seemed to be the least
expensive way to do that.
¦ He also pointed out that
changes his county suggested
after they walked out were
accepted by the mental health
center "and the programs were
better for it, "he added. - . ¦ ¦ .. - -'
Both boards agreed to consult
with their social services
directors acrid to advise
Hiawatha Valley Cental Health
Center Board Chairman Harold
Leary of the possibilities of
switching mental health serv
vices to welfare departments.
The mental health center
would like to run on a budget of
$193,570 in 1976-77, an increase
bf 9.8 percent over its $176,258

r Cpupty board j

Schulz bill on
pesticide control
clears hurdle
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Ghilg care law causes concern

Anyone In tbe.iUteof Min¦esota who caret for unrelated
childrenfran more than one
familyiaheroimhome
to mustbe
: lk»o^according statelaw.
:,i "h» state law, which was
'wykod In 1973, has apparertlj
Men causing sdme concern
among rating mothers and
- babysitters,
v- ¦ ' ' ¦ ' » '
Although the law is not a new
. one, its provisions and standards governing child care,
' were' apparently unknown te
, many persons who wer«
receiving andgiving child care.
Accordingto the law, anyone
^Kho_care« for children, not
' related to ber, in her own home,
must be licensed unless the
children are from only one
- family or unless the care

provided is for not morethan30
days in a 12-month j^riod.The
law does not apply to someone
who cares for children in the
child's own home, only to those
who provide care outside . the
child's home.
Licensing is handled by the
Winona County Department of
Social Services and Miss Lori
Mischel, soda) worker with the
department, emphasized that
there is no cost for obtainingthe
license and the procedures
involved are not¦ complicated or
treasonable. '- . .
licensing ihclud^ an Interview with a social worker, a
safety inspectionof the home
and a physical examination tor
the care provider and her twn
preschoolchildren.

Thfe safety standards are
"common ' ; - '-sense';'? safety
precautionswhi&most homes
with small chlldrerlwould have,
Miss Mischel :sai<L The
requirements do not include
elaWate measures and any,
good"babysitter" probablyhas
already met the standards,
she
'
said. y?

- , ? ./ . .¦ '£• ¦

-The physical examinationis
required tc assure mothers of
the childrenthat there is not a
contagious or infectious disease
presentIn the home.
Most homes are licensed to
care for no more., than Eve
preschoolersincludingthe care
provider's ? own " preschool
children A - licensed .day care
provider must have six hoursof
training eachyear, the training
sessions and seminars are

City,area women to jo l

¦it):^Q#;I^'C^iy|r;;:

Church Women United in
Winona and the. area?will join
with women throughput.' the
world Friday in celebration of
World Day of Prayer.. . ?
The service is sponsored by
the InternationalCommittee for
World Day of Prayer which has
appointed , Church Women
United as the sponsor of the
celebrationin theUnitedStates.
Winona women will meet jt
1:30 p.m. at Central Lutheran
Church 7he program will tie
copducted by women from
Grace /Presbyterian Church,
under the direction of Mln.
Robert Criesei; Mrs. Fae
Griffith and Miss Lois
Holbrook.
;¦ A nursery will be provided
and a fellowship tea will beheld
following the service.
The worship service prepared
by women in Latin America
reflects concern for "Education
for All of Life."
Offerings will go? to a fuxd
-administered by the interContinental Mission Committee
of Church Women United.
Projects receiving funds from
the offerings will include:
women's colleges in Asia and
the Middle Bast, the committee
ori Christian Literature for
Women and Children, Christian
ministry in national parks,
scholarshipsforwomen through
1he World Council of Churches
and the Internatidnal ? Corniplttee for the World'Day of
Prayer for leadership training, .
-- Gifts will also be made
through Church World Service
and UNICEF for projects in
Niger, Malagasy Republic and
Bolivia to provide a safe and
accessible water supply and a
source of protein. Contributions
Will also be made for legal
defense and family assistance
for political prisoners"; under
repressiveregimes, for political
refugees from Latin America
and to projects designed to help
women make contributions In
their communitiesthroughsuch
programs as 'the one in Goa,
India, which enables rural
women

to

articulate

their

Glub news
t roundup j

churches will meet Friday at
I.SO p.m... ,at the Plainview
United Methbdlst Church for Ihe
World Day of Prayer service;. V

Rushford

Rushford Lutheran Church
needs, to seek and ¦- suggest will host the World pay bf
solutions and to receive training Prayer'seiyice Friday aii p.m.
which will help them earn a Women trom all Rushford
living.
churches are invited tp attend.
The Rev. Steve Minnema will be
theguest speaker. ,
Lake City

World Day of Prayer will be
held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Congregational Church, Lake
City, Speaker for the program
will be Sister Lorraine Stenser,
Who will talk about Columbia,
Central America. Sister
Lorraine spent several years
teaching in Bogota, Columbia,
and has also taught in Lake
city.. .. - - ;:, ' ;,
The offering will be donated
to Home Delivered Meals in
Lake City and to the Lake City
Guatemala Relief Fund.

Lanesboro

Spring Grove

;

The World Day oi Prayer
service in, Spring Grove will be
hosted by the Calvary Free
ChurchFrlday at 7:30 p.m.

Wabasha

•

The World Day of Prayer
service will be hosted by St
Felix Catholic Church,
Wabasha, Friday at 2 p.m. Dr;
and, Mrs. Marvin Timm will
give a slide presentation on
their mission trip to St. Lucia
Island, Barbados, where they
servedas volunteers, .

The UnitedMethodistChurch, Mondovi
Lanesboro, will host the World
Women from Mondovi! Wis,,
Day of Prayer service
Friday at churches will meet Friday at 2
¦' ' '" ' ¦
'
'
2p.m. ;? , ,
;;" .
p.m. for the World 'Day of
Churches participating are: Prayer service at Our. Savior's
Bethlehem and Union Prairie United Methodist Church.
Lutheran and. St. Patrick's
The Rev. >Richird Bremer
Catholic Churches.
will be the guest speaker. Also
Mrs. Guy Johnson, Wilton, participating in the service will
lowa, will be the guest speaker be the Rev. Noryald Hjermstad,
and music ' .will'be provided by the Rev. Ruwal Freese and
"Womenat the Well." .
Mrs. Charles Bilderback.

Lewiston

Nelson

.

'-The Lyster Lutheran Church;
Nelson, Wis., will host the annual World Day of Prayer
service Friday at l ;30 p.m. Mrs.
Doris Hagen, Whitehall, Wis.,
president of the northern
Wisconsin District, American
Lutheran Church Women, -will
be the guest speaker,
The prayer service at Eau
Galle will be hosted by St
Henry's Catholic Church at 1:30
Plainvjew
p.m. The Rosary and Altar
, Women from the Plainview, Society of St. Mary's Catholic
Kellogg, Weaver ancJElginarea Church, Durand, Wis., will
assist.

The annual ; World Day of
Prayer service will be held at
the United Church of Christ,
Lewiston, Friday at 1:30 p.m.
Churches participating are:
Bethany Moravian, Church of
the Brethren, Lewiston
Presbyterian, St, Rose of Lima
Catholic
and . Utica
Presbyterian,

Pepin

churches from Plum
IA Dosr Abby.' By Ab|9ai.'y ^^.- 1 CitySixteen
, Grange Hdll, Lund,
Maiden Rock, Stockholm and

iCharge his battery
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htyOEAJt ABBY; Mrs. Readv Kilowatt wrote toyou complalninff
-tt«t at bedtime all hep electrician husband wanted to do was. talk
'about his business,? while she Jiad 6ther thingsin mind.
,;; , You should have advised that wife fd learn the lingo of her
• electrician husband so they, could make contact that would be
'satisfactory to both,
FULLY' CHARGED
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Pepin, Wis.,-will unite fpr World
Day of Prayer Friday at 1:30
p.m. at the Lund. Covenant
Church. The Rev. Gary Pwvls
will be the guest speaker,
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Hungerford '
sets recital "

Robwt Hungefford, pianist
arid aijsociatev professor of
music at Winona? State
University, will give a faculty ?
recital Sunday at 4 p.m; in the J
Performing Arts Center Main
Theater. Thepublic is invited.
|
?;.' Theprogram:,;r ' v

L.. '

y .Jesne Dixon .

?;

For TH U RSDAY, MARCH 4
' Ynir' UfllKUv *4»yt,Glv«syou
:«noth*r?ctMnce.at «(most.anything ¦'
.yoU'Ve missMor.re|a«)ed llt rtcint
.years. 6l«stings come ditguiMd as .
probltnis,aivj serious choices must
be mailei. H's an IntarasKng ywr at .
all leva)*. RnlaMoriahlps »re likaly.tt .
encounter irrau...Today* natives
are extroverts; ?noted lor-being
"pebpl«-v»»tctiers" and Impulsive
speculators** ¦ ". . ". .
ARIBS (March »1.Apr" »?)-.
CommunlcaUon , Is errstlc and
suBfecf to Iitwrrupftons. ff you can
assess yew petition and Importance
realistically, you'reway theaii.
TAUSUS MnrllJa-MayJ») J Vol;
attempt to pstch things up Instead of
finding th? real causes. Late In the
day you achievea braakthreugli. ,
MMIHMMsr 11-June lilt You
talk faster than you think, divulging '
-too many secrets and " Involving
yoUrsell In promises you can't keep. ¦
Promote yoiir ? health with light,
sports plu* mi. Travel l
i tun.
CANCIR (Jupe Jl-July M)i The
opportunity Is there, but looks like
something ehtfJ Cultivate a sense"of .
setf-reilancf and skepticism. You're
likely to inikt mistakes even while .
performing the most ordinary
routines.
LEO (July 23-Aug. Jl): Helpful
influences abound, but none should
be takon for granted or overused.
Expect eccantrlc behavior .among
Influential people.
' VIROO CA M(. IS-Sept.») i You're
misled by favorable - conditions.
Check for changed condition*before
you proceed. What appears like -a
firm cbnfmitrne'nt or favor Isn't
quite What II seems. :
LISRA <See». J»-Oct. »«I Take
the spot ot cash and let thosewho are
selling you on speculative ventures
plead their ease a bit longer. Those
you love read Indulgence and pa.
tlence. Escape from routines. ?
SCORPIC (Oct. J»-Nev.H): Keep
to yourself aihd watch while ethers
go fo extremes. Figure out-wtmt you '
need . to Improve your heme, and
lmmedlat»envlrdnment.
SAOITTAklVS (N«v. U-Mc.lt):
Wishful thinking, thd daydreaming
are in the. air. Avoid gambling and
¦
financial maneuvers,particularly If ?.' '
you'rajn'asnaglng others' funds.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. If):
People end their complex schemes
cause you problems right now, .
Pocus an deals that are made openly . '
by trusted issoclates. .
AQUARIUS (Jan . 2«.Fal). VI):
Make an early decision to follow one .
special line. Avoid scattering your
attention? In a, dozen directions.
'
Romance Mstrooo.
PISCES (Feb. , l*-Mardi 20):
Business and official connections
are somewhat formal and provide
very few benefits. Your happy home
life gives you ah incentive to further
your efforts.

Ettrick circles' '

y Snow rpyalty

r

Mrs. Amelia Gravos,8&.^nd Martin' Swenson, 85,
residents of the Good Shepherd Lutheran Home,
¦
.' ¦Riishfbrdif A/llhh-;/were crowned the-1976 Snowflake
Queert an.d Kind duHn^ the homefs fourth annual
Snbwflake Day t (Jack's Portrait Studio)•.' ; V

Befe liistoi^ vvitlip

¦
- A : - A ¦ ; acres' of lantl'to us'.' "' '"' -.
'\. -By- 'A - Ay . The revue : ranged from,
CAROL VN^COSIDOWSKI
comedy and melodrama to the' FcttnUy-Ltvlttg Editor ,
serene beauty of an liittian
• '. "We cannot escape history. dah« and the poignant love
We will be rememberedIn spite song of two peopleseparated by
of , ourselves.''? AThat : qno,te, •war, concluding with a hopeful
for the future from Martin
. featured in the skit portraying note
"I Have a
Lincoln, perhaps best sums' lip Luther King's
!
the theme of the play^"H'feroei Dream,"' " ' ' i .
and. Hard Cases" presented \; The players, part of a touring
displayed tremen^Tuesday, evening by the. Alpha" company,
Oinega Players at the annual do"u,s talent and enthusiasm and
Dinner Theatre at Saint wereyparUcularly good In the
comic and melodramaticskits.
Teresa's,
History.i "in' spite of our- With a minimum of stagingand
selves," told with humor and . a props, they succeeded in
bit oi literary license, was the
focus of the evening's bicentennial offering, written by
y
Benjamin Bradford, i
With .; a ,' gentle humor that
laughs with America, not at her,
the players presenteda parade
of charactersfamous, forgotten
and Infamous, in /a comedy
revue ; affirming in a
llghthearted manner ; the
essential American spirit. ?
Narrated by Uncle Sam, the
play explored the , Malory of
America from its "accidental','
discovery to Nell Armstrong's
first step on the moonand along
the?' way . establlslied . even Napoleoh as an Americanhero
"because he sold millions of

Uagace open house

WITOKA, Mlnn. - Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Lagace, Witoka,
will celebrate their 30th anniversary with an open house .
reception Saturday (rom l to 5
p.m. at lake Park Lodge. The
couple's lour children will host
the event. Friends and relatives
are Invited to attend. No invitations have been sent.

..

¦¦¦in' i

¦—..¦ . '
if — -i ¦

i i

creating dozens of characters
from the American scene.
Acoustics posed somewhat of
a piobfem, expecialW In the
beginning scenes of Ihe play,
but by the second portion, the
adapted to the?
players had
"*; • ¦
'
setting ;:? • "
.
.
A Colonial buffet dinner
featuring a ;varlety of early
American foods was served
preceding ttie play to the more
than 270 persons attending the
nind-raisingevent, Uie proceeds
of which. will be • used for
scholarships for Winona-area
students; ?,
'

in.ii.ii. ii.i-ii M.il

¦¦ mi^mwn

Caledonia PTA ;

Mirin.:
CALBDONiX ,
taiecial) — theCaledoniaPTA
wUi- meet Thursday evening
Gavin,
with the Rev.¦ Harold
'¦
guest. spea.ktr. . '¦' " . ' " '¦ .?'

Women'sfellewship
BETHANY, Minn. (Special) '
- The Bethany Moravian
Vfomeh's Fellowship will meet
Thursday at 8 p.m. al the home
of Mrs; Lester Fetach, 1570 W.
Howard St., Winona. All women
of the congregation are invited
toattend.
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Older Adults :

Wm

W^^^^^^
l^

A noon potluck luncheonwill
be held Thursday at the Older
Adult Center, Valley . View i '
Tower, The main dish Will be
preparpdby center volunteers. ,
Persons attending are asked to
bring their own table service
and a hot dishor saladto share.
Following the luncheon, Mrs. ?
Mary Edel from U» Winona:
County Benartment of Social .
Semlces will speak on ttie food
stamp program and other '
services offered by the;
department. ; '. •¦'
' A bus trip to the Ic« Follies is B- • 100% poiyester .60'v W ide:>
•¦ prints-stripes - plaid&-. .
set for April 2, Registrations A
may be made in person at the
A
centerbeglnningMonday.
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The measure was seen «s wiaid to Wlgconjinpersonadesiring
— r A proposed constitutional amen.* I * MADISON
to , Wis, (AP) by
to aijopt children from foreign lands.
t^dmfent permit raffles charitable groups won Assembly
:approval Tuesday, as the lower house wcrked on its "IQOITI"
Among the me«sur*« which had b»n pawed ly the Senate
<j»l?ndaranddispoeedof do»naof bills.
and were given final approval by, the AwemWy Tuesday were
bpxtop
connproposed
amendment
would
add
raffles
to
I* The
bills that would; bring WUconaln's ouWoer adv'ertijlng stan¦ ijAlwm
and bingo gamesa» an exception to the constitutional
dards
Into compliance with federal standards; allow ap.
ybmon gambling.
plications for county-lisuedIdentificationcardsto be destroyed
organizations . after
, charitable,* fraternalbeor veterans
>;jtellgl<ius
to
seven years; and »Uow the Department of N»ti)r«l
44dco«ducttheraffles butwojjld llmlt«i one peryear.
. Resources to glveiweferencefor deer party permitsto persons
^
;,^51w
l^eolutlon,which mast be pasted by the Senate and
owning so or more acres ln the area they dealreto hunt,
' woilierfull session of the legislaturebe/are being put ta Ihe
Final approval was also given MUi that would: allow U»
yotenlna referendum,was approvedwith nodebate..
Department of Administration to estabUah performance^
j¦ . •',. the proposal was one of dozensdisposed of by the lower house
standards tat new program*; or agencies lo th« state; dltnlnate':
'Mil worted Into the ©veiling
dual exams required for certificationol aome architects and
i-A-htamtiyfloor leader Tarry Wlllkom, D-Chlppewa Palls, said
englneerf;andbr<Mden Uiewoo<ltewJ I« l«i»v ,
:'
'jfc«ntl<!l|>atedan «nd to the "toow" calMrtar today, at which
The Assembly passedand cent to theSenatebUlMhat woyld;
AAjMb A ihtlower house could begin taking ujp controvenial
require the Depflrtinwit irfi Revenue ; to make loans to ,
AMmo tahdeferredslncoJ«s1 week.
Rep,
'
municipalities that have loet tax revenues due to reductions in
aald
the
wheat
from
Uie
chaff,"
separating
y
we
are
T " ^dW^h, B-SpArU. "The only problem U we're
taxespaid by manuftcturtn;allow Milwaukeejudgesto pfcrmlt
*(blwt
,
¦
¦
' "• ;' . . . - ' A A - . court cottunisalonOTto hold initial hearing;andallow parents
:1to'^Wt '¦ ¦¦¦' • ¦ ¦'
"
:.
.
A &tiiiaito
'
torcpntract withSchools for busing their ntudanU In unified
eliminate Ihe
iiWMl piiMd 8MQ by flu ;AM»mbly vould
ter foreign
school diarists, > ? . ', ¦
children
flftrnilnatlMt of parental rlgJlta ^rocediiwa
wfo are ibandonOiiy-theirpwanU «nd allowed to emigrate to . A Another bill, passed but nnt sent to tho Satwte, would allow
, .
A - communitleatocrpatalocaldlavelopmentauthorities,
MVtiM8\*ta9,tith^W».9t™

¦
¦
.
ii nw i ;!

?TTRldK, Wis.. (Special ) - ;.
Living Hope Bible circles' will
meet: Edna, Thursday, 2 p.m.,
Mrs. Lloyd? Aiiderson home;
Doflna, Thursday,^ pm.,, Mrs.
Grace Pederson home; Faith,
Thursday, 8 p.m., Mrs. Arthur
Rtumestrand home; Marja,
Tuesday, 8 p;m., . Mrs; Carl
Aubart hwne; Vera, Tuesday, 8
pm., Mrs. John Sander home, .
'and Betty, Marcli id, » a.m., .
Mrs.pouglas Brandt home.

piNDERiLLAy j ¦ ' :.' . yJvp ^'^

¦
^P " ' At. ml ^A ^l Q Amw ' A Aj k '^MTWn .

and the implications so vast,
that the White House Office of
Management and Budget ls
belngaskedto mediate. .
At Issue is the FederalParent
Locator Servicescheduledto go
into operation in a few weeks to
help statoscollect child support
payments from fathers who
desertedtheir families.
The government estimates
that 3,8 million of thes.4 million
families receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children have absent parents
not paying child support, About

'," ' • ¦ ' ¦ !
'

I
A y, :
Orgam Prelude Itt G
: mmr . .;¦;.'¦...• .> J.S. Ba ch;silot i • ¦!
impromptu6p.»0, No.l in . ?
j
•; E-Flat «a|pr,.: .- .'.Fram Schi)t>ert •
!
tmprohfijrtOp.K ,
¦
• No. J Andante mlf .
, l
..Frem Schubert
Varlallon'en
¦ ¦;. . .
j
Rhapsody Op. 11, No? 3 In
CMaior-'--iErnsiyoivpohnanyi '
¦
LaCelhedreleerioloutl ¦ '. . "
(Prelude, Book I) Claude Debussy
\ ' . . -" ' . ' ¦
Les colllnes.d'Anacapri
(Prelude, Book I) Claude Debussy
'
/ ' -¦- . . ' .
Rtfieit <tanst'«aiji " . '.' y. -.' " "
(Images) :.' .:. ¦• - Claud*¦Debussy ?
ScherioOp?39,' No.3ln . : ?. ' ,'
C-siiarp Minor.. -• Fredrle Chopin
N6durn?Op.<8. No. tlri. .,
C-Minor ..- ... •.:. , :Frederic Chopin
PtilbostsaOp. SJ; |n A.FIaf .
"M» |or . . . . . . . . . . . Frederic Chopin •

f Ydtir horoscope^

11Raff les biIIpass ed bv AssernblV
¦
:i;iv" . " ' ' ¦
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Licensesmay be applied Ior
through, ihe department. of ¦
¦ -A- .. . , -. . - .- ... A-A. -, . .. - . .,,.„ ^L_^^_^^i^^^Aiha ^g
social amices. Persons A:A.\^^S!G^!^P«:.A¦
•¦
currently caring for children
who apply for a licenseneednot
fear a ' fiie or any, punitive
measure, Miss MischelsaW.,
.Tlie law, she , safd, is hot
desisted to lie punitive, but to
assure ' epfapetent ? care for
,,
youngchildren.
A meeting of licensed family
day care providerswill be held
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Winona County Courthouse,
fifth floor. Anyone interestedin
finding out more about '.the
licensing procedures or in
talking to currently licensed
providers Is invited to attend
themeeting.' y .' : '. '

Runaway fathers fiis|ute
may Hariri welfare plbiram K

-"
talk?, Non-verbal communication is .' WASHINGTON - (AP ) - ?A
J ,', D!EAR FULLY: Why
? »omctlmes much more effective. Assuming that the husband's battle between two agencies
;'batteriesaren't dead, the proper action could lower his resistance over the use of Social . Security
'•Bid Increase his frequency.
numbers to track down
runaway
fathers is threatening
'
. *A\ipEAJR ABBY : Last October you had a whole column on fire to cripple a new federal
'
> .prevention and suggested having a hand fire extinguisher In every. program designed to slash ll
that gave me an Idea for my married
¦ son's Christmas-Nbillion from the nation's welfare
¦¦ hbriie. Well,
. ¦ ; ¦ '' ' '
. '¦pyfaent'.', •
• wil. ' . ' . ': ' ¦" ¦ ¦¦ ¦ v
, -\l '( It should make you feel real good to know'that gift turned out to Caught
in between la a scion'
;,'ibb<e llfeaaver for my son,
¦ ¦ Ills wife, two small¦ children and their of tho famous Taft family of
< 4ji>mel ' ca
. . • ' my' . ¦ ; , : . ' ' ' ' ¦ . " . '.
Ohio, whose confirmation to' a
rda nnot express gratitude toyoo, Abby!
•JAv-^Wo
high government post Is being
A
;
CANADIAN 'held
hostage by?" a Senate
committee
chairman.
i 'i oEiMR CANADIAN : Thanks'. Yoiir letterthade my day,
The dispute Is so sensitive,.
¦" ¦< * < ¦
,
*

scheduled throughout, the year
in'thecity. :
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1.4 million' of . those absent
paints, 99 per cent of whom
are fathers, could pay child
support and save taxpayers! as
much as $1 billion a. year, according to HEW.
Officials in the Departmentof
Health, Education and Welfare
generally agree . that, without
access to the Social Security
numbers of 98 million wage
eaniers, the Parent Locator
Service will be .seriously
hamstrung, •
-But the Social Security
Administration , whi ch
previously?Supplied the numbers to state courts or welfare
agencies armed with court
oi>(lort, is balking, The agency
contends that the new law
repeals the old authority to
release Social Security num-

ben and only require* the
agency tq provide the last
known address' o(. the parent
and 'his employer, Social
Security, officials alio contend
that tht; naw federal privacy
Taws prohibit release of the
numbers.
A sister agency, HEW's
Social and . Rehabilitation
Service, Is responsible, fpr the
now locator syitem and wanU
the numbersv Officials running
the locator system say that
without the numbers, tracers of
missing fathers cannot tap Into
the computers of • the Internal
Revenue Service, 'Veterans
Administration and DefenseDepartment. ' ,
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Big bucket, and victory, elude WHS

¦ ¦
*,U*~M.— .

¦• .

'

By STAN SCHMIDT
Sports Editor:

They reeled off 12 unanswered points —four by Rod
Sclpart , two by Mike Kreinbring, two by *tot McCleerey,
two by Chuck Mueller and two
by Steve Conway -~ end conver
ted four Rocketturnovers
to
pare John Marshall's lead to
only twd points, 34-32;.with 49
seconds left . in the quarter.
Hiat's the way the period ended,;!©©, the momentumclearly
in WWojia's favor.
'; "Wft went into a half-court
:
trap,"? Wiriona COacb Bruce
Reeck said of that 12-0 spurt.
"We moved the ball well inside.
They hit a cold sppll and
everything we threw up
went
' "¦

ROCHESTER, Minn. - The
big bucket cnce again eluded
Winona High's basketball team
-T- and the result was another
early elimination from tour¦
namentptey. ¦ . ' "' :. . - ,
The Hawks never did lead
Rochester John Marshall in the
opening game of the Class AA,
Sul^R^lonTourrtamenthere at
Rochester : Community
College's Rockenbach Hall
Tuesday night, but they'did put
on a furious third-quarter rally
that almostturnedthe tide. John Marshall, eta route to a
' ¦? ' ? "' ? .
. .¦
48-43 Victory, led .26-20 Vat in. "? : . ." .
halftime and 34-20 with 5:45 left
But John Marshall, streaking
to play in the third period. At to its seventh consecutive
that point;, the Hawks went to victoryi reeled off the first six
work-with a frenzy.
points of the fourth quarter and
??

Penguins rap
the Stars6-2

¦ BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)
•— Pittsburgh outgunned the
Minnesota North .' Stars . 6-2
Tuesday night in the National
Hockey league, but Penguin
Coach ken Schinkel said he
wasn't too pleased with his
team'splay.
"I didn't think we skated all
that well, " Schinkel said. ' . ' , . '•
¦
Pierre Larouche, . Pittsburgh's top point man, picked
up one goal and one assist to tie
a team record for total points in
a season with 86, said he .was
surprised when his secondperiodscoring shot went iii. '
"Ron Stackhouse took the
ishot, the rebound came right to
me. All I had to do was shoot it
in the open side. But I was a
little surprised - that I . scored
because I've missed so many of
those before."
Lowell MacDonald scored two
goals for 'thev Penguins, who
jumped to a 2-0 lead in the
second period after Minnesota
goalie Pete LoPrestl stopped 16
shots in tlie first period.
Bill Goldsworthy opened
scoring for the> North Stars at
8:41 of the middle: period to
make it ?-i. However, Pittsburgh came back with four
unanswered goals before . fhe
North Stars scored their final
goal on a shot by Steve Jensen
at 14:13ofthe third.period.
¦
Jensen,, .20,; a rookie :. from
Plymouth, Minh., recently
signed > with the North .Stars
after " competing with the U.S.
Olympic hockey team. His goal
was the first ofhis NHL career.
Jensen's father, Sherman R.
Jensen, ' ,48,. died of a heart
attack Monday and Jensen
missed Minnesota's game at
Toronto Monday night when he
flew home after being notified
of hisfather's death.
"1 played tonight because I
know my dad would'? have
wanted me to keep going," he
said. "When 1 scored that goal I
said to. myself, 'that's one for
1
Dad. He was my biggest
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straight shots after narrowing
JM's lead to two — it also failed
to: capitalize on 19 John Marshall turnovers, including nine
in the fourth quarter.
Nonetheless; JB1 led, by only
five points; 42:37, when the
HaWks suffered a crucial
psychological blow that Reeck
later admittedtook the stuffings
out of his club.' . •;¦¦, . .
-'. McCleerey made :a steal at
midcourt and was racing down
court ? for ah apparent uncontested layup. McCleerey,

3b

however, was called for a foul
on the steal — and then a
technical for continuing down
court and making the layup,
"That technical really hurt
us, " said Reeck. "Mark's not a
hot dog. He said he didn't hear
the whistle. And I don't doubt
him — he's made enough layups
this year.
' "He made . the steal, which I
thought was a good one. The
crowd was cheering, there was
a '. '. lot . 'of noise. Wnat"do you
expect a kid to do in a situation

like that?"
John Marshall coach' Allan
Wold saw ita little differently,
however.
"The refereies told us before
the game started that when the
whistle blows, the player is to
throw them the bafl. They made
He
that
pretty
clear.
(McCleerey) beard the whistle.
He even paused during his
dribble down court That's a
technical."
At any rate, Bob Vershal sank
both ends of the one-and-one
free throw situation and hit the
free throw that resulted from
the technical to give JM a 45-37
advantagewith 2:38 left to play.
The Rockets failed to make it
a five-point play? when they
turned the ball over, but John
Rested sank three free throws
in the last 1:10 to put Ihe

? ;..
booster."
Coach Ted Harris said Jensen
looks like a strong skater 'and
said he thinks ¦he will help the
club. ,
However , Harris wasn't
happy about the total team
performance against Pittsburgh. AA' '
"We're making fundamental
mistakes and we can 't win
games like that, " Harris said.
"Sometimes I wonder i f . the
guys really care, " y

.. .. . 0 4 1-6
PITTSBURGH. .,.
? . . ? , . 0 1 1—J
MINNESOTA?...
Period—Nope.
First- .
Penalflfis-^Cressmarv Mln, 1:17; Jensen, Min, 6; 10? Campbell,. . Pit. 9,?27;.
Stackhouse,Pit, 15:03. , . ,
Second Period—1, Pittstjurglf, Kchoe 24
(HMNcld., larouche), !: 18. 2, pilfWwrpli,
LaroucM 38 (Stackhouse, Kohoe), 8:23. 3,
Minnesota, Goldsworthy 21 (Hogaboam,
Reld), ' B:41. -4; PIMsburoh. Slackhouse 9
(Pratovcsf, MacDonald), 11:24. 5, . Pitt
sburgh, MacDonald . 22 (Proncvost, Apps),
14:03. Penalties—Hogaboam, Mln, 2:08;
Paubert, Pit, 4:16; O'Brien, Mln, 10:57.Schock, Pit, 17:13.
Third Perlod-4, Pittsburgh, MacDonald
23 (Aptrt, Owchar), 9:21. 7 , Pittsburgh.
Hadlleld 26 (Nolet , Schock),. 12:45. 8,
Minnesota,
Jensen
1 '(Cameron.
Crossmen), 14:13.. Penaltlev—BUrrows,
Pit, 5:So; Pittsburgh bench, served -toy
Nolet, 15:55; Burrows, Pit, IB:JO.
Shots on goal: Plttsburoh? 16-ftS—30.
Mlnnesola 7.10-14-31.:
Goalies: Plttsbdrgh. -Plasse. Minnesota.
¦ ¦
...LoPriKtl. Harrison. A: 8.112.

Rockets out of reach.
Restart led ail scorers with 13
points, while Tim Truwe
contributed ' 12 points and
Gunnar Larson, a 6-5 senior who
clogged the middle, added 10.
Winona put eight players in
the scoring column, but only
one, Schwarz, broke into double
figures. He finished with 12
points, including 10 in the
second half. Kreinbring, hitting
three of six from the field, had
six points. .
"Geez, those Winona kids
keep coming back and coming
back, " continued a gracious
Wold, "They do a lot of things
well for the kids they have. We
were just lucky to win it. "
In other sub-region games
Tuesday night, Red Wing
upended Rochester Mayo:55-54,
New Prague stopped Lakeville

By BRUCE CLOSWAY

Sports Writer

Jerry Snyder is not thekuid of
basketball coach who makes a
lot of bold predictions, and the
veteran Lake City mentor is not
about to go but on a limb this
week either.
Lake City, 14-7, is scheduled
"to meet Cotter High, 17-4, a!7:00
tonight in the first of two
District Three Tournament
semifinal games in Rochester 's
Mayo Ci-vic Auditorium, and
Snyder has nothing but praise
for theRamblers.
In the' second contest of the
evening, Byron, 17-3, will take
on Stewartville, 17-4. The
championship
game
is
•scheduled for 8 p.m. Friday and
the winner will face the District
Four champion March 11 at 8
p.m.

WHS struggle

Winona High's Tom Bartz (24) fights with teammate Rod Schwarz (42)
and Rochester John Marshall's Tim Truwe (25) for a rebound in the photo
at left arid later1 Bartz drives between the Rockets' Bob Varshal (15) and a
teammate for a layup during Tuesday's Sub-Region One game.

By BRUCE CLOSWAY

SportsWriter

ROCHESTER, Minn. — If Mabel-Canton 's basketball team was
trying to prove it doesn't need to rely on Andy Dahlen, It didn't put
oh a very convincing display here in Mayo Civic Auditorium
Tuesday night, i v
The Cougars, the No. 2-seeded team in the District One Tpurnament, got only a six-point contributionfrom the normally highscoring Dahlen and wound up. losing to Caledonia 51-43 in the
second of two semifinal games.
In the first game of the' evening, Harmony measuredup to its
billing as the top-seeded team In the tourney¦ ¦by .whipping Wykoff
7M3, . ; ' •" .

'

' '
. . .;s ; . ?.

Mabel-Canton, 15-4, and Wykoff , 8-14, will meet ih a consolation
game at 7:15 Thursday night in Mayo Civic, and Caledonia will vie
withHantiony for the district title 'at'9:00.
The winner 61 Thursday's title contest will meet the District
Two champion — either Austin Pacelli or Southland -r in the first

.

.

game of the Region One Tournament at 8 p.m. March 10. Pacelli
shrugged off New Richland 85-56 and Southland trampled No. 1seeded Lyle 94-GJ in Tuesday night's District Two semifinals. . . Granted, Caledonia's sagging zone defense made things
relatively difficult for Dahlen (he sank wily one of nine field goal
tries) , but the Cdiigars seemed to prefer passing the ball
elsewhere even when the 6-3 junior appeared to be open around
' , .' .
the basket. .
Even though Dahlen was held scoreless in the first half , M'C
trailed only 30-21 at the intermission. The Cougars cut the margin
to seven points on two occasions in the third quarter, but a tip-in
by Gary Meyer just before the buzzer gave.Caledonia a 40-31
advantage by the end of the period.
¦ •• John Coyle, also a consistent scorer for the Cougars during the
regular season, sank a field goal for his only two points of the
game with just 4:10 remaining, but the basket trimmed the
Warriors' lead to 42-38. Coyle picked up his fifth foul shortly afterward, however, and ..Caledonia 's Tim Gensmer came through
with a pair of free throws.

¦ •

¦' ¦ ¦ '

' ¦

"The three times I've watched Cotter this season they 've
beaten Hill-Murra y 70-35 ,
Wabasha-Kellogg by almcst 50
points ( 85-35) and Chatfield 7533, so naturally I'm im-

A free throw by DougHansen coupled with a long-range bucket
by Steve Geving pulled M-C closer than it had been since the
opening minutes at 44-39 with 3:26 to go.
But Caledonia 's slow-down tactics paid off as the Cougars were
forced to foul their elusive opponents. Tim Guth responded with
three free throws, Meyer made two and Bob Conway added a pair
to seal the victory for theWarriors, now 16-4.
The winavenged a 50-31 beating suffered at the hands of Mabel"
Canton back in December.
"I thought the kids did a tremendous job on defense," remarked
a relieved Caledonia Coach Ward Huff. "Anytime you can hold a
player of Dahlen 's ability to only six points, you deserve a lot of
credit"
"We used our customary 2-i zone," he explained. "We let twoof
their klas alone and tried to stop the other three. I guess we were
lucky their guards weren't hitting tonight. Dahlen is tough tostop

The number of teams vying for the District One basketball title was
reduced to two Tuesday rrlghr as Harmony disposed of Wykoff 71-43 and
Caledonia ousted Mabel-Canton 51-43 In the semifinals In Rochester's
Mayo Civic Auditorium,, In the photo at left, Steve Eickhoff of Wykoff
soars above Harmony's Clyde Scheevei to snare a rebotind, and (top
center) LaVerne Rhode' of Caledonia pulls a rebound away from

52-28, Albert Lea stumped
Austin 57-50, Hastings defeated
59-3B, . NorthfbeW
Simley
dropped Faribault sM?>
Rosemount beat back Burnsville 51-47 and Waseca downed
Owatonna-72-61.
Red Wing, playi ng at
Rochester Community College
following the W inona-John
Marshall game, took its first
lead of the night, 53-52, with 1:41
left to play on a pair of free
throws by Tom Holms.
Dave Thomforde added two
more free throws with • 48
seconds left to give the Wingers
a 55-52 advantage. In. the
remaining time, however, Mayo
got a bucket, but missed three
free throws
and a last-second
¦
shot. '
Steve Combs topped Red
Wing with 15 points.

Qotter earns
foe's praise

Warriors stump Cdugars 51 -43

And theri there were two
.i

hit six of 10 free throws in the
final eight minutes to stymie the
Hawks for good. , ' . ': \
"That's been the story of oitr
last three games," , moaned a
despondent Reeck, whose
Hawks finished the 1975-76
season with an8-13record— the
most losses by a WHS team in 25
years. "We justcan't getthebig
bucket."?- ,
The loss makred the seventh
straight year Winona has lost
the opening game of the postseason playoffs ' and the? 10th
straight time Winona has lost to
John Marshall, which boosted
its record to 17-4 and earned a
berth in the Region One
Tournament starting . Saturday
at IWayo'Ci vie Auditorium.: .
Winona not only failed to get
the big bucket when it needed it
most — the Hawks missed five

«

(Continued on page 5b)
Warriors. Cards win

pressed, " Snyder remarked.
"We split with Wabasha during
the regular season, and we had
a hard time beating them on our
own coiirt. "
But the situation may not be
as bleak as Snyder seems to
want most people to believe. —
expecially when Lake City will
have a player of Mark Dunbar's
caliber in its lineup tonight. •
Dunbar, a muscular 6-3
junior, led the Daily News area
in scoring all season but wound
up conceding the title to Greg
Berger of Mondovi during the
final week. A starter since he
was a freshman, Dunbar has
scored 471 points in 21 games
this season for a hefty 22.4
average, ¦> .
By contrast. Cotter 's leading
scorer is Joe Nett, a 6-4 senior
who has accumulated 315 points
in 21 games/ an even 15-point
scoring average.
"Joe Nett is the kind of player
who could score 25 points a
game if he wanted to, but he
usually looks to pass the ball
instead, " described Snyder.
"And you just can't cheat on
defense against a team that has
as much balance as Cotter's."
But Lake City has won 10 of its
last 11 games, and Snyder
credits the. entire team for
contributing to the resurgance.
The Tigers allowed their 11
opponents an average of only 58
points per game during the
second half of the season,, including their opening district
victory over Dover-Eyota
The rest of Lake City's lineup
will consist of S^qtt. Knudsen, a
5-9 senior, and Mark Kennedy, a
6-0 senior, at the guards,, and
Paul Tackmann and Tom Olson,
a pair of ? 6-0 seniors, at ;the
forward spots.
In addition to Joe Nett, the
Ramblers will have Jeff
Kramer, a 6-4 senior, and Steve
Nett, a 6-2 sophomore, at the
forwards, and Pete Browne, a 511 senior, and Doug Luebbe, a 62 junior, at the guards.

teammate Tim Gensmer and Andy Dahlen (40) of Mabel-Canton. In the
bottom center photo, AA-C's John Coyle (50) tries to grab the ball avyay
from Gensmeras Tim Guth (22) of Caledonia looks on, and in the photo al
right, Bob Conway of Caledonia attempts to block a shot by Doug Hanson
(32) of the Cougars. (Dally News Sports photos by Jim Galewski)
'

Durand isleaten. but G-E

-Durand, playing without its
regular center, lost, but Galefcttrtck-Trempealeau, Arcadia
and' Mondovi won in Glass B
sub-region? , high
School
basketball tournament action in
Wisconsin Tuesday night.
Durand, rated No. 1 in the
final Daily News area poll, jut
couldn't overcome an untimely
injury to Curt Lanzel arid
dropped a 73-69 verdict to River
Palls — a team Durand had
beaten twice during the regular
season—on¦ ¦the Panthers' home
court. . ' ¦ - :.' ¦
. G-E-T ' meanwhile, ? nipped

Onalaska 64-62 on the latter's
home court bs Dan Johnson hit
an 18-foot jumper shot with id
seconds left in overtime.
Arcadia and Mondovi took
advantage Of their home courts,
the Raiders crushingCadott 8347 and the Buffaloes holding off
a last quarter rally to defeat
Black River Falls 71-W.
Arcadia (8-11) and Mondovi
(104) will face each other In the
7 p.m. regional opeUeratC&dott
Friday night in a rematch of a
regular season encounter that
Mondovi won 77-65. ' StanleyBbyd, which defeated Colby 66-

AAU'sdrug
list is huge

55 iTuesday night, will take, on
Neillsville in the 8:30contest.
G-E-T now advances to the
Viroqua: Regional Friday night
and will play Royall, a 65-51
winner over Holmen, at 7 p^m.
and the -nitecap will pit
Richland Center, a 73-71 victor
over Westby, against Vlrdqua at
8:30.
A ; A A ..
Lanzel, a 6-4 Senior who was
averaging 12 points and a dozen
rebounds per game, broke his
^yrist in a 'physical education
class while lifting weights
Tuesday afternoon. This,
coupled with the disciplinary

action taken on Gary Weisenbeck, didn't aid In perking the
Panthers' spirits In their quest
for a state tournament bid.
Durand jumpfed off to a 21-17
lead after the first period, but
River Falls scored 20 and 15
points In, the second and. third
quarters for a 52-51 lead and
wrapped up things by outscoring the Panthers 21-18 in the
filial eight minutes.
Durand, which finished with a
15-4 overall record, got 16 points
from Weisenbeck, who finished
the season with 357 points. Jon
Hovland followed with 15points;

¦
OTDg- " AA . A . . , ; .-; . - .
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y Brown said a thletes taking any of tlie bannedsubstances should
plan to stop taking them at least three days before their competitions becaiuse, ''As far as I know,-there will be nowalvers. "

T.
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The Redmen, who now. stand
11-7 for the season, never led
until Johnson hit his clutch

Motidovi made 27-73 shots
G-E-T had the advantage in
basket, Johnson was?also inf rom the iloor, 37'percent, while
strumental In sending the game rebounds 31-21, but Onalaska
BRF netted 39 percent (29 of
into the extra peridd ; as he ¦ shot .52 . percent V (2344) in a 7S>,
- 'AA- A A y
:
46
G-E-T's
losing??
effort
to
scored nine of his game-high22
/ ? ' ':
Arcadia,:already had a 17(26-57).
?
:
A
.
'
percent
points In the fourth quarter
Mondovislefl 57-38 going into point lead (55-38) going into the
when the Redmenoutscored the
the final stanza, but, Black . last quarter before exploding
Hilltoppers2446, /
,; wliile . 'holding
Vic Becker-threw in.13 points : River Falls poured in 28 points for 28 pointsnine.
?- .
the Cadott to Jiist
for G-E-T, 8-1 junior Handy to Mondavi's 14 to' make
¦
Andy
Angst
scored
10 points
"
final
score
close..
•
.
.
bench
DaffinBon? came off the.
'
' ¦
and added some spark to the • • '• Greg ; Berger? - puriiped-lil 26 ' In the first quarter before
Redmen's attack with 10 points points to lead the. scoring for finishing with 23, Steve Wineski
and JJroScherralsoscored10. ? Mondovi and upped his season sank, 21 points and was credited
Bob Uehling and Darryl Van point total to 482. Gary Glan- with nine assists and Jeff
Riper netted 14 points each for zman haiiled in 19 rebounds and Everson grabbed 15 caromsand
fouling
Onalaska and Jeff Liethen scored 20 points and Dale netted' ¦'• 18 pdints before
¦ ¦
•
Nelson finished with 10 polnts.V out. totaledia.

Just one change I^J^BB^w^^fflB
l&m\
in VVBA standir»g^ w4H*Mmf9rify

DAN BERGER
t^fy
J
:.APSpoHs Writer

:lk)S ANGELES (AP) -The athlete crises the finish line at the
IT.S. Olympic Trials in world record titne and then, an hour later,
is informed he failed to make the U.S.? team because he took a
cough drop 30 minutes before his race.
' It's a scene that hasn't been acted out yet, but'unlessAmerica's
amateur athletes are aware of a new set .of rules governing what
they Ingest, some are likely to fall prey to the rules and be lopped
off Uie team to Montreal.
A list of banned drugs, which includes some apparently
innocuous non-prescription compounds, was published this week
by'Uie women's committee of the Southern Pacific Association of
the Amateur Athletic Union. The list is huge ) about 300drugs by
brand name and generic name, broken down inf of ive categories.
The list was prepared for women track and field athletes, but it
has applications to athletes in all Olympic sports, fhe single shee^
of paper is prefaced with a paragraph explaining that urine tests
wiU be givenat the U.S. Olympic Trials June 19-27 at Eugene, Ore.
The list was compiled by Dr. Harmon Brown of San Mateo, Calif.,
advisor to the women's track and field committee.
The list appears frightening to some athletes, but at least they'll
get a chance to see in advance which chemicals are likely to
create problems. Rick Demont didn't have thatadyance .warning.
Demont was the winner of the 1972 Olympic 400-meter freestyle
3Vi ' vears ago. A' few days later he was told he couldn't have the
gold medal because he was¦taking
a banned decongestant for an
¦
asthma condition, , ' r . '
'- -The list published by the AAU this week includes some common
Cold products, such as Vicks Formula 44 Cough Discs, Listerine
Cough ControlJLozenges and Dristan Cough Formula Syrup. In
1972, Demont was taking Marax undier a doctor's prescription.Mt
contains the drug ephedrine, which was an aid in helping him
' .,
breathe.
''
Dr. Brown, a specialist in internal medicine at Hayward State
UnivCTSity, said the? cough remedies on his M contain dextromethorphan, "which is nothing more than a synthetic codeine.
It's commonly used as a cough suppressant and I suppose if you
took enough of them.( the cough drops), since they arepain killers,
they might suppress pain to the point where it might allow a
person to perform better." - V . , .' '
' Dr., Brown saiiggested that athletes who aie takiiigany type of
drug contact their doctors to determine if what they are taking
contains banned drugs. "If you have to take orie ot those drugs,
say for an asthma condition, try to take something else, a substitute which
will do¦ the same thing without being a banned
"
"
'

Dan Hof fman tossed in 12 and
Randy Wless contributed 10- ?
River Falls' Bill Munns and
Jeff Llhfehan grabbed scoring
honors with 22 points each and
Mark Stafford and Kevin Kuss
totaled 13 and 10 . points,
¦•."
respective!^. ?
G-E-T had split two previous
meetings with Onalaska. in
Coulee Conference play, losing
79:52 on the HUltoppert'. home
Robr and ' winning 5947 at C-E'

Straining

Doug Hanson (left ) of MabelCanton and Tim Gensmer of
Caledonia strain to reach a
rebound in Tuesday night's
District One semiflna Igame.
Caledonia won 51-43. (Dally
News Sports photo) -

. ? Only one change took place in
the top 10 standings; ta the
singles and doubles event in the
annual Winona Bowling
Association Men's City Tournament Tuesday night -at:
¦.'
Mapleleaf Lanes. .
Bob Jandt rolled a 602 and
Dick Nokes carded a 548, and
the pair movedinto fourth place
in doubles with a score of 1,258.
Glen Olson's 236 *was the
tourney's high single .game of
the evening, Bob Skeels leveled
a 644, Jon Kosidowski managed
a 619 and Tom Hollatz came in
' ;' ';. ' ;'• .'¦"¦¦ ' ' .:
witha€06.
' •
WESTGATE: '' Hiawatha' ?Glen . Kopperud put together
single games of 236, 208 and 205
for a . 649 count and Trl-Cdunty
Electric of Rushford teamed up
'¦
for 1,02^2,943.
Ameriqan — Steve Neltqn and
Gene Lovas each rolled a 256,
Tom Drazkowski's 623 was the
top series in the loop, Melton
finished with a 621, Dick Rose
came In with? a 614, . Lovas
wound up with a 611, John Bell
had 610 and Fran HengeJ's 54?
was errorless. . Team honors
went to the Westgate Bowl with

Leggett heads All-NIGteam

MOORHEAD, Minn. — Sam
Leggett, Southwest State's 6-4
senior, headlined the 1975-76 AllNorthern Intercollegiate
Conference . basketball team
announced here Tuesday.
Leggett won Most Valuable
Player honors as he topped the
NIC in scoring (28.7 ppg) and
rebounding (12.2) , setting a
single season record for most
points scored (3443 ih the
pfocess. '
Coining Leggett on the first
teani were St. Cloud State's Al
Anderstrom, a 6-5 senior who

averaged 16.3 points a game
and shot a league-high 54.2
percent from the field; Bemidji
State's Jim Allen, a fr-5 forward
who averaged 18.5 points and9.3
rebounds; Moorhead State's
Andrew Kelson^ a 6-5 junior who
averaged 20.3 points and 7.8
Tech's
rebounds', and Michigan
;
Mike Ruecker, a 6-4 junior who
averaged 14.8 poinls.
Earning second ¦team honors
were St. Cloud's Tom pecker, a
6-5 senior; Southwest 's Carl
Harris , a 6-1 senior; UMMorris' Sandy Schwegel. a 6-3

sophomore; Morris ' Jim
Tbelen," a ? 6-2 ,- . senior; and
Milfe
Michigan
Tech's
TrewheUa, a 5-U sophomore
Who shot a league - high 91.4
percent from the ¦ free throw
¦
line. ' •

. . " .' ¦

For the first time in 32 years,
no one from Winona State was
named to either the first or
second teams. ' No honorable
mentions were pickedthis year.
¦ Noel Olson of St. Cloud, which
won the NIC championship,was
niamed NIC Coach of the "Year;

1,010 and the Merchants
NationM Sank with 2,936. .
National — Larry Kendrick
toppled a 221, Al , Deutschman
posted a 591 and Super-Gro
compiled i;063-2,901.
' Wenonah'y— ? Eftine . Kammerer Carded a 213 en route to a
509, Badger Foundry hit 918 and
the. Checkerboard Shop totaled
• . -A - . - - .2,597.
'. ATHLETIC CLUB: Winona
Classic — Harvey Stever rolled
a 22O60O, Lyle Jacobson was
one pin better with a 220-601,
Hal Joswick had an errorless
594^ Bunke's APCO worked for
li0391 and. the. Hot Fish Shpp
woundupwith2,971.' •¦•
MAPLELEAF:Linda Daniel
tipped a 177 and finished with. a
328 for two games' and the
Missing Pins recorded 539-1,030.
Winona' Streakers — Dorothy
Evans toppled a 188-495. .. SINGLES
¦
. . . . ..m
.t ; DjckKan'n . . .
X.R o n F u a l r a t o d . . . ? . . . .,
....728 . "
3. JohnTlbor
-. . ? ?
... ..694
4.Ste«Finch . ?. -?. .
.676 .
5. Stan Docbbert . . . . ; . . ? ? '.
.«75.
.6. Denny Speltz. . ? . . . ? . , ; . . ? ...
?<71
¦7.Us Ksra!
: . ., ;.?
: . . : . . .i U
'
• 8. Charlie Kramer.' . / . . . . . . : ,. . • - . . : .M a
. 9. PalSkrocti
?4M ¦
¦
•10. Dlck Ormun -..
til
10. Jerry Rogers . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . t t l
DOUBLES
1. Darryl Smelser &
¦
D a v e S m e l s e r - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1307
2. JoeStoHmanA, .
.
Darrol BreltenlelOt . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 9 3
3. Jerry RcgorsS, '
:. . . . . .,. . .? .1260
Lynfi BaKken ^
4?.DIckNokes«,
'. ¦ Bob J a n d t ? ? . . . . . . . : . . . . : . . . . ? ...l!58
5. RogtrBrandt&
¦Judd Wolfe ... .. . ? . ' . . . ,
' . . . , 12S0
6. Tuna Banlckia
' Mike Poianc...
1240
.7. Steve Meltons,
RayPoaanc.?
.;? . . , . . . ?
1235
9. Swede Banlckl &
Hcrmle' Schuh .. . ,¦. . ? . . . . . . . . ....1231
¦
9. Gory Sfefliel & .. '
OerySKapple,..: ,...? ,
.1230
10. Wayne Stockman a,
MlkeRamer..
.....1229
' 'ALL-EVENTS ' . .
1. Ron Puslestao ?
1994
. .'
2. Jerry Ropers . ; ? . . ? . , ,
.?!?30
' ... ' •; 1912
3. DickKahn. . , . . '.'
4. Ken Peshon
. . . 1884
5. Ardell Rasmussen . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1884
,? . . . ; . . 1878
. 6. Dick F i - a t t e n . . . . . . . ;
7. Ron Dreas....'. . . . . . . . ..
'. . . 1878
? . . . . .1874
8. Pat Skroch. ...;..
¦
9. TomRrtka. . . , . . ., . . . . .>.?.
1872
10. Dave Jumbeek
?.. 1840

NOTHING FANCY- ^
JUST LOWEST PRICES
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warmups.
.
These rumors,, and others,
have, led to suspicion that an
announcement is forthcoming
from Miami negotiators.
The first full weekend of
preseason games Is scheduled
for March 13-14. But a major
league rule and the delay bf
spring training, which was to
have opened March 1, has
jeopardized those games. " .
The rule says players must
undergo 10 days of spring
training before they participate
in preseason competition. Thus,

players would have to be. in involved ui the sale in its final
camp today to play on the 13th, form, Feeney said. There was
and if they are not in camp by no explanation why Short
Thursday, Sunday's games also dropped out of the picture.
would become illegal. .
The announcement ended
Feeney said the poll of the 'll months of speculation whether
NL clubs conducted by the financially-troubled Giants
telephone from San Francisco would stay in the Bay Area or
was unanimous in favor of move to Toronto, where a bid
approving the sale of the Giants had been made to buy the team.
to Herseth and Lurie, who will
In Miami on Tuesday . Margin
be the controlling partner.
Miller, the players' negotiator,
'
Bob . Short, a Minneapolis and the owners' chief
contractor who h^d ' been a negotiator , John Gaherin ,
partner of Lurie's in the original briefed about 60 players on the
old to buy the Giants, was not statusof negotiations.

Miami group vyants
Saints to transfer

EDMONTON (AP)
Trustees of the World Hotkey
Association are expected to
decide today on a recommendation by the WHA
Executive Committee that the
Minnesota. Fighting Saints'
franchise be transferred to a
¦ , -'.
group from Florida.
The recommendation that the
Saints, who folded during the
weekend after a two-month
struggle to overcome financial
problems, be transferred to
Florida Professional Sports Inc.
resulted froni an executive
committee meeting Here
Tuesday. .
The
Minnesota
team
collapsed during the weekend
after the players, who have
missed three pay checks, gave
up on an attempt to finish the
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season when several efforts at
raising funds fell through.
If the franchise is transferred
to the Florida group, headed by
William Putnam, the team
would be known as Miami
Fighting Saints and would play
next season In a 15,500-seat
arena now under construction in
Hollywood, Fla,
Officials said It would be up to
Putnam , who once held
Interests In the Philadelphia
Flyers and the Atlanta Flames
of Iho National Hockey League,
and Jock • Irvine, majority
shareholder in the Minnesota
franchise, to workout a deal for

Mat Club meeting

The Winona Mat Club will
hold its weekly meetingat 7:30
p,m. Wednesday ln Purple
Room 105 In the new section of
theWlnonaState student union.
Plans for the club's annual
banquet March 17 will be
discussed an) election pf officers -for the coming veir will
;
be held.

WJHS girls win
The Winona Junior High girls
basketball team used a 14-point
effort from Julie Stanton to
record a 82-9 triumph over La
Cfltose Lincoln Tuesday afternoon. ?
Winona, now 5-1 overall, also
won the B squad game u-4.

iheteam's remainlngassets. .
' Putnam met with the
executive "committee Tuesday,
and flew to St. Paul later ln the
day - to meet the Minnesota
players, none of whom will be
drafted by other WHA teams.
The WHA office In Toronto
will announce schedule changes
made necessary by Minnesota's
departure,
although no
announcement has been made
on a scheduled game tonight
between the Houston Aeros and
theSaints.
The playoff structure will
remain the same, with 10 of the
remaining 12 teams entering
postseason play-four from the
Canadian Division, all three
from the Eastern Division and
three froni the Western
Division, Minnesota was In the
Western Division. '
. in January, the Denver Spurs
became the first WHA team ti)
fold when a move to Ottawa
failed to solve financial difficulties,
' WHA negotiating rights to
Bobby Orr jare among the
assets of Minnesota, Orr's
contract with the Boston Bruins
of Ibe NHL expires at the end of
the . current season, and the
Saints tried to sign him to a $4milllon contract last summer,
although Orr chose to return to
Boston,
, Orr, out of action with a knee
Injury, Is still negotiating with
the Bruins.

"It's frustration;" said
Baltimore Oriole pitcher Jim
Pahner when the meeting broke
UP after three hours. "It seems
the owners have shown great
reluctance to discuss issues."
Miller has maintained
throughout negotiations that
owners refuse fo bargain
seriously on revising the
reserve rule — which linds a
player to a team for life — until
a ruling ls handed down on an
appeal.
A three-judge federal panel Is
considering an appeal by the

Bucks win
3rd in row
over Jazz
¦

>

.¦ ¦

¦

'

¦

MILWAUKEE (AJ») What's this? The ' Milwaukee
Bucks with a three-game
winning streak?True enough, although ft may
not prompt Jimmy ihe Crpek to
revise odds for the national
Basketball . Association
playoffs. But then again, the
Bucks hadn't won more than
two games In succession since
they . managed a four-game
streak between Nov, 29 and
Dec.9.
Moreover, the way the Bucks
overcame all sorts of cxjds to
defeat '(he New Orleans Jazz
111-109 In . overtime Tuesday
night could be grounds for
speculation that they just could
make more than f a token
playoffs appearance this
spuson;
First, they overcame an 86-77
deficit with 6:43 left in
regulation to grab a 90-86 lead
wltha:48 left
New Orleans struck back to
lead 9542 on a Pete Waravlch
lump shot with a minute left,
BUCKS' center Elmor* Smith,
fouled with 45 seconds left,
made one free throw, then
misted his eighth of 12 foul shots
(or the ntaht, But Jim Price
rebounded and led Brian
Winters (or a Jump shot and a.
«5-95tle.
That stood up as the final
score at end of regulation
because Price somehow got in
front of Moravlch and blocked
the Jazz sharpshooter's Jump
ehot with two seconds left.

owners, of arbitrator Peter
Seitz' December rulipg, which
allows players to become free
agents one year after fulfilling
contractual commitments. The
ruling, already upheld by a U.S.
Dlslrlct Court, would enable
players to "play without contracts this, season and deal with
other clubs as free agents in

.. . .
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Serlea niArnpiKler wltH 12 watts mln. RMS per chan- ¦ " ' .
' nel (IntoOphms , 40 Hz. to-ISkHz , wlih no more than '
, 0.5% total 'tiarmonlodistortion). AM/FM/Storeo FM
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While all this was going on,
some ether clubs were going
about the more mundane
baseball business of.wheellng¦ ¦¦
aijd-dealing,
. - .
In a major preseason trade,
the Los Angeles Dodgers sent
outfielder Willie Crawford toSt.
Louis ' for inficlder Ted
Sizem'ore.
Crawford, a former $100,000
bonus baby, has been with the
Dodgers since 1974. Slzemore,
who won rookie of the yea*
honors in i960 when he broke in
with the Dodgers, has spent the
past five seasons as the Cards'
regular secondbaseman.
The Chicago White Sox -n the
only team to open spring
training, with 25 noq-rostered
players ' — continued their
warmups with ah Infrasound
game. The Bob Olivers beat the
Clcon JoneSes5-2 ln the game on
the strength of homersBy Miko
Ondlno and Bob Palmer.
The Cincinnati' Reds, ' pitteburgli Pirates and Chicago
Cubs, meanwhile, announced
the slgnlngs of players,
The Reds signed^ pitcher
Pedro Borbon and outfielder
Ken Griffey; the Pirates signed
pitchers John Candelaria ahd
Tim Jones, utility man Bob
Robertson and lnflelder Jimmy
Sexton, and the Cubs signed
second baseman Manny Trlllo,
shortstop Dave Roiello and
pitcher Willie Prall,
¦ Not signed,
but reportedly
negotiating ls Fred Lynn of the
Boston Red Sox, lest . year's
American League rookie of the
year. The Los Angelas Herald
Examiner said Lynn was asking
for a 12 million package that
would include: a $500,000. insurance policy, a six-figure
bonus If , the team makes tho
Wprld Series, another $50,000
bonus If he makes the All-Star
twin, and $35,000 a year for 25
years if he la Injured¦ oil¦ the
'
field .

1
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Giants are gointito stay in San Fr^hGiscp

•^y The Associated Press
* The National League has
taken the first decisiveaction of
the 1976 major league baseball
season -r the Giants will stay in
Son Francisco — but there also
are'ruroors the teams may soon
' dp-ip spring training?
League owners ' on Thursday
approved the sale ef the Giants
to San Franciscan RobertLurie
and a partner from Phoenix,
A,riz., Bud Herseth. NL
President Chub Feeney says the
Giantswill stay In Candlestick:'
^Meanwhile, an impasse that
tee; kept all but one major
league team from beginning the
spring tuneups entered its third
day today, threateningto wipe
out the first weekend of
exhibitionseason.
. ' But despite some belligerent
and pessimistic language in
ptiahu, where owners : and
pla'jers are 'negotiating, there
werp indications a settlement
was near.
-The St. Louis Cardinals
rented rooms for their players
at the Edgewater Beach Motel
In 'St '. . Petersburg, Fla., on
Tuesday, am they are to report
laiter in the week, The Pittsburgh Pirates ordered their
froiit office personnel to Florida
by Friday. '. .
A
l There also were reports that
Sey York Mets General
:anager Joe McDonald, who
jtq»'delayed His arrival at St.
Petersburg repeatedly, will
arriveat the spring training site
'¦
ftosday,
jJCTe Baltimore Orioles also
wfxtf reported to be planning to
fipeh camp as tarty as ThurMtaty, and (he Atlanta Braves
arerhimored to be planning a
^rlday opening of preseason
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WEEKEND FOR TWO At THE DELUDE •
DOWNTOWN RADISS0N-MINNEAP0LIS ,

Deluxe!gue6l room for 2 for a flight. Dinner In tho Flams Room
¦¦¦wlfh wine and the Golden Strings Shov/. A Golden Strings Qlit
Record Album. Breakfast In,bod, Roglstor noV/i . ' '

USE COUPON BELOW
TO REGISTER IN OUR STORE . . .
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PK 462-901 1
,
503-506 W. STH

liarridrs ,Cards win

?
. , .: (Continued from jage 3b)
inside and he faiows how to draw the contact/but he can'tdo much
ilhecan'tget theball."
Meyer led the Warriors with 14 pcrinto, 6uth chipped in with 13
and LaVerne Rohde finished with 10. Cpledonia. sank 20 of SO field
goal attempts, an evta40 percent, while theCougare made only 16
Of WI, a disastrous 2R.7 percent;
Parispn topped M-C with ; 12 points; and Geving added 10.
Dahlen, incidentally, came into the game with a 19.6 averiageand
had scored 29 points in the Cougars' previous game¦ acainst
Caledonia.;- ¦ : ' . ¦;. '. . . • ''
; . •: - f •.- ¦ ¦' , - . . ' '• "
Harmony, now 1&3, led only 31-17 at halftime, but Coach Del
Efeton's squad put it out of reach by out8Corihg%koB27-U In the
third period. The Wykats sank five of their eight shots in the
quarter„but theCardinals got off 21 shots and made l»of them.
Witch Harstad Ignited the surge byscorihg 10 of hfsl3 points In
thethirdperiod, andClyde Scheevel addedseven.
Clyde's twin brother, Craig Scheevei, hobbled by a severe knee
injui7, played.approximately 12 minutes, and according to
Elstoh, functioned vith less difficulty. The 6-5 junior tossed in sbc
points, and his presence on the court was an obvious 'morale
¦
booster for, his teammates.
*: . ¦ -". ,
"I? think our defense was the big difference tonight," commented Elston. "Wykoff played extremely well in its two games
at . Winona State? last week?, and we knew . we couldn't underestimate them."- Clyde Scheevei hit nine of his 19 field goal attempts and wound
up with 21'points; Harstad was next with 13 and Bob Evenson
netted 10. The Cards sank 31 of 66 shots, 46.9 percent,
whlle.Wy.koff
¦
¦
made must 18 of 55,32?7 percent; ?
. - ': ¦ . . . ¦ - . , - ,.' . .

Meetings for
softball teams
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District One
toox scores

:"
Wy*o«(4H
• . .( Hlrmoiiyin)
fg «? t»
(» ft tp
Eltkhoff ,8 3-5 1» M.HiAtd6' '1.> 13
Evers ¦ -S 2-3 ; 4 Cl. Scfrel 9 3-3 21
¦
PMt - . I 0-0 ?8 QScfi'rtr. 2 0-1 4
Schmidt 0 . 0 0 0 Cr.Schevl J 2-2 6
. KHMbkn 1 1-3 i Eyenson 5 00 10
3 00 t
¦ Meyer '. I W J .Austln
SIKklnk
1 00 2 Jnhnson 0 2-3 2
Broadwtr ., 0 00 0 Easier
2 00 I
Heldtke . 1 o-l 2 CSchrdr J oo ; 4
' -Roberts / .o M O ' Hsrms ' ITTFrir
, Diixbury 0 ?00 0 Jttjon ' 0 00 0
..Smith
.0 OO O CHarald 0 12 j
0 00 . 0
. , . • ¦ ¦ , . '¦'
.. . Berje

Totals 18 7.1441 Totllsll 9-1171
Score By Quarters
WYKOFF.
.... -.;» 11 11 IS—13
H6RM0NY12 . 1» 21 13—71
Fouled out:? None. Total fouls: Wykott
14; Harmony 13
? ' Wabtl-CI431
. ? fg
Dahlen . I
' Hanson. . 4
' . ? Coyle
.1
¦ Iranoas ? 3
. ? Wilbur . 0

CaldionlXSl)
ip
fg ft tp
4 5 6-Rohde
4 2.5 10
'49 )2 Oulh . 5 . 3 4 13
o-O 2 Gemmer 2 2-2 '. 6
OO 0 Conyyay 3 2-2 8
1-2 1 S.Meyer 6 22 14
H

CevlBj ; 5 O t t O O.Meyer: 6 5 0 D
• Oorham ' 8 .2-2 l Peter
0 00 0
Engrav. - O O O
O
Totals 14 1MI43 TotliaJO 11-15 51
' Score 8y«uarters
MABEL-CANTON' -.. I 11 10 12-43
CALEDONIA.. ... .1« 12 10 11—51
Fouled out: Coyle. Total fouls: Mabel?
CantonTS; Caledonia U.

' . -.,;. - ' :- ' ;; . . - , . . -- >
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Sports in Brief
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UW-Green Bay (20-7) will meet Nankaito State ( 17-9) and North
Dakota ¦ University (20^5) will meet the University of NebraskaThe Pa rk-Recreation Omaha (16-U)
;in the NCAA Division 0 North Central regional
Department has scheduled basketball tournament
at Grand Forks, N.D. . March 10.
organizational • meetings for .
both men's fast-pitch and slowIowa; aiid Iowa yStete stayed 1-2 in this week's Amateur
pitch softball managers as well Wrestling News' NCAA
mat rankings, followed by Lehigh,
as Women's team managers for Oklahoma, Minnesota, Oklahoma State, Wisconsin,
Cal Poly,
March 16, .
PennStateandOregqnState. .
Representatives from men's
fast-pitch clubs are to meet at
Scott May, star forward for unbeaten Indiana. University, was
6:30 p.m. in the third floor . named the Sporting News College Basketball Player
of the Year.
courtroom in the .'City Hall
building, and all teams planning
Superior, champion in 1971, 1972 aiid 1974, and unbeaten
to participate . in a slowLpitch Madison Memorial head the four-team field in the sixth annua!
league this coming season Wisconsin Public high school hockey tournament at the Dane
should have a 'merubcr on hand County Coliseum Friday and Saturday. Memorial (20-0) will meet
at8:30 p.m.
Eagle River (17-4) and Superior C12-7-1) will meet Madison West
The meeting for women's ( 164) in first-round action.
team representatives will be
held a| 7:30 the same night in
Irtna Rodnina and husband Alexander Zaifsev, Olympic gold
the third floor courtroomiat City medalists, are far.ahead in .pursuit of a fourth straight world
HaU. •:.
figure skating championship at Goteborg,
Vladimir
' All . tearajs are asked to Kovaiev also holds an edge over Olympic goldSweden.
winner John Curry
register at the Park-Rec office ': in themen's division.
in the City Hail! building before
March. 12 in the classification
Five black basketball players at New Me?xico have demanded
they prefer. the ouster of coach Norm Ellenberger because ' 'the white players
canmess upand hewon'tscreamat them" but when it'sablack;
Bucks'box score
Ellenberger:"treats us-like animals,"according to leading scorer
NEWORLEAIM5(I09I
larry Gray.
Coleman 1 00 2, Williams 12 910 33,

Moore 5 22. 12, Boyd 4 67 14, Maravlch
e i-9. 22, eehagen 0 2.2 1. Kelley 2 00 4,
Nelson 0 1-2 1, SlallworlH 5 7-11 17,
McElroy 1 0 0 2. Tolals: 18 33-43.
- MILWAUKEE till)
Dandridge 5 6t- 14/ Meyers 3 Sig U,
Smith 7 .4 12 18. Price 3 22 fl. Winters
11 4 6 28, McGlocklin 2 44 r, Restanl 2 0
0 4,: BroKavy 0 0-0 0, Srldgeman 0 0-0 U,
FOX¦ 3 02 «,.¦ DaylS 3 3-4 9. Totals: 39 33-

Jim Ryun, former record holder in the mile, will formally
announce his? retirement from competition at a news conference
in Lawrence, Kan., today. Ryun has been competing in International Track Association events.
,.
Bobby Allison, injured Sunday in an eight-car pileup in the
". ' . •
'4*:
Carolina 500, was reported in satisfactory condition at Moore
NEWORLEAM5. 1) W » 17 14-10?
County Memorial Hospital. Allison was scheduled to start from
MILWAUKEE.... 11 2i ' 11, 24 14-111
Fouled out: Williams, Kelley, Dan.
the pole in next Sunday's Richmond 400 in Virginia, but there was
?
drldgo, 'Smith, . Price. Total fouls: New
novY Jird on whether he would beable to enterthe race. "'. -..•
Orleans 38, ?, MIIweul<*e . 3J. : . . ' .„' .. , '
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Scoreboard
Local sports

TUMOAY'J RESULT
B0Y5' *ASK6TBALLRocti.¦ 'JohnManhatilS,Wlnons High «
• ' TONIGHT'S CONTEST
BOYS' 8ASK6TBALLCotlor High vs. Lako City (Rochester)
7p.m. '. . ' " ' • ¦ . . .• ¦ .

WIAA Class B
box scores

River Fills (73) .' ? ' OuriMun "" "." "
• - . If » Ip
Ij H t p
siaMord -. t 1-1 13 Welsen'k •< «•? 16
Van
. q 0-2.- 0 Hovland . 5 SB 15
Bergs'd 0 O O O Bouor
1 00 2
Wakiow' j o 0-0 0 Uvffng i gt i
Atunns
8 M 22 Wless
I: 2-4 10
Farley ¦ 2 2.* 6 Hoch
0 00 0
Llnohan ¦- 9 ,4-5 22 Klein
3 0-1 6
Kuss
3 .4-5 10 HoHman 6 01 12

To«i» -uiti-im To»«ii vty n n

. Scor* By Quarters
. mvtr FMIt . . , . ; . . . -. ' ,...17 . 20 15 21—73
Cur»nd..
... '. ..? .21 14. 16 \*-u
Fouled Out: Lleffrlno, Kuss ,- total
fouls: River Falll20; Durand21. "
Mondovi - (Jl').Black WverF.IH)
fg H tp
l« tt Ip
Nelson,
5 0 0 10 . Sherman 2 J.J t
Cole y 1 OO 2 Oa.lver'n? 2-2 16
Olanznfn 6 810 20 Casper 3 0 0 - 6
MacCo'y '4 1-4 v Ge.iver 'n 0 0-4 0
Berger 10' 6 8 26>?Blackd'r 1 0 0 2
Kabpen 8 0-0 16
Galer
7 i s 15

TUESDAY'S RESULTS ' . •¦
.
M5HBL Playoffs
REOION1A*->
Roch. John Mirsholl 48, Winona 43
"flow Prague 52, Lakevlllc2B
Albert Lea 57, Austin 50
Red Wing 55, Rocft. MayoSi
Hastings 59, Simley 38
Rosemount 51, Burnsville 47
Northfield 52, Faribault 32
Waseca 72, Owatotina 61
REGION! AAMankato.Wesl 56. Mankato East.40
REGION JAA. St. ¦ Thomas Academy 65, S.P. Harding
u.
St. Paul Cretin 73, Woodbury 42
DISTRICT t A' Caledonia 51,Mabel-Conlon43 .
Harmony 71, Wykoff 43
, WIAA Class B Playoffs .
AT ARCADIA- ¦ ¦:.
Arcadia 83, Cadott i7
AT MONOOVIStonlcy Boyd66, Colby SS
-. Mondovi 71, Black River Fella 64
ATONALASKA- ' . . -V ' . ' ¦
GaleEttrick<4 , Onalaska 62
Royall 65, Holmen 51
ATDURAND• Ellsworth65, Beldwln WoodvmoS6 . .
River FallS73, Durand69
TODAY'S OAMES
MSHSlPlayoHs
Cotter vs. Uke Clfy, 7p.m..
Byron vs. Stewartville, 8:30p.m.
THURSDAY'SOAMES ; MSHSL Playoffs .
DISTRICT1A. Harmony vs. Caledonia (champ.)? 9
p.m. '

199-1547 Totals 3415-3513
. ? Score By Quarter .
Cadott ,? . .
..10T2 19 »-4»
Arcadia? '.'
.17 17 21 2»—11
Fouled out: Everson.- ? total fouls:
Cadott 20.-Arcadia 15.

Pro basketball
RESULTS
¦ TUESDAY'S
¦
NBA— ' ¦ - '
.
Golden State 100. Buffalo 93 .
Seattle 109, New York 105
. . Washington 128, ? Philadelphia 111
Kansas Clfy 127, Oaf relf.113
Milwaukee 111, New Orleans 109 (OT)
Portland 116, Chicago 105
ABA—.
¦
Indiana 107 , San Antonlo97
St. Louis 97. Kentucky 89.

Pro hockey

TUESOA Y'S RESULTS
NHL- ¦
New York Islanders 2;CaiUornia 1
Pittsburgh ^Minnesota 2 .
WHATorontoS, Quebec 2 .
Phoonix 5, Indianapolis 2
Calgary 6, Edmonton 3
. New England*; San Dleoo3 '
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REDEYE -by Gordon Bess

BEETLE BAILEY-by Mori Walker
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WHS box score

Totals 19 10-14 48 Totals 20 3» 41
Score By Quarters
JOHN MARSHALL v.t» 14 8 14—48
WINONAHIOH..... .7 13 12 11—43
Fouled out: . None;..Total fouls: John
Marshall 14, Winona 16; Technical fouls? '.
McCleerey
-?

Tolals

Totals

'

JohnMnhl(4l)
. Winona High (43)
fa ft tp
fg ll ip
Varshal. 1-3-4 ' 5 Rlchrdsn 1 00 .2
Brocks . 2 2-3 4 Schwarz 6 0 0 12
Truwe ' ". ". 6 01? 12 ? Krclnbrg 3 01 6
Larson
5 O-O 10 Conway 3 2-6 8
Restart
4 5-6 13 Bortz
4 0 (L 8
Coleman . 1 ¦ 0-0 2 McCleery 2 0 O 4
Schroeder 0 0-0 0 Mueller .1 00 2
Smith
0 OO 0 Hanson 0 1-2 .1

tp
2 .
13
4
22
0
10
10
3

2316-2562 Totals 2412-22 6<
ScoreBy Ouartors
Onalaska .... . . . . . . . . ? 2 4 a 11 li J—41
Q-E-t . . . . . . ;
. 1 5 » II 24 5—14
Fouled. Oul: 1 Uehllho, : Mulrlne,
Glanzer, Weyant; tolal fouls: Onalaska
21;G ..6T23. . - .
' ' ' Arcadia(BU
Cadott<47>
fa ft tp .
¦ fg ft tp
Crank .
2 OO 4 wvisck . I. 3-4 5
Rykal1 00 2 J.Angst 0 0-0 0 "
Danlel'n 6. 24 14 Rosenow 0 2-2 . 2"
JanDenHY4 5.7 13 S.WIn 'kl 8 - 58 21 •
De.Rulf 6' 2-2 14 D.WInc'l 1 0 0 2
Du.RUM 0 0-2 O BenWI 3 01 6
Thomas 0. ' 0 0 0
Benrud- 0 0-0 0
Kulak
I 00 2
Olson . '2 0-1 4
^ '
A.Angst 10 3-5 23
Everson 8 2-4 IB

¦'
m^mm r —¦'^ ttV 'T ¦

Mabel-Canton vs.' Wykoff ( consol.l,
7:15p.m. '

2717-2)7) Totals: 2r«-20t4
Score By Quarters
Mondovf
20 17 20 14—71
Black River Falli
. 1 4 10 14 26—61
Fouled out: Ksppen, Galer, Cole,- tolal
louls: Mondovi 21, Black River Fells 20;
technical foul: Coach Young.
G-E-TU4)
(g ft
ft tp
6-8 U Jazewskl I 0 0
OO 9 Becker 6' 1-2
3-6 9 Lund
2 00
01 4 Johnson 9 49
OOUWeyarit 0 00
5-6. 1S Seherr ' 2 ' 6-7
1-2 7 Dafflnl) . 5 0-2
t i 1' McLeod 1 1-1

'm ^>

Boys'basketball

Totals

Onalaska (42)
tg
Uehllng ? 4
Snyder
0
Mulrlne 3
.Kennedy 2
VanRlper.7
Uettien
4
Glanzer 3
Cauli/m 0

BLONDIE-by
ChlcYouna
¦
¦¦

ni m •• i im

klAhlAV
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College basketball
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
EAST—
. Brandols 106, Tults 95
Connoctlcul!2. Falrfleld70
- Dartmouth66', Harvard64, (OT)
Georgetown, D.C. 76, lona68 '
Massachusetts 103, Vermont 100 '
PIII74; St. Francis, Pa.69
'. Rhode Island 99.¦ Brown 79 ¦
MIDWEST— .
.' . . . . .
Chicago Loyola 87, Cincinnati 7 1
Cincinnati Xavier 98, Duquesne 86
..Crelghlon77,UNC.Chiirlorle71 •
SW Missouri 89, N.Dakofa 73
FAR WEST—
Air Force 87, Denver 60
Montana 84, Montana St. 75
Nevada-Las
Vegas " 90, Loyola
Marymount 69 » ' TOURNAMENTS—
Eait Coast Conference
Hotsta77 , BiicVnellSB
Temple 85, Rider 69
NAIA PLAYOFFS. . Dlst. 7 ' ,
Grand Canyon 7(, Westminster, UtahS?
S. Utah 95, Mesa, Colo. 87
Blst.26
Semifinals
Guilford 109, Winston Saldm St. 101
(OT) ¦- ¦ ' ¦ '
Gardner-Webb 88, Catawba 79
Olst.J4
. Howard Payne 62,. Sf. Mary's, Tex. 60
Howard Payne wins best-ot-3 series 2-1 ?
- Dlst. e
Texas Sou(r?ern 89, Midwestern St. 81
Texas Southern wins best-of-3 series 2? 1..
f ;

26 years as scout

Frank Nekola of New Hyde
Park, N.Y.;, has been scouting
26 years for the Boston Red Sox.

BARNEY GOOGLE AND SNUFFY SMITH -b»Fred L«iv™ii

Booster Club meet

Milwaukee Dilot killed in crash

The Winona High Booster
Club has scheduled a meeting
lor 8p.m. Thursday in the lower
library at the high school,
All members are urged , to
attend as tentative dates for the
upcoming sports awards
banquets will be discussed.

SATURDAY

GREENVILLE.
Ala.
(AP)—A Milwaukee . pilot,
Richard Dammann, was killed
Tuesday when his light plane
crashed and exploded in a
wooded area about one mile
north of Greenville.
Police said the . 29-year-old
pilot was flying south from

Birmingham to Evergreen
carrying checks for Wells
Fargo on a courier 'mission
when he crashed!
Officers said the twin-engine
plane clipped off treetops before
hurtling to the ground and
exploding.
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Pacer's not just another "snriall car". Il s tho tirsl wide small car. Wider .out'
sideto hold the road like a big car. Widor inside to seal lour adults In stretch. ' -but comfort. Plus it oilers remsikahle visibility. Hack apd pinion stoorino lor
lor smootlior, quiet riding. And styltnrj
I
'precise handling. Isolated suspension
. lhal doesn't say "economy car", You'll oet it all In a now .AMC Pacoi. Stop in
and sec us tor a test drivs. You'll oet oven moro during our free air condi'
.tloninfl salol
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Joep Honcho is tho sporty pickup that* tough
¦
enough to put the others downMt looks super
tough
And acts it . .
Honcho
combines
the rugged standard features
, ,.
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^
kind of extras you'd choose to make it the toughest , ' - ^
rj'
' kfl
porlormer of 'ern all. Like extra wide track staace?
¦
¦ ¦
- 5 Coodyoar
with
roar step 10 x 15 Tracker
bold A/T" tires
trim
thatraised
sets
' ,
whilo letters and
while
slot
style
wheels
Plus
a
popubumpor
Q
exterior ¦
¦
lar apar, lrdm.ho and
c.herguys^o mand
new ge. a.l «he
Vou
P
PJ
sports pickdetails on Jeep Honcho-tho brand
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UP Wh om 30 y ears 0| 4:wheol drlve ¦
experience,
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The Winona Area's AMC & JEEP Dealer
I¦
¦
¦
| * breezy Acnes" 'South Highway 61,Winona
Phone 452-9231
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Today 's markets
1 p,m; New York 1
stock prices
j

Wore

Spendable
Income
from

Tax-Exempt
Municipal
Bonds!

If you're in a 30% bra'dwl
or higher, our-free book- '
lot could be financially
imjiortanl to you. '

Call. .'(612) 333-3475

. . or wrif* to *ddrtn betow,

Stock prices
drop back

NEW YORK (AP) - The
AllledC ? 4S*. InlPsp .
tSVi
AlllsCh
18%
17*e Jns&l
stock market dropped back
AmAIrl
ll*i Jostens . 22%
today in the midst of some
Alcoa
48% Kencott .
35'A
19>/fc Kraft
A Hess
43% apparent uneasiness over
AmBrnd
4Wt Kresge
35'/o tensionsinsouthernAfrica.
AmCan
34% Kroger
19% '? '. The noon Dow Jones average
ACyan
26V< Loew's
29'/» of 30 industrial stocks was off
7
Marcor
AmMtr
29V*
AT&T
55% McDonD . 17Vj 8.81 at 976.31, and losers took a
21%
Merck
67%
5-3 lead over gamers among
AJWF
20% MMM
SWi - New York Stock ExchangeAnconda
23V4 MinnPL
20%
ArchDn
listed issues.
53%
ArmcSI
33V< MobOII ?
government
of
The.
lOVfc MnChm
96
AvcoCp
23
MontDk
. —— ' Mozambique announced it was
BeadFds
BethStl
45^ MonP
24'4 closing
its border with
24
NorfkWn 78Vfe
Boeing
and asserted that a
29% NNGas
41V2 Rhodesia,
BolseCs
"state of war" existed between
15% NoStPw
Brunswk
25'/2
BrINor
39% NwAlr. y 31=Vi
the two countries.Brokers said
33V. NwBanc
45
CampSp
the news appeared to inject the
CatPIr
88V2 Penney
55%
73V2 same kind of caution into the
Chryslr
. 19% Pepsi
CllSrv
41% Phlpsbs
4114 market tliat had been shown at
ComEd
28% Phillips
51W times over the civil war in
ComSat
.29
Polaroid
38% Angola.
15%
Con Ed
14% RCA .
ASA'-' Ltd., an investment
ContCan
29
RepStl
3B%
ConOII
«2% Reylnd
64 s-* company concentrating on
ContlDaf
25
Rockwl
27% South African gold mining
Dartlnd
Wi Safewy
48
shares, dropped 1% to 27% in
Deere
6»V» SFeLn
24'/i
active trading. -Gold concerns
51
OowCm
lll'/j SctirPI
with mines in the United States
duPont
155% Sears
72
lt?% ShellOII
48V2 and1 Canada simultaneously
EastKod
Esmark
37% Singer
18%
gained ground.
Exxon
88% SouPac
35%
fhe NYSE's composite index
Firestn
24% SpRand
45%
FoWMtr
51% StBrnds
35Wi . of all its listed common stocks
GenEI
52% StOIICal
30% lost .42 to 53.40. At the American
42
Gen Food 29<A StOIIInd
¦
-—: ' Stock Exchange, the market
31VJ Telex •
GenM• • •
value index was down .13 at
67 Vi Texaco ¦? S '
GenMtr
¦ '• '. - ' . « ' '
27
Texasln
H7Vs
GenTel
103.84, v
, .
"34% UnOII
43
Gillette
2«% UnCa rb
75Wi
Goodrich
43'/;
23% UnPac
76%
Hoheywl ' SAV. Weyrtisr
Goodyr
41%
InlStl
49% WlnnDx <
82
Greyhnd
17'A USSt l
24%
IBM
258% Wlworth
GulfOII
22% WnAlrL
10%
65%
17 Vj
IntlHrv
27% Xerox
Homestk
43
WesaEI

L Winona markets j
BAY STATE MILLING CO,
Local Truck Cash Oraln Prfeei
- : . , -¦ -3,57
No.l N. Spring Wlwet
No.2 Ni Spring Wheat
3.55
No.3 N. Spring Wheat
-3.51
... -3.47
No. 4 N. SpringWheat ...
.3.31
No. 1 Hard Winter Wheat
No, 2 Hard Winter Wheat - • - • . • •' 3J9
No. 3 Hard Winter Wheat : . . ; . . . 3 J5
No. 4 Hard. Winter wheat".. • . • •¦ - - 3.21
. . . 2 .85
No. l Rye...
No.2 R y e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.83
Each 1 percent protein 'over 11
percent '— plus five cents a bushel.
Each 1 ? percent protein under 11
percent—minus five cents a bushel.
No soft wheat accepted. .
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
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Commodity Futures
(Winona River Terminal)
1:30 p.m. Waidnwtlay
CHICAOOBOAROOFTRADBr
Wheal up "3 cents May 13.80
Corn up 1*4 cents?May %2.7IVi
Oats up 1 cont May $1.60^
Soybeans up2Vi cents MayM.83'4
Gold up 70 cents an oz.' AprilSi32.60
Sllverup3centsanof.AprHS4.l7>-?,
-CHICAQOMERCANTILE EXCHANGE:
Llve Cattto up5polnt» AprllS37.27 . •
Live Hogs op.10 points April S4J.80
Egos up ,«0 cents a doz. Apcll S0.SS

(Pub'. Date: Wednesday, March 3,1976)
Ordinance Ho. 1J2» AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND
TNE CODE OF THE CITY OF
WINONA, MINNESOTA, '
1»S» '
Tho City of Winona doesordaln:
Section 1. That thc following amendment be made to Section 21-21 of the Code
ol the Cily of Winono, Minnesota, 1959,
which section provides tor diagonal
1445 Northwestsrn Bank Building
parking of motor vehicles: '.'MARKET
¦ Minneapoliil Minnesota 55402
STREET, both sides, (starting at the
North lino ol the East-West alloy between
second and Third Streets and North to the
South llneol Second Street! from the East'
:'
Nam* —.— "
West alley between Third Street and
Fourth Street North to Second Street." .
''
. City_ _^.\„i
^„_.,^
.Section-.:. This ordinance shalMake
- ' " " _ siit»
;—
effect
July 1,1976.
¦
• _•_ ¦
•
Passed March 1, 1976. at Winona,
zjp ^ — _.___ U
.
Minnesota.
¦
; .. . : ¦ ' ;_;
' -.
EARLLAUFENBURGER
Phon*:!
.Mayor ,
Attestod.by: •
JOHN S. CARTER
'
¦.
¦ . .¦¦
¦
"
•
.
.
,
•
bL.
^
CHv Clerk
(PgD. Dote: Wednesday, March 3,1976) .
Ordinance No? 2310 .
• An Ordinance Amending
Ordinance No. 2292 and
Ordinance No. J2M,
Ordinances Setting
Rites For ACable Television System
The C ity of Winona does ordain?
: Section l'. . That so much ol Ordinance
2292 as reads ."monthly service charges:
First service - $5.75 and commercial
establishments $7.75" be amended to read
"monthly servlce charges: Flrit service
effective February 1, 1975, 56.75, during
fhe year 1976S6.75and.dt/rlng the year 1977
$7 .00 and commercial establishments
effective February 1,1975, $10.00."
Section 2. That so piuch at Ordinance
BR^8K5r ^0^R&93! ^B^^BBV^^^^ BHurry to Crown/Auto . or you 'll mlu Itf Spring, that is! . H
No. 2264 as. reads "monthly service
¦
^H^^^ KRPPB^I^B^Bu^BJSS^Hv^K
charges, additional service SI ,00 each set"
/ Yap' 'n Mlnmwta we'velBarwd to enjoy BUnshino when .
for H. you're, notl
H
bo amended to read '^nonthly service
J^^f^^^^l
Qfl|j^^^^^ E3jMH^^Hfi^^k^V we have h. But ft yourciar Isn't ready
us service your car Or
Crown/Auto
M
charges, .additional service effective
j!ffi R0^B^B8^B*!^^BSSljB^^^^^^ EB ^^^^
' ¦Februaryl,.1975,$1.50 each sel. "
it- VOur»eMI
:
8th
'
wK ^flKj^^^HSb^KHII^ESlB^Hl
^°
Section 3. This Ordinance, shall, take
GOOD
THRU
MARCH
MONDAY
PfllCES
.M
effect upon Its publication.
W ^BBMEBl^iBBag EBiBHL
AdopfedMarch 1,1976
EARLLAUFENBURGER .
Mayor
Attesledby :
' ¦
JOHNS..CARTER.
Cltv Clerk
(Pub. Date: Wednesday, March3,1976)
Ordinance No. 232( .
¦ AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND
1
j|
3Z^
^
^ H
Rjf
l
9
f
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^ H^
^
^ H^
^
^
^
^ H REGISTER NOW! B* Crown/Auto'BSuut when the North Starr.
B .
„'
THE CODE OF THE CITY OF
WINONA, MINNESOTA,
¦
!
3^
^
^
^
^
^ D
f
i ^B
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^H
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^
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^
^
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^
^
^
H wtuara off »galn«t the Buffalo Saber*. Sunday March 14 at
^I
PM. H^
1959
H
. .
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" Mrt Canter. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY)
The City of Winona does ordain:
Section 1. Thet thc Code 0! thc CHy dt
Winona, Minnesota, 1959, be amended by
adding thereto the lollowiriD Article and
Sections to Chapter 15:
."Article 111. :Flre Extinguishers.
Section 15 9. Fire Extinguisher
dellned. The words "tire extinguisher" as
used in this Article shall mean any device
or equipment designed or Intended for use
In. extinguishing fires . and .containing a
liquid or powder using pressure, either
mechanical or. chemical, as a propellent
tor such liquid or powder or 'contalnlna a
liquid or powder . which vaporizes when
exposed to a certain- degree of temperature. ?
Section 15-.10. Necessity tor license. No
person shall engage in ttie business of
servicing, testing, maintaining, filling,
refilling, charging. or recharging a fire
extinguisher unless licensed by.the City to
doso.
Section 1511. Application lor license. A
person desiring to engagq in the business
of filllfig, refilling, charging or recharging
fire extinguishers as herein defined, shall
make written application to Ihe Bureau ol.
Fire Prevention lor a licenseto do so. Such
application .shlal be made? on forms to be'
provided by the Bureau of Fire Proventlon, .and said application shall state,
among other things, the name, of fhe
person desiring such .license and his place
of business. ,No license shall be Issued
unless such person, or, where the appllcant fa a firm or corporation, a member
VOUR CHOICE
1'- <^«B«8HBraE!:;~
M
A
H
H
I
H
r
e
K
"
k
V^K
l
of
such firm or officer of such corporation
^
^^
at the time of the melting.ot the ap.
pllcatton, is tho holder of a valid existing
p
certificate ol competency certified to by
¦
-msm %. n
i«Axion FILTER . .
USN' I vW'j zmsmsmt^r
.^wmaWM
the Fire Prevention Bureau.
Section 1512. License Fee. The fee for
such license is hereby fixedas lollotn:
la) For a person engaged In thobusinoss
tA
L
?r
oo
a
I
U
U
I¦¦
't
-' ^
of servicing, resting, filling, refilling,
AT£$%& imuAAAwkWlmm. &'J«?"
*^
__>¦ »- '„¦
-Tl The p™ml»m.qvullt» ¦
¦
charging or recharging fire extinguishers
" TZJV>^ »'v
A^
^
^ n^
M^^^^VS
¦
m REG. $2.96
c„
„.„,Jd
»
.
.
.$
for tftejjubllc, $100 peranntrm.
,JiiaSr 0 W
Ik l^^ts
(b) For a person servicing extinguishers
• l »««,h««i
m
M&vi
AiaEHTca
f W ^ vr y ^^
fkr
%
\ mm\
1 n
¦
MAX) AIR
FILTER
I™ \'^fv^k\ ' '»«'
^
'
owned by his employer ana for use on the
VjW
/flEsI l~lft *Mdin
"" °"0" *n
A>-_^__ - w I
^**^^^
: '^R^flA0|
employer 's premises, 120 per annum.
o "i"'1* of
^^|
—" A
1' 1 I^?^]2[^M) puto
wixti
'
^
—
or youi
t nlntyj^^ravEach such license shall terminate the lirsl
. PW3ES<SSSL f
Ieefleil« |
11 ^.rl i iff^^tfte^
day o! December next succeeding the
|
1 1 XsfliflR r mon*v l»<?k frpm
H ' wUU
'
Issuance ot said license unless' sooner
U .,|W
' illLJfiJ ^ .Vou Mveei.OOoM iny LEE \j ^^^^__J Dufonl.
revoked or forfeited, ond shall,noi bo
^^*
MA«>.AIr or OH Blur In Slock X_^m BmmREG. S3.96
transferable or assignable. The license foe
shallbe paid at the time of the filing of Ihe
application. ?
Socf/on 15-12.). Certificate of competency shall be of three kinds: master,
iourneyman and special. A master certificate of competency shall authorize the
holder (hereof, when duly licensed, to
engage In and carry on the- business ot
servicing, . testing, maintaining, filling,
refilling, charging, ' or recharging fire
entlngulshers. The Iourneyman certificate
ol competency shall authorize the holder 01
such certificate to work al Ihe OCCUM'IW
ol servicing, testing, mb«m,,mw, ruling,
refilling, - charging or recharging fire
extinguishers .under the supervision and
direction of the person, firm or corporation
licensed under the provisions of this
Ordinance. A special certificate of com<
SHE
petency shall authorlie the holder of such
certificate to service, teal, maintain, fill,
refill, charge or recharge tire extinguishers owned by his licensed, employer for usaon the employer 's premises.
n
Section 13 12.J. Application for certlll>|-O0'IT-yOyi.SELf AN0 eAVE.An» i„
¦
Zt-Id cU.n .na V
l
/ VVvl '^S
I
cato. A person desiring to obtain a certlllReoliceyourolo
««*.
w«h«P"nip
¦
/
*
CIMI. auick end ewy.
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j
cato
of competency shall make written
»¦
V
"
"
^
'
| "'"
application to the Flro Prevention Bureau
BWO. W8K.
J
on application forms to be supplied by tho
Fife Prevention Bureau, Tho Fire
Prevention Bureau shall Investigate'the
qualifications of each applicant, and shall
subfoct the applicant to such reasonable
tost or tests as II may deem necessary to
determine whether the applicant has
:,
8-CVL ¦ .' ! L-' I I
4-CYL , I
e-CVL.' .
knowledge, training and exK ..,^Cr4d|[ ¦ 1 sufficient
porletice lo enable him to properly carry
on the business ol or work at the servicing;
testing, maintaining; filling, ' refilling,
charging, or recharging of fire ex.
llngulshors, and to Issue lo each applicant
who satisfactorily passes tno examlnollon
tha desired certificate of competency upon
payment -by the applicant of the fees
hereinafter provided for and to Issue
'
'
renewals ol such certificate Irom ' year
INCLUDES: New Cheroplon, Autollte or AC. sunderdtypesp»ik
j|
M u
t X ^j'l
l
i l W
i^- v 'B
to year as hereinafter provioea upon mo
plugs, Heevy duty Points, Condenser end Rotor (6y Ampoa). .
j dSwsi'
t ill
'I
L ^ ^J w i payment ot the . required lee therefor. A
En0lee flmlno end adjust oirburetor. Air oondltloned oet* &
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cortllkate.of competency shall expire or
renletor ipeil) plugs slightly higher.
Ihe first day ot November of each year, In
^m%Wa
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the event any certificate of competency
shall lapse lor a period of one year or
more, then It shall be necessary for Iho
person whose certificate has lapsed to pass
a new examination as heretofore required,
An applicant shall pay en examination
lee ol $10.00. No examination lee shall be
refunded. For each renewal of the car
IIMcole of competency, the applicant shall
pay o lee ol $5.00.
Section 11,11,1. Numbering Cerm M 9 WM ¦
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tificates. A carllflcou of competency shall
*
^i
T ^ •
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be Identified wilh a number upon issuance,
and Immedlalely alter the servicing,
testing, maintaining, lllllnp, refilling,
charging or recharging of a lire ex.
Ilnpulshcri the person so servicing,
testing, maintaining, lining, refilling,
cfiargfng or recharofng Wall clearly and
legibly write or stamp on Ihe card at.
loched lo Ihe (Ire extinguisher, tho name of
tlio licensee and tho certificate of competency number ol ihe person performing
Ihe work.
Sect ion i. This ordinance shall take
effect upon III publication.
Passed March 1, W6, at Wlnon, Mln.
nesota,
6ARLLAUPENBURGER
Mayor
Attested by:
JOHN S. CARTER
City Clerk
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I 1747 SERVICEDRIVE WINONA I
j

PHONE4S2-6330 YES! WE HAVE SERVICE.

I

SATISFACTIONGUARANTEEDOR TOUR MONEY REFUNDED

(Pub. Date: Wednesday, March 3,1976)
Ordinance No. JJ2J
ANORDINANCBTO VACATE . . .. ¦•
CERTAIN PUBLIC PROPERTY
The City ol Winona does ordain:
Section 1. That the following described
real estate be and the same Is hereby
vacated and abolished:
All that part of North Street In the City of
Winona, Minnesota, lying West of theWest
line ot Lenox street, also the Nortb Twenty
Foot of North Street between the Wesfllne
of ' Lenox'- Street ? and the? West ? line of
Foirlex Street
y
Section 2. This ordinance shall
¦ take
effect Irom Its publication. .• ¦
Passed at Winona, Minnesota, March 1,
1976.
? EARLLAUFENBURGER
. Mayor¦
y .
AMestddbyi ¦ .
JOHNS. CARTER ¦
? ¦> . '
' CltyClerk
'
(Pub. Dote: Wednesday, March 3, 1976)
Ordinance No. 2JW
ANORDINANCBTO AMEND THE CODE OF THE CITY OP
MINNESOTA,
WINONA,
¦
. 1»5» - '
The CityofWInonadoesordatt:
.
Section 1. That the definition of
"Board" In Section 311 of Ihe Code of the
1959,
be
City ol Winona, Minnesota,'
amended to read as follows:""BOARD.
The board of (zoning appeals) adlustment
~
~
ol the cily."
Section 2, That Ih seld Code the words
"board
of
and
appeals"
"zoning board ol
zoning appeals" and "board of appeals'
appearing In SectlonsSl-24, 3t-3a, 31-99and
M l IJ be amended to read "board of adjustment. " Section 3. That Section 31-2a? of aald
codebeomendedtoread: (There Is hereby
established the office of zoning Inspector.
For the purpose of this'Chapter, the
building Inspector Is hereby designated as
the zoning Inspector.) The City Manager
shall appoint«zoning administrator.
. Section I That In said code the words
"zoning Inspector" appearing In Sections
31 29, 31-30. 31-32. 31 33, 31-34, 31-38, 31-53,
31 -it , 31 94, 31-96; 31-113, 31-116 and 31-125
be amended to read "Zoning administrator. " .
Section 5. That thedeflnltion of "zoning
Inspector"¦ In Section 31-1 pi sold code be
.
repealed.
Section 6. That section 3l-4of said code
be amended by adding thereto the
following: A copy of Ihe zoning map shall
¦be ' "displayed In tne community
y
Developmenf offlce. '
.
y'
Mttlon 't lhal Ihe term "community
development
prelect" In Sections 31-126,
Article
X
before
31 173, 31 Vt and title ol
Section 31-122 of said code be amended to
read "planhed unit development. "
Section 8. That the lerm . "plonnlng
coordinator" Ih Sections 2-33, 2-34, 3IA-?
and31A 9of said code be amended to read
"director: of community development, "
and lhat the term "building Inspector" In
Sections 31 37,3)A 7 and3IA-90I said Code
be amended to read "building official."
Section 9. That Section 9-26of said code
berepeolcd. I * .
Section 10. That subparagraph (g) ol
Section 31-207.5 ol said Code requiring
among olher things that all buildings be 01
masonry construction be and thc same is
hereby repealed.
Section 11. That Section 301 (d) of the
Uniform Building Code bo amended by
adding thereto tho following : "The
Building Official may, at his discretion,
require up to six plot plans. " .
Section 12. That the definition ol
Housing Administrator as- It appears In
Section I8G1 of said Code be amended to
read: Housing Administrator. The City,
(housing administrator) Director pf
Communltyv- Develo pment :?or
fits
authorized representative. ,
Section 13. This? ordinance shall take
effect upon Its publication. .
Passed March 1, 1976. at Winona,
Minnesota.
' EARLLAUFENBURGER '. .
Mayor,
Attested by:
JohnS. Carter . . - ¦ . ¦ '
. CltyClerk
(Pub? Onto: Wednesday, March 3,1976)
Ordinance No.2321 '
AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND
THE CODE OF THE CITY OF
WINONA, MINNESOTA, .
? .1»S9 .
The City olWinonadoesordoln:
Section 1. That Section 151 persons
prohibited near.-- lires, ? Section 15-5
authority to pull down buildings. Section
156 false!'fire alarms. Section 157 Interference with emergency alarm
systems, Section 15-8 adoption of Fife
Prevention Code, section 15-9.1 permits
duration. Section 15-9,2 permit loos.
Section 1510 time-duration on leaving
certain materials In. railway cat's and
public places. Section 15-11 life safety
code, Section 1512 authority having
lurlsdlctlon, be ond the.same are hereby
repealed.
Section 2. That Sections 15-2, 15-3 and
15 4 of said Code be renumbered 15-1, 15-2,
and 15-3. .
Section 3. That said Code be amended
by adding thereto tho following Article ond
Section to Chapter 15:
"Arlicloll. UnllormFlre Codc.
Section 15-4. Adoption of Uniform Fire
Code. There Is hereby adopted by the City
ol WlnOna for the purpose of prescribing
regulations governing-conditions hazar- i
dous to lile and properly Irom lire or explosion, that certain Code known as the
Minnesota Uniform Fire Code as amended, being particularly Ihe 1973 edition, ol
which Code one gopy has been and Is now
filed In the office ofthe Clerk ot the City ol
Winona, end the same Is hereby adopted
and Incorporated as tully as If set out at'
length herein, and Irom the date on which
this ordinance shall take eHect the
provision thereot shall be controlling
within the llmltsof the City of Winona.
Section 15-5.. Duties pt the Division of
Fire Prevention, y
(a) The Minnesota Uniform Fire Codo
Shall be enforced by the Division ol Fire
,.
Prevention.
(b) The Chlel ol the Fire Deportment
may designate ' a member 'Of the Fire
Department to exercise the powers ond
perform ihe duties of Fire Marshal as sel
lorth In this Code. Ho may also bo known
as thc Fire Prevention Englnoer.V
. (c) Tho Fire Marshal In charge of the
Division ol Flro Prevention shall be appointed by the City Manager on the basis ol
an examination¦ to determine his
qualifications.
'
• , '. .
(d) The Chlel may detail such members of tho Flro Department as Inspectors
es shall Irom tlmo to lime be necessary.
The Chief shall recommend to Ihe City
Manager-the employment ol technical
Inspectors, who, when such authorization
Is made, shall be selected through en
examination to determine .their fitness for
the position. The examination shall? bo
open to members andnonmembers ot 'the
Flro Department. '
(e) Each permit shall be Issued by the
Fire Marshal i a permit shall be Valid lor
one year, except es lollows:
1. A permit tor a tank Installation for
storage of flammable liquids shall be Valid
until revoked by the F Ire Marshal,
2. A permit Issued by tho Fire Marshal
lor a period ol fourteendays or less.
(f) Whenever a permit Is issued by the
Fire Marshal he shall charge , a lee In
accordance with Ihe (ollwlncj;
I. For each pormlt'lssued the tee shall
be five' dollars per annum, except as
hcrolnotherwlsestoted.
,
3. If two or more five dollar permits
aro Issued within one year to one person,
the tolal fee shall be sevendollars and fifty
cents.
3. The fee for a tank Installation permit
for Iho storage ot flammable liquid shell
be fifteen dollars for each location and
regardless of the number of tanks Installed
at tho location pursuant to the permit,
Section 15^6. Definitions.
la) Wherever lha word "lurlsdlctlon"
Is used in Ihe Minnesota Uniterm Fire
Codo It shall be held to mean the City ol
Winona.
(b) Whereyer the term "Corporation
Counsel" is used in the Minnesota Uniform
Flro Code it shall ba held to mean the
Attorney lor Iho Cily «t Winona.
IC) Wherever the term "Chief" Isusod
It shall also Include the "FlreMarshal, "
Section 157 , New materials, processes
or occupancies. The City Manager, Ihe
Fire Chlel, and Ihe Fire Marshal shalt act
av a committeeto determine and speclly,
alter giving ellected persons an opportunity to oe heard, any new materials,
processes or occupancies, which shall
require permits, In addition to those now
enumerated In said Code. The Fire
Marshal shall post such list In a contolcuous place In his office, and distribute
copies Iherof fo Interested persons.
Section 15 8. Penalties.
(a) Any person who shall violate any
provision of Ihls Article or lall to comply
therewith, or who shall violate or fall to
comply with any order made thereunder,
or who shall build In violation ol any detail,
ed statement ol specifications or plans
submitted and approved thereunder, pr
any certificate or perm it' Issued
thereunder, shall severally lor each and
every such violation and noncompliance
respectively, bt gullly ol a misdemeanor,
The Imposition oi, one penalty lor any
violation shal| not excuse tho violation or
Krirllt It lo continue,all such personsshell
required to correct or remedy such
violations or delects wilhln a reasonable
time/ when not otherwise specified, etch
ten days that prohibited conditions ara
'maintained shall constitute a separate
olfense.
(b) The application of Ihe above
penally shall not be held to prevent the
enforced removal of prohibited conditions.
Section 3, This ordinance Shall lake
oflect upon Its publication.
Passed March 1, 1974, al Wlnoni,
Minnesota. ' '
EARLLAUFENBURGER
'
Mayor¦
Attesledby:
JOHN 8. CARTER
City Clerk
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BLIND AD REPLIES
'
P-56; 68,71, ¦

In Memoriam
IN LOVING? MEMORY OF Mrs. Elmer
' Husmoen who pa$sSd away March 3,
WIS:- '
Inourhome she ls fondly I .
remembered, Sweet memories cllno to
. hernsme,
¦ Those who loved her In . ¦
llfeslncerely
¦
". ' ¦
Still lovoher ¦ lndoothlust
Ihesame, '¦
Sadly Missed by
.
? Children a. Grandchildren

Lost and Found

4

LOST—snia I i black and white female dog,
ANltoka area.Tel. 454-5591.
WOULD THE nice person who found my
wallet .In the glove compartment dt my
car please return
the
561 W.
¦ 10 cards.
¦
¦ -¦
Slh.

¦

"

'

' ¦

'

.

FOUND ^-golden female dog, abandoned
alanlmal shelter. Tel? 452-4357.
FOUND SAT. .— small cream colored
'
female pup. Tel. 452-4357.

Personals

• 7

HOME IS what you keep It. Weather and
wear, over a period of time, eat away ot
.: the value and llveablllty ol the . best of
houses. Keep your borne up-to-date with
the help ol a low-cost Home
' Improvement Loan.¦ MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK. '
MAN IN PRISON seeks warm,sincere and
friendly people In; the free, world , tor
correspondence. Will answer all letters
and race does rtot matter. PleaseuSefull
- address when writing rne:Adrian Honnl,
NO. 136055, P.O. qox 787, LUCasvllle,
Ohlo45648.
HAVING A DRINKING problem? For
experienced, CONFIDENTIAL eld fo
help men and women.stop drinking Tel.
454-4410. ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS,
¦
for yourself or a relative.
.
KNOW YOUR blood pressure day or night
enywhercl Accu Rx checks ? "warning
sign" on the.spot. $29.95. Ted Maier
' .
Drugs. .
RELAX WITH us at the
ELCIDMASSAGE
W^ Lafayette ? .
Winona,Mlnn? '
Tel. 452-3283

"Wherecomtort Is more than
V
a word. " CARE ABOUT PEOPLE? Care to open
your heart and home to another human
being.as an adult foster family? If inforested; .- contact Winona County
'.Department of Social Services. Tel. 452.
. .
1200. ¦¦'"
. .
GOT A PROBLEM? Need Information or
lust want to .Vrep"? Coll WE CARE
¦- ,
evenings 452-5590.

Business Services

, He>pWwt«d
WAITRESS WANTED - 10 to 4. oj roen
IM¦ Plata E. No phone ¦
Oate Restaurant,
.¦ - ¦
" .
—_
tails. .
)PERATOR-FOREMAN for non union
fewer-watef - constnictwn company
operating In WU. and Mlnn-Stafe exWrite D73
perience and Qualification*.
¦
'—__
. Dally Newa.
¦
¦AST GROWING retail shot company hat
Good ,
employ*.
opening for part-time
"
idvartolfnen potential. . Mature . In" dlvlduali encouraged lo apply. Apply In
person to Paylett Shoes, 1S12 Service
- ¦• ¦ ¦
Dr.,Winona.
ELECTRICIANS -young men needed lor
[obS'ln electrical field. No *«perlene»
needed.' Will train with pay. Furnlahed
room ond board. Provide free medical ?
and denial eire. 30 day* paid vacation
per ' year. Good , advancement opportunities. U.S. Navy, "An Equal
Opportunity Employer." "Honor
;
Amerlca,"Tel. 1-W7-4W-7M2 collect,
VE WANT an experienced, man to
maintain and operate equipment usedon
a WOO-ecre corn, hog and dairy farm. •
Must have mechanical ability. We are
willing to pay lor right man. DeYoung
Farms, Lewiston, Mlnn. 5593J, Tel. S07SZ3-3SIS:
NDlVlOUALTOWork hour Auto Service
department to schedule service repair,
maintain schedule board and varied
clerical duties. Will train. Wrllt.074
?
Dally News.
SEPENOABLE MARRIED man wanted
(or year around worti on modern dairy
larm. Completely rtmodeled 2 Mdroom .
home furnished. Located 1 mile N.E.
Helke, Tel. ¦715
Mondovi on Hwy. 37.
¦ Dan
¦¦
'¦ ¦ ¦ : ¦
man. ¦ : : . -

Plumbing, Roofing

21

^SAt£S
HOME BOX
OFFICE

Presents late run movies,
sports arid cultural events
via teleprompter cable TV.
We need people to present
this fantastic programming
to our present customers.

We otter full-time career;
Very high income and
position. :
Call today for information.

ADIES --we have a lull and part-time
?openlngl We train. Top SSI El Cld
Massage,w/iLstayette.Tel.452-3288. .

MR; R. RUSSBi
452-6044

ARMY JOBS NOW
will train
Dental Technician
\Mi Enforcement
;
Air Traffic Control
Truck Driver
W.heel Vehicle Mechanic

TeU54»2267

WANTED
EXPERIENCED
HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
GREW
FORCONTRACT
FRAMING AND:
FINISH WORK
RELIABILITY AND
EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED

14

ELECTRIC SHAVER Sales and Service.
Varollmek
415 E. 3rd. Tel.
¦
¦ Barbershop;
. .- ,
452-3709. .' .
..
CARPENTER SERVICE and remodeling.
Old -and . new construction. Reasonable
rates. Free estimates. A.l Contracting
Co., Garlan
Polus, Tel. 452 6447
¦' or 454.
1982, .. ¦ '¦¦ ' ¦ ¦
. ' -¦ '
'• - ELECTRICAL .WIRING - New . homes,
.rewire .older homes, additions', etc. Olson
Electric, Tel. 6l2-565-408r. Serving
Winona. Wabasha Area.
6ASEMENT WATER CONTROL — year
around, 1 day Installation. 10 years
experience. Free estimates'/Tel. Collect
[Zumbro Fallal 507-753.2(187,
.
INCOME . TAX . preparation. Prompt,
. courteous service. Marie Davis, ¦Tel. 452*
'
7253.
.- . .
REMODELING—cabinet, building or-any
carpentry work. Tel. Richard Becker
454-2726 for free estimate.- Excellent
referencesand reasonable. ¦;
. CARPENTER SERVICE—Experienced In
. all repair, remodeling and new con*
struction.. Estlmetes
given. £d¦ Karsten,
¦
." ..
Tel. 454-2481. ' ¦¦
RfeMODELING AND: new construction.
Any size |ob. Expert craftsmen. Free
estimates. BruceMcNslly.Tel.4541059.

'Winona Daily News
Wednesday,
^
@ March 3,1876 DP
Help Wanted

;

CONTACT

MICHAEL RIVERS
RIVERS AND PEDERSONS
452-3830. ' -. -A

Aurtion Sale?
WAR.»—Tues., 10a.m. 4mllejS.of Blair,
Wis., on Cty.-Trunk S, then 1V* miles S.
on blacktop road next lo- Arneson
Orchards. Mark Johnson.fdwner; Alvin
. Kohner, auctioneer) Northern Inv. Co.,
.

der*,

¦

¦

?

.

¦ ¦-

' ¦-

"

MAR. 8 — Mon., 10 a.m. 2 miles S. ol
Houston on Hwy. 74, then 10 miles W. on
. : County Rd. No. 4. Eldon Duane. &
Carolyn Jonsgaard, owners; Kohner &
Frlckson, auctioneers. Northern Inv. ,
'?
Co., clerk. '
' .
MAR. 6 — Sat. 10,a.m; 4 miles E. of
Olson,
wis.
Sherman
t'.Pat
Mondovi,
owners; Werlein 8,LUelhl,¦¦ auctioneersi
Northern Inv. Ccclerk. . . - ¦
,.
MAR. 6 -^ 'Sat. 11 a.m, 3V7 miles s. ol
Plainview, Mlnn.', on Wabasha Co, Rd. 4,
then Vi mile E. Mr. eV Mrs. LaVern
Walch, owners; Montgomery S, Olson,
auctioneers; First National Bank,
Plainview, clerk.
__lt .
MAR:6.— Sat. . 10 e.m. Trl State Ball i,
Tackle, Hwy. 61, N. end of La Crescent,
Mlnn. Beckman Bros., ' auctioneers;
;
. Runningen 8, Zlopler, clerks.
MAR. t — Sat. 11 a.m? . v/i miles S.E. ol
Preston on Hwy. it, then J miles W.
Robert Maust, owner; Knudsen & Olson,
¦auctioneers;Thor pSales Corp.,clerk; '
MAR. 6 — Sot. -11:15 a^m, 5 miles W. of
Arcadia, Wis., on Hwy. e;to Cty. Trunk
E, then 2 miles N?on E and town road.
Joe Bremer,.owner; Richard Krackow, .
auctioneer ;Northern fnv. Co?>,clerk.
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer '
Will handleall slzesand kinds of
auctions. Tel. Dakota 643-6143.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER "- City and state
licensed and bonded, dt. 3,¦¦ Winona. Tel.
¦
. .
452-4980.
".
;
FOR YOUR AUCTION use the Boyum
System. BERTRAM BOYUM, -Auc- '
tlohner. Rushtord.Mlnn. Tel.864-9381. ,

MINNESOTA LAND &
AUCTION SERVICE

Evoroli J. Kobne; — •;•Wnono. Tol 153-7814
Jim Papcnlusg. Dakota. ~[ol 643-6152

IA Ll^*,"'^^l
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ELDON DUANE AND CAROLYN JONSGAARD

I

Mvv i iwn

IXS FSORIHERNINVESTMENTCO)U
f

1 Located ?milessouthof Houston onHighway 76 then10 milesI
1 west on county road No. 4, or Vz mile south of Yucatan, or 9 1
1 miles^^ north of Spring Grove. Watch for auction arrows. .
|

I

Monday, March 8th

|

I Starting at 10:00 A.M.
, - •; ' •.
-Lunch on grounds !
I 77 QUALITY HOLSTEINS—7 cows fresh 1 we*; l2 C0Ws |
i due to freshen by sale date; Scows due to freshen in April; 4 1
i cows fresh in Dec! and rebred; 2 cows due to freshenin May; |
I 1 cow milkinggood and due in July; 3 heifers due to freshen §
I by sale date; 4 heifers, springing; 4 heifers bred 3 to 4|
Frank O'Laughl in
I months; 15 openyearlingheifers; 5 heifers, 6 months old; 2 i
. PLUMBING SHEATiNQ
761 E.6IH
Tel.452-8340
I steers, 6 months old; 4 heifer calves; 6 bull cal\es. THESE i
(First Pub. Wednesday, Fob. 25, 19761
1 ARE AU YOUNG HIGH PRODUCING COWS. MOSTLY §
STATEOF MINNESOTA
|
I FRESHOR SPRINGING; .
COUNTY OF WINONA
PROBATE COURT .
I DAIRY EQUIPMENT—Sunset 310 gallon biilk milk tank;41
COUNTY COURT§ Surge milker buckets; stainless steel strainer; step saver i
PROBATE DIVISION
Court File No. 18.313
||with automatic washer and 70* of hose; dairy scaJe.
1
inRoi Estaleof
.
I FEED - 3.500 bales of alfalfa mixed hay; 1,200 bales of |
, DaiViln 0. 0«dy, Deceased
NOflCE OF HEARING ON PETITION
If straw;' 800 bu. ear corn; 2 three ton stacks of second crop §
FOR PROBATE OF WILL AND API hay; 13 threetonstacksof corn stalks;
POINTMENT
OF
PERSONAL
I
REPRESENTATIVE IN SUPERVISED
I PICKUP — 1969 Chevrolet % ton model .307 pickup, V-8 i
ADMINISTRATION AND NOTICE TO
'
A
engine,
automatic
transmission,
•
rack,
CREDITORS - . -- .
overhauled in 1975.
|
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS AND
|
REAL GOOD LINE OF MACHINERY - 1969 Minneapolis 1
CREDITORS:
Moline
Super
Jet
3
tractor
with
power
steering,
Notice by publication Is hereby given
- live power, 2 f
I
lhat on the 22nd day ot March 1976, at 9:00
I way hydraulic, in excellent condition; Oliver Super 771
o'clock.A.M.. a hearing will be held In Ihe
A tractor, overhauled in 1975; John Deere model A. tractorwith |
above named Court at the City of Winona,
Minnesota, for the probate of an In1 2 wqy hydraulic pump; New Oliver 1610 loader with power f
strument purporting fo be the Will of Ihe
bucket, dirt and snow scoop; 1973 Massey Ferguson No. 121
||
above named decedent, and for the appointment of Ray S. Gady as personal
f| hay baler with new bale thrower; 1974 New Holland No. 456 8
representative of the estate of tho atove
I trailer type power mower; 1973 New t Holland No. 402 hay jf
named decedent In supervised administration. That, If proper, and no obI crimper; 1971 New Holland No. 56. side rake; 1972 New |
jections are filed, said personal represe|
Holland 8 ton rubber tired wagon with double reach, |
ntative will be appointed to administer Ihe
estate, lo collect all assets, pay all legal
I extension pole and kicker bale rack; 1974 Minn. 6 ton rubber »?
debts, claims, taxes, and expenses, and
sell real and personal property and de all
I tired wagon with kicker bale rae*; 1967 New Holland l>!o. 36 fc
necessary acts lor the estate, Upon
i green chopper; l969Case6 ton rubber tired wagonwith green ft
completion ol the administration, Ihe
representative shall II le a final account lor
chop box; 2 rubber tired wagons with hoists and steel corn f
|
the allowance and shall distribute the
I boxes; Van Brunt 10' power grain drill with grass seed att.; ,
estale fo the persons thereunto entitled as
ordered by Iho Court, and close the estale,
I McD. 10' mpbil disc; MM 8'/fe' mobile disc;Til«w Llndsey 4 H
Notice Is lurlher given that ALL
I section steel drag on transports; 1974 Minn. 13S bu. manure i
CREDITORS having claims against said
estate are required to present the same to
I .spreader; Oliver 4 row corn cultivator , fits 77 tractor; JD 2 M
said personal representative or to the
TOW corn cultivator; Dakon rotary shields; JD 42' elevator!
Clerk ol Ihe court within lour tyiontha elter
I
Ihe dale ol this nollce or said claims will be
No.' 300; JD No. 43 PTO corn shellerj MM '3 bottom Ifi" high P
i
¦
barred.
I clearance tractor plow with 3 point hitch; McD. 3 bottom 14" a
Dated February 23, 1976. .
S..A. Sawyer
I tractor plow with hydraulic lift; McD. 2-16 and 2-14 tractor jj
Judge
I plows; 7' blade with 3 point hitch; new 6' blade with-3 point 1
(Courl Seal)
I hitch; New Idea single row com picker; McD. 4 row, model %
Goldberg, Torgerson,
Brewer t Kellum
1 450 corn planter with fertilizer and insecticide att.; 8 row |
Attorneys
trailer type weed sprayer with new 110 gallon (ifcergUiss tank A
|
160 Lafayette,
Winona, MN. 5598)
I and pump; Kelly Ryan 30' grain elevator; DavlOradley %
1 PTO hammermill; set of hack wheel weights for M&U'
(Pub. Date: Wednesday, March 3,1976)
. NOTICB OF INCORPORATION
1 tractor; set of front hangingweights for MM tractor.
1
Notice la hereby given thai Gentlemen's
Quarters of Wlnone, inc. , was In. 1 HOG EQUIPMENT—18 Pearson hog farrowing crates with |
urporated under Ihe Mlnnesola Business I dividers; Large hog feeder; 40 bu. hog feeder; tw6 15bu. hog |
Corporation Act on February 26,1976.
feeders; 3 steel hog troughs; 2 cement hog troughs; 2 hog 1
The' corporation'has general business |
purposes.
i water tanks; 2 steel 18'hogT panels.
The registered oil Ico ol Ihe corporation
Is located at Westgate Shopping Center, I MISCELLANEOUS - 16 hay b\ink; 8-16' feed bunks; 300 1
Winono, Minnesota S3987,
I gallon overhead gas tank oh .steel stand; 13.6x38 tractor 1
The name and address of Ihe Incorpor,
chains; 12,4x38 tractor chains; 16,9x28 tractor chains; 269 1
ator Is: Frank E. Wohleli, 266 Walnut
|
Street, Winono, Minnesota 559J7.
1 gallon fuel tankjKnlpco heater; Red Line heater; platform 1
The names ' and addresses ol Ihe llrst
I scale; 170,000 BTU LP gas heater; 2 mineral lick tanks; 2 §
board ol directors are:
Frank E. WohleU, 2*6 Walnut Slfoit, I mineral feeders; new small water tank; 4-16'
wood gates- is I
Winona, Mlnnesola S5987
William H. Laehn. Route No. I, Winona, |steel cattle panels, 10' long; stationary McD. gas engine In i
Minnesota 55987
running order; small air compressor ; loading chfite on §
Roger A. Martinson, 600 East Second j
I skids; JD tractor fende,,i; 3 speed transmission and rear end I
St'eel, Winona, Minnesota 55987
OENTLEMEN'S QUARTERS
I fores Chev. pickup; 3 corn pickers, 2 manure spreadersand
OF WINONA, INC.
, ¦ By/a/ franKe.Wotilatr
g disc for junk; 18 , cedar m ' stakes; steel poets; electric
Hull, Robertson. Wohlelz ] I stakes; barb wire; 12x16 brooder house; 30 cow trainers'
3Blahnlk
1 rolls snow fence; rubber tired wheelbarrow; barn fogger
Attorneys et Law
Home Federal Building
I heat houser for Oliver 77; new manure carWer bucket; ikli
Fourth (i Canter streets
I flaw ; i/4 inch electric drill; some lumber; hand tool* abd
? '
Winona, Minnesota 55987
,
a.mlsc.
(First Pub. Tuesday, March 2, 197*1
' Alter this dale I will not be responsible
HOUSEHOLD GOODS-RCA console 21" black and white
|
lor any debts contracted by anyone other
¦
than myself.
i •
I TV; 2 buffets; small round table; wood bed; 3 dressers-2
Doled Mils lsluayol March, 1976
book cases; 6 Wood chairs; school, desk ; utility cart; crib
|
Randy J. Voelker
I bed; play pen; fruit Jars;¦ Kenmore
vacuum:'
¦
.other
¦ wise
¦ ¦
¦
. ' '
I items.
Randy John Voelker
A - ,- ' -\ '
Subscribed and sworn lo belore mt this
Terms-NbRTHEBN ON THESIW atfilpIT
1st day el March, Wi.
I
>
Shirley A. Olefok
Alvin Kohner and Freddy Frlckson, AuptiOtjeers ' ?
I
Jim Papenfuss representingMinnesota'
Shirley '*, Olerok ,
1
Notary Public,
'
, Lhnd and Auction
SerVice, Clerk . •;,. , ?¦ .
|
mitmi'i'
Winona Co., Minn,
Subs.
Northern
njuraiiriInvestment Co. Independence, WI.
My Commission
]
Ilj^^,,-^^^^^ | .
M
Expires Nov, 13,1977
REPLACEMENT TIME for the.laundry
' tubs? Invesflgate.fne. many advantages
of the Serva Sink and you'll never return
to unsightly, old-fashioned tubs. Wall
¦hung, easy -to keep clean, strong yet
lightweight lor 1-man Installation, bright
and shining In appearance.

I

'

[tnt

i It

.

MI tfir null
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1

« Farm Implement s

Oogt, P>f»,$u|iptlea

NARI-DIET ;
¦ ^!IB^^
''-W
. .¦ ? feodWH»m»t«r»io«l)lu . T' ' ¦:.

. - ¦ . ' • R«9. »C-SPECIAL 4»c ;
AQUARIUM¦ PET CENTER
¦¦• ¦
1»E,3rd
, Downtown

BLACK AN D WHITg Hm»l« cat, IrM fof
? (ood home, oood wilh children,«monttu:¦
tta.Tal .4&i.i27ti, • '. - ¦ ; . . - .- y
ST. BERNARD- lhrt?ierVlc«,
?AKC. T«. .
¦¦¦
. Almaan-MM. -,. ' ¦' y. :• - - ¦ . ?? y
REGISTERED Oomrman Plhsctitf;¦ 1'- . - '
rnonlh^idpup^y.iWE.ai'd,
IRISH
SETTERi Alrtdalo Terrleri
Alr«)»l».ml»»d pupa:.. part.Baigle,¦- ¦¦ .
Shepherds. ttUil-issT,* -

HorsM,Ottk>Stock

43

48

.. . . HOMELITE C«/SlNSA,WS
,
?
Expert Sarvlc* Department •
The No. 1chainuwpeople. >
ROWER MAINTBN AWCE t SUPPLV CO i
M7E.3rd . .
Tel.452 2571
FITZGERALD SURGE
Sale) t.Service.;?
. Tal. Lewlalerssa iSJSor
St. Charla*;W2.3a55
ROCHESTER SILOS - Foed Easy silo
unloeoer*, . , bunk '- -feeders, . manure
storage systems. Pumps, tanks, ntw or
used, Evdrett RueOreetit, Lewliton,
¦
¦ Mlnn. Tel. 507-523-3*111
' ¦ ••

CtessHW Ads deliver 'resWts. Try ? one
yourself and see.. . you'll ' like :the low
cost loo, . ,"". .. " - . :

TWO .' REGISTERED Holsltln eow»
. com Ing with 4th calf.6tt»valiiy Acres,
CI>anitld.Mlnn,Til.j07.»<7.4tii:
THIRTY ; BEEF WV» due In April. MiS
each,:,Mort)«rt .,ZI«(ileri' S mllrt S, of
'
t«Wrvm«, T«l, aw'^Mfc
A»ASGELDING -H,¦ with papers? Tel.
¦, <M-4»0; ¦¦", '- ¦ ¦¦ . .; .; ' .
y^
REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORDS
- I «m wiling my small hard 01
Herelords at,the LanesboroSalas Barn,
Set - March 5. Thli Includes 7 young
hills, sale starts 1} noon. Latvia¦
. .. " ¦ ' .
Schotnltw:
. ?. .- ¦ ' ¦
REGISTERED " APPALOOSA qoarler
horse wltflng, var> penile, will sacrlllce
¦lor »)W. T«l.4M-m.' ¦.
FIVE . SHORTHORN, H«ralor« cross
halters, a monthsold, also IV, year old
Hereford bull: Roy Michaels,
401¦ Tel.
¦¦ :
'¦
M5-35P. ¦? ' ¦' ? -? -' : ¦
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS - 550 to MO I1».
Alio baaf, cows
due In spring. Tel. *t»¦
¦: ? ? . ' .. ' ,
MMM*. ' ' . '- '. TWENTY HEREFORD COWS to colva last
-ol Apr, Tol. 507 Wiaq, '
.
SALE - Feb. 27 through March t. 20
percent, tack; laddies, shirts, 'down
Jackets and vests, hats and boots, 10
"
¦ percent on . all: regular slock. Mon.

USED FARM
EQUIPMENT :

READ^TQ i)

jphri Deere 70 gas tractor ;
John Deere620 a 520
.
ytrabtore
John Deere A tfactor .
International 5-16 plow, .
semi mount with mulcher .
John Deere Discs, 10' to 14'
John Deere 12' roller harrow,
¦
used one year ,
. MinneapoRs Moline i2'
through Sat. -. Hours:. »-5;ao. ' Frl. »•?.
? grain'drill with grass seed
. Klafler 't Western Shop, St. Charles;
' ..
Mlnn, T«l. 507 Mi-MM.
attachment
MMOlb. Holsleln steers. '
¦WANTED-r SOOJohn Deere Model 33
' Tel,Lewlstorl:523.W3l. .
, ? '- . , .
TWO/SPRINGING Holsleln
¦ Tel.
¦¦ ¦ . spreaders, your cttolce,
¦ hellers;
Ht-nti.
- - ¦ - ¦¦
:
¦
WW TRAILERS — horse week , gooseneck
; . - ;- ¦ ""'
;- ,$4O0.. ' ¦ '. ' .
end pull type, all' il»s . and models. ¦
February price . cut. Gordy Ferguson,
Gyrp-mow07
7
Deere
John
.. ¦
/
Dover,Mmn. Tei. 507.W2-4557. ¦
¦
er- - . - ¦ • • .'
PUREBRED YORKSHIRE and Chester
¦ White boors, .available
year around;
Marlln Jotinwn.' Durand,
Wis. Tel. 715<
¦
.¦472-5711,
?. • -. ' ¦ -. . - "

WISCONSIN FEEDER pips- 30 lbs., $35;
. . V lbs.', $39: 40 lbs.. (42;.-also heavier
Bias. - Erysipelas, vaccinated, castrated,
ellvercd. C. Acker, Middleton, Wis. ¦
¦
¦ .
:¦:¦¦ - . ; ¦
'
'Tal. tos-63i-S7U.
LIVESTOCK WANTED —?roerke1 cOm,
' feeder cattle, Holstein springing cows .
and hellers. Trucking to Spring Grove
Sales Born. Tues. Hubert Volkman,
' Lewlstdn, Mlnn. Tel. 523-2420.
? ?

I JUST ARRIVED: New
. John, Deere ,,.4030
• tractor, 18.4-34 rubber,
Syndro trans. . Dual
.
Hydraulics :
:

; ¦- . :M. rsmr|:, , L©/VISTON
AUTG cb;
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

ORDER NOW — -me»f and egg type
chicks, goslings antf ducklings. Ready 10
lay pullets. We deliver, Oene Aim, Bos
311, Winona . Located on Breezy Acres.
:
Tel. 452-9450. ¦ .
. ¦¦
BABY
CHICKS —DeKalb, Kimber, White
¦
Leghorn, California White , "Beelers."CHfX.
Order
now:
SPELTZ
Rollingstone, Minn. T«I.W-23H, •

Farm implements

48

¦

,

_.

Lewiston, Minn. •
¦
¦' •'
.

• '

y

¦

¦¦ - - '
-:

Hay, Grains feed

50

GOOD, DRY straw bales, about 375 or 50c
each. Tel. Fountain City «7 6»3.
BALED HAY, good tor young ' stock - or
horses, priced to sell, all weather road,
no load limit.¦ Tal.
Lewiston 5« 3354.or
¦ ¦- .
¦ ¦ ¦¦: ~ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦'
.. , .
iXSXUt:
-

SECOND CROP hay, good condlllon. Tel.
Caledonia 7V 23SI:
APPROXIMATELY'400 bales ol hay, SI
Darl-Kool
Bulk
Tanks
¦
per bale. You haul. Farm located near
.
. Sales —Service , ?
witoka. For further Information Tel. Mr.
Ed's Refrigeration A Dairy Supplies '
¦
¦. ¦
. ' . '- :
Koby.507-»t5 4425.
. " Tel. 452 5532
' .'¦
1127 Mankato
• WANTED : co(i corn, shell cbM end Wan
v*A«TEO — gobd, 3-polnt hitch corn
moisture
corn,
will
pick?
up
in
semi
loads
planter with fertilizer attachment. .
or smaller. Hay for sale..emil Untied!
Herbert Plelller¦ , Rt. I, Winona. Tel . 454.
¦
'¦
Jr ., Rt. lf Corliss, Wis. Tel. 715 »3 aoeS.
'.
''
.. .; '
¦USO?
.
DAIRY AND beef hay ; also straw,
WANTED — 2 rear wheels, 7.50x24 with or
Keileag,
. delivered. Eugene Lehnertz,
without .fires for No. to New Idea "A"
¦
- . -' ' ¦ '
Mlnn.-Tel: 507.5K.37ai.'
spreader. Cell or write Willis stuber.
• .
T«i.ooa.687-37a«. : :¦
45
WANTE D — 2 row cultivator tfr
¦ WD or
Allis? Tel.'«08'6n;.t6Mafter5. " ¦? ? . '¦. '' . '
MEDIUM RED , clover, W75 crpb, «er.
SUPER SPECIAL prkos on-new 20' silo- mlnotrtn 9« percent, 75c per lb. Jim
matic,--silo unloaders, $1,712, othar
Hoffman, Rolllncitone. Tel, mum. ¦
.diameter Unloaders ala0 available.- Sch.
LARKER BARLEY seed. Uncertltled;
; mldl Solas 8, Service; Rt. 2, Winona,
¦
.
state
tested. Bob Stettler. Alma. Wis.
'
.
Mlnn. Tel? 507 -454.54111.' '
Tel. 14M.MJ.37Sd.
SPECIAL TtfIS WEEK - new' 273 New
COMPLCTB
6ULK Harden seed line.
Holland balers? 13.13S with super sweep
¦
' Itkup and flotation tires? Schmidt sales
insecticides,fungicide* and herbicides.
Lawn
seed,
peaf.products and potting
,
.
Rt.
2,
Wlnone.
Mlnrf.
Tel.
507Service,
t
¦¦• ' ¦ ¦¦ ¦ . •¦
¦¦ "
soils. . . Farmer's' £XCI\ange Garden ;
454-561B.
.
¦
.
Center, 51Main St,
ALLIS CHALMERS Model "B" tractor.no
starter, no lights, .gbdd
condition. ¦' Tel.?
¦
' 454-4010. :. . • ' ¦
- . ¦:

Stedi, Nuriery Stock '

Articles lor;Sale

FfRMERS AND truckers having back
* trouble. Try Royal rlde.alr seat on your ' WANT T O - B U Y : old glass and china
. dishes?. oil lefops. glass shade electric
larm tractor or truck, contact Robert F.
lamps, sterlhipj silverware, ' watches,
' Mueller; Rt; 2; Lewiston, Mlnn. 55952.
¦
picture postcards, thimbles, etc? Fur¦¦
''
-.. - "¦ ¦" '
Tel.507-523^280.
niture such as china cabinets, square
IHC - 1972. model 434 tractor wilh wld», ¦ - and round tables, cnelra, desks, marble
front, 3 point hitch, power steeringalio • . top stands, rockars/staln glass windows, ' etc. Call or wrlte-Markham, 514 Ronald
one . vermeer round ', baler. Myron
Scheevei, Harntony, Mirin. Tel; 507-8W. Ave., Winona, Mlnn. 55587. Tel. »S*.3M5
¦
after 5 p.m. or weekends.
6161.?

RINSE N'VAC. Rent
COAST, IBsPlaza E,

USED OIL BURNERS, parts, controls,
pipes, , registers, air filters. Chsh and
carry: 5af.,«Wr,«,Sl lJ. Krantnosalosl,
>ef«lce. l«BW, stn. '. ¦ ¦

'
? .
?' ^,ease? '
.. . .
OUEEN SIZE tearoom set, 55-gal.
aquarium, kitchen set, electric range,
5.000 BTU air conditioner,
mustsell.
Tel.
¦
¦¦

' at Ut-tfii. : ¦ ¦

' i•. ¦

.

BROWN WOOL coat, site 14. like naw. 175.
¦'
' Tel.452.JJ60, '' ' ' ¦ " '¦' ..
FULL LENGTH Persian lamb, light grey
coat w ith mlnKcollor,newSljm,worn3
times, ll Interested write P.O. Box JOS.
Winona,
.
\.
y

70

ONE MAGNAVOX AM-FM radio and
stereo record player console,, one Sony
¦component reel-to reol tape ? deck, 1
mixer, 2 microphone? stands', i
microphone. Tel. 454-4470.. -' .-

.
:

'
ONE 5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton
¦
¦get
¦ anoint.
' .
Tel. 4ta.il«o.
..
USED ROPER gas dryer; 1used Coronado
gas dryer; I used O.E.ck)thaswash«r,T
used 30" Sunray gas slovei I weed
? Signature . electric? oven; 1 ustd '
Coronado combination . refrigerator- <
Ireenr; l used .O.E. self biiroai ing
relrlgeralor.ffeeier combination. Tal
¦ '
¦ ' -:
45M36A ' . ' ' .. ¦ . ' ¦ '
.
..
-.
THE PLUMBING BARN
'
. . Tel. 454-4245
, 154 Hlgtl ForMI ' .
"Featuring Kohler 's. Insullner; (helps '
'
stopconOHaalionon toilet tanni"

to

Muslai Marchamllse

REPAIR
SERVICE
• Band instruments ., ;

'

T^l 464- 15QO
71

Sewing Machines

73

Typewrittrs A ".

ft

..You dgnl have 'to be an.ad'Willer to use
a Classllled Ad. Our stalt ' wlli help.you
wWd.your;ad.Tel.;.452-.3321.
:

JUNK CARS, trucks and tractors. Kirk
Brennan, ¦Winona. .Tel. 4S2.8M« or ¦ 452.
¦
¦ .
:
. -. " ¦ .
S3«7. . ' ¦ ' .
WM.
MILLER SCRAP- IRON V METAL
Vou c.iri. lind neod'ci (or all mokes of ;,
(or
CO.
pays
highest
prices
?scrap
iron,
¦ .
rocortl plnyrr^tlt
' metal and Iunk cars. Useable plate steel
' and pipe »or sale.
¦
Closed Saturdays
'•
' '¦- il6 ' l'W Plara E- .¦ '. . .
.
.
Tel, 452-2067
1?52Trennpealeau Dr. .
L

.

HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

Business Equipment

62

Furn., Rugs,^.inol«um .

. . . HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
lursandwobi!

Sam' ¦ '•We.lsman & Sons .

64

SIX.PIECE b.edroom group Including . 4- .. .
piece Spanish bedroom set and Spring '
Aire mattress and box spring. Only 1279
C & C.BURKE'S FURNITURE WART, '
3rd l. Franklin. Open Mon. 79ar*d Frl.
until 9p.m.

Good Things to gat

65

UilUiFish
.

ONLY 46*
Wed-Thurs.-Fri.
? March 3-4-5

.

McDONALP'S

EVERY. 600Y NEEDS FRUIT - We
' have received another shipment ol
delicious Indian- River pink gracelrult
and'now Temple oranges. . Oat them
while Ihey last. 17 p«t boat (4-5 bu.l. tlo
. Friday nlgnl or Sal. calls' pleasa. Alpine
Springs Academy. Tel. 608687 ^949 or
587 8291.

Rooms Without Meals

86

R OOMS.FOR rent, near WSU, preler
,
wowaii. Tel. i54-1545'evenlnBs.

90

upstairs apartment,
ONBBEOROOM
carpeted, heated.- appliances furnished.
-' W. Broadway, 1155 per month. Discount
. lor tionsmokers. Tel. 452.6018.

m 7:
A Real Treat

INCORPORATED
?
¦¦
. . aiaw.lrd
. ; Tel.452-5847?. . '

Aparihients, Flats

..

. -

- ?4M».

' •

", .

•• • ¦• . .

'. •

• ¦ • . . ; ¦ . .'

'QNE'BEDROOM aparlmant, stove and
rettljerator furnished. Mew. J160 month.
, Dcwilown. Adults only. Tal. 4527555? ;
.UNFURNISHED APARTMENT - centrolly located. Available Immediately.
¦T«l. 4)1 6022.
QUIET 8.MODERN ¦ ?
. t - 1 bedroom ' .' ¦ ¦ - .
¦
¦
. •
. +¦ Air conditioning
f Slug carpeting..
+ Drapes
+ Private balcony
.
'
. -t- Leundry -¦
¦ ¦ '.
? -i- Paflcs» • '¦
> Gas cnarcoal grill
KEYAPARTMENTS
17S2 W. Broadway
¦¦- ;
"- :
Tel.-45a^W9 THREEBEDROOM apartment available
. March 10. No single students, no pots.
Prefer couple wlfh
¦ Perils furnished.
. small child.? May be seen by ap ?
polnlmant. Home
Beverage
Service, 55)¦ .
¦ '¦ .
?
.
Hufiy.
. ,
IN LEWISTON-2 badroomapartmenlj.
appliances lurnlshed. Available now.
Tel. Lewlslon 523-2868 atler 5 p.m. or 45447«8.

f^

WAREHOUSE SPACE for rent. fOO sq. ff.
. Loading dock.
rmxilh. ¦ Tei;
¦ S65¦ per
¦ ' • 452• ;." ¦
-' ¦ ¦ . . ¦
71W.
.
FOR RENT — 2 offices,,)w io: It. each,
and one 405so.. tt., separata tr adloinlng,
. newly carpeted and paneled, utilities
and air conditioning furnlslted. Tel. '4522712. HARDT'S MUSIC5TORE.
•• . r
—. '

Houses for Rent

95

FOR R ENT — 2 bedroom home, carpeted.
? no 'single students, - no pets, damage
¦
deposlK Tel. 452 9134.

Wanted to Rent

94

WANT TO RENT larm houae.wllh some
land , lor horses, anywhere between
Minneiska and Weaver In WWona School
Dlslrlct. Tel. 507.8M 23l2aHtr4.
GIRLS WANT to rent, 3-bedroom house or
apartment. Tel. 452-8575 after t. . - . :

97

FORMER TAVERN on Boat 71h, corner
location with living - quarters upitefrs. .
Could' be tavern or another nonconforming business. MLS 1832. Cal)
Richter Realty, Tel. 451-1550,

Firms, Land for Sale

98

138 ACRES — 40acres tillable, lies next fo
. Winona Sportsman's Club, access In
valley? Tel, afternoons, 507.6W?26Q0.
150 ACRES In Houston County, 6 miles N.
of Spring Drove, to acres com ground, so
acres, open pasture. 40 acres timber.
Possible cabin sites. Trout stream'.
Corners acreage. No buildings. S2f5 .
acre. Tel. 507.4W.5501 er 507498 5391.
280ACRE beet larm located] miles Irom
Brownsville and 7 miles frtm Caledonia
on blacktop road. Apprwlmately . 135
acrOs open. Personal property to gowlth .
(arm, Terms available to right.party.. 1
Contact Morey Agency, Caledonia,.
t
Mlnn. T«l. 724-3371 or 724.2712.
..
RUSHFORD wooded 55acres bordered on
. Jhroe; sides by state hardwood lores!.'
Contract.lor ' deed available, 1400 per
acre. Tal. Mike DammenfJI4 7«» or 507.
, 255 H6* , Frontier Roalry, Rocheatdr .

¦ ' Mlim.. ^ .
r

. .".

.

¦; " '

160 ACRE Grade A dairy larm. 40 tie?
. stalls, 3 unit Surge milker, 2 silos, cell
? .and Hog facilities. SlOt.OOO. Wendland V
RobertsonRealtors, Rochester, Tel. 2MSOW. Henry DeCook, Tel. 212.4920.
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm or
. tiome or are planning to sell real estate ol any type contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real Estete
Brokers, Independence, Wis., or Eldon
W. - Berg, Real Estale - Salesman,
.
Arcadia, Tel. 323.7350,.

Houses for Sale

99

THRIFTY 2-bedroom heme, 'enclosed
porch and carport, nice lot, W. location.
MLS-W53, Key Real estate, Tel. 452
6474.
LEW ISTON '— large 2-atory building, 1,300
sp. It. of space on eactt floor, has many
possibilities, apartments, business or
. homo, natural gas hot water furnace,
large lot, central location, low priced.
jle-fienaler Real; Estate Agency;
Lewiston. Tel. 523-26tl.
FIVE YEAR old ranch style 4 bedroom
¦
. - ' home In Buffalo CHy. Now carpeting
? throughout, drapes and air conditioner
Included. Has 4 choice lots. IW car
' garage and 12xl2enclosed patio. 526,000.
Hrtlie Realty,
Tel. Mondovi
¦ ¦' auctioneer,
¦
926-4422.
WILL BUILD TO SUITOM YOUR LOT OR
OURS. Custom or pre manufactured
homes. Reliable and . professional contractors lo wc* t°r Y°u- Call for more
Information.
Realty, ¦ ¦Tel. 451¦ ¦ ¦ Richter
¦¦
I55C. ' ¦'
' . .fjOR PEOPLE who like todo homevvork ;
See FIRST FIDELITY for
a home Im.
-¦
• provementloan. y
VERY NEAT newer 3 bedroom rambler
localod In the new development erea of
Rushford. -Full basemenl, 1 car garage
ando largc-spaclous lot..117,500 Call Joe
Maas Really, ask lor 673.
¦ ¦Tel. 507 288• ; •
2400.
- ?
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GRAB BAS SPECfAL -10 assortedhouse
plans lor Jl, (Mall orders -50c extra.)
Wlnone Dally & Sunday News, P.O. Box
70,Wlnoi)e,«lnn.559B7.

VVlNONA REALTY
—Cares—
'
¦
1736. 2nd

'

''

. Tet . 454-51<I

Condemned House
East lpcation
Will sell very cheap ?
TEL; 452-1366

ESTATE HOUSE
. SALE
Sealec) bids will be received

until 10:00 o'clock am. on
Sat, March 13, 1976, at the
Von Ant Law Office, Caledonia, Minn., on the Rose
Miller homestead, Caledonia.
Persons Interested may inspect the premises on Sat,,
March 6 or Sun., March 7,
from 1 :00 o'clock p.m. to
5:00 o'clock p.m. or by appointment. For further informatipn, call 724-3287.
Representative . - ' heirs
reserve the right to reject
¦
? aiiyorall bids. ' ¦ • ' .' : ' . . :

,

ROSE MILLER
' ESTATE

Wanted—Rea l Estate

102

WANTED? Two homes for elderly couples.
; Ona floor, at'least, one lame bedroom
suitable tor massive furnitu re. Location
near neighborhood grocery or, central.
Permanent tiding desirable, out not
essential. Call Dave at Richter Realty.
Tel . 43MH0.
EXPERIENCED FARMER with equip,
¦ment wants small larm . with some'
tillable . acreage. Good house. Will pay
mso.OOO, Tel, Richter Realty 45?- 15j0.
WANTED — 5 or 10 acres lor building site
close to Winona. Call Rod at Gerrard
Realty ¦— 4520344 or evenlnos
454¦ ¦ ¦¦—
¦¦
4112. ' » .
' .- ¦ :
FAMILY MOVING to Winona want large
older
home
restoration
w"n
possibilities. No false ceilings, painted
woodwork or paneling. Call . Lee et
Richter Really. Tel. 452.1550.
OLDER COUPLE needs 3 bedroom home.
Bath ' and at least one bedroom on llrst
, floor. Should have garden space and
garage. Prefer central or" west. Richter
'
Ratlty. Tel. 452 1551).
WANTED: 3-4 bedroom home In or near
Lewiston. Under 120,000. Tel. Richter
Realty 452 1550 orLewlston 523.2445.
WANTED: 10O acre larm with "1 tillable .
Preler livestock -larm.. Will repair
buildings It necessary. -Tel. Richter
Realty. <5J-1550. ' "
j-a '

WANrED

" W e need
LOTS AND/OR LAND

mTMmmWm\w!mm\mmm\mW
m
^
MINN

^

Bolts, Motors, Etc.

Motorcyclw,Bicycks

Have You Read This Ad?

GBEENLINE YAMAHA

SPECIAL PURCHASE
LIMITED QUANTITIES

. onNEW1976KAWA«AKIS
K6l26Roo $890 '. • .
.
Speclatt«99
¦' ¦ ' '¦ *¦ SpocalS799
F-7l75Rea S895.
ALLIB/eKAWASAKIS
jn atock et Special Pro-Season bncea '
J4Uird

¦

¦

'

.. ¦

—?
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Winona
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NOVA — 1974 custom hatchback coupe,
mural paint, power steering, power
¦• •• brakes, turbohydromatle, full lactory
Inslrurnentatlon, bucket seats and. only
? ' 6,000 actual miles; Stored during win?
ters. Tel. 452 9S02after5p.m.
PLYMOUTH — 1969, 383, POSltTaitlOn.
. excellent condition, must sell, going to
school. >29E. 7th. Tal. 452 1579. .
BUICK — 1971 LeSabre Custom, 1 owner.
' . ..
- Tel,»y?M9.2835 atter6a.m.
IF YOU SHAVE a good,clean, later model
used catr you-want to turn Into cash, see
Marv Mueller at Man's Used Cart. 222
W.Jrd.

'
.'
.;
.
.
?
'
,

;

Wantexl—Automobites 110

GET YOU R top dollar for lunk -. cars, .'
frocks, erectors and farm machinery.- .
alwcae bodletwlihframet. Tal.4M m8 .
- '
•.
enytlim. .
¦
? CAMPBELL'S GARAGE, Witoka, Mlnn..
Is doing all types ol mKhanlcal work ;
and paying top dollar lor Iunk ears?
wrecker service. Tel . 454 5769.

CHEVROLET TRUCK - 1W5 custom
leluse 'i-ton pickup, 6-cylln4er,34paad
with loppor. EconomlcaVane; excellertt.
¦ . ¦
cormitlon..Tei .454.2tW.
—'
WANTED TO BUY - Used travel Iryelljr,
¦CMC - 1»44. ^ ton, V « , Upeed. potrer
19' to 2)- 1970-1973 model self contained,
steering and pbsltrectlon. "Tet. 507-844¦. ln aooctcondltHn.Tel.454 2171.
.- .
?t!03.
NEW 13x52 mobile home. Ibedroom.
CHEVROLET - WI CtO tTUJ*, WOd
?Oriiy
.
furnished,
delivered
end
set
up.
.conditloti, 14,000 miles on motor ,¦ new
"
baint lob-Tel. toa.53Q.37SS. '
»5,»50. - Payments.less than rant. T RI.
.
i
l,
STATE AWBILE HOMES.
S. Htly,
¦ ¦' ; - - ¦ ¦
F0RO — 1M7 semltractor, 231 Detroit,
' ¦¦
Tel.453-4276.
recent, overhaul. 10-speed road. Ranger,
' air driven lag axle, sliding linti wheel,
SELFCONTAINEO camper. ¦I7V>'. - W 4 . .
' . -'¦
Sleeps A Tel. 507 689-2W0.
center point steering, air conditioning, .
'
11.785with filth wheel. Tal. 5»7 «44.7440.
FOR SALE 1961 Liberty . mobile home. ¦• . . .
¦
12460, 2-bedroorri, must be moved-ffom .
CHEVROLET — 1970 ^ ton olekup, with
site, partially .furnished, available 'at
topper, good condition.¦ 51,350. Tel. 452'.
454.
'.
once. S4.5O0 or reasonable offer. Tef,
U33aHer5:15.
?
¦."
4165 or 4S4-16W after4p.m.
MASSEY FERGUSON Iractoe model 203,
MARK IV — 14x5*, 2 badrocm mobile
backhoe with cab, front end loader and
home, stove, refrigerator, washer and
. backend weights,, good condition, tei.
dryer Included, utility sheet. 2 Ontario
' ." ¦ . ¦
- 454-4232?
_^
Lane, Lakeviliaoe. Tel. 452-BSM.
> .
GMC 1959 2-ton truck with tout and 1x12'
TWO BEDROOMS — 1912 1-4x70 mobile
lapprox.) steel bed; 1940 International 1
Tel. Cochrane 248heme in Butfolo city.
ton* truck with steel bw, hoist and dual
¦
¦
¦ ' •
2912.
Y ¦ -¦ ¦
wheel*1 1941 Dodge with 4*?ttlenclosed
van typt box with door. Tel , 452 9256 or
WANTED TO buy a good used motorhome
45Z >i34between7.-30an()4.
. ' wilh low mileage? Tel. 507«9<-3ea7. ¦ - .
l-bedroom
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
mobile home, 12x«0, city lot, W.KKHJrm. .
¦
? • .Tel. 452-4982.
OLDSMOBILE — 1961 CutUu 445, ZK, GREEN TERRACE Mobile ' Homes. . '
automatic, 42.000 miles, excellent
"Your Homette
Lamoille.
Mlnn.
.
condition. Tel. 507«4.tMi.
Dealer. ". Compare ' our quality. 'aiid
FOOD — 1944 LTD wagon, V-a,automatic.
prices for 19761 14x70 prices slartlrfg.et
rimS9O0d.TeK40».24i).2W2..
-. " -.
V.99S. Tel . 454 1317.
GRAN TORINO - 197), 351, 4speed.
COACHMEN HEADQUARTERS- 'r- '
power steering, power dlse brakes, air
. Travel trailers — motortwnes.' shocks and extra set ol tires on rlna.
F A , KRAUSE CO. —Hwy? 14-61 E:
Excellent condition. . .Tel.
451-9050
STARCRAFT CAMPERS
' enytlrne.
¦
y
Travel Trailers & Pickup Campers
^
CHEVROLET - 1949. 14** hardtop, all
DICK'SSPORTING GOODS.
metallic green, 350 cu. . in., excellent
Durand, Wis. Tel. 71S-6I2-M73 or 672-S199 .
condition. Tel . 453 8648
PONTIAC — tew Safari waton, eeod
body, good runner. Tel. Alma eeS-3234.
¦ CHEVROLET - 1945 Impala SS, 327 V-J. '
3 eSpeed, automatic, good condition, 18 to
"
Vlnn. * WIS., PALE BUBLITZ. - .
20.miles per gal. Tel. 507-844.7840 Rush.
64L«snox. St.,Winona . . Tel.452-9418
lord, Mlnn.

Mobile Homes,Traitors 111

Used Cars

/

109

Mobile Homes. Traitors )11
Mobile Home Tranaportirtg

SPECIAL USED CAR
PRICES DURING ALL
AMERICAN DAYS
MARCH 5 & 6, 1976

• 1976 CHEVROLET V, ton 4 wheal <Jrlve> pickup. V-8 'engine.' \ X
aulo trans., lulltinio 4 wheel drive,l»ctoiy »lr,power steering,pow- " 0
. er brakes, radio,tilt -wheel,Sllyer»do package, driven only 10,000 ;X
miles...
$5895 X
1974 CHEVROLET Vega Hatchback 4 cyi: engine, 4 speed - X
trans., radio,WSW Hres Immaeulate cendltlon..... ONILV $2595 - i
1674 AMC SportabOUt Wagon. 4 cyl. engine,auto, trans., ¦;X
power steering, radio, sportabout package, low low miles, local' ¦ 0
one owner
? $3695 .' R
1974 AMC Hornet 2 (Jr., 8 cyl trngine,3 speed trans., radio. • %
chrome wheels, driven onl/, 15,000 miles. Beautiful brilliant blue . O
finishwith matchlnj Interior. . . . . . . . . .
$2895 : 8
!. 1974 AMC Gremlin X. 6 cyl. engine, aulo trans., radio. Jug- . j j
| gage rack,bucket seats. Bright red finish. Priced right.,.. $2895 : j
1973 PINTO 2 dr..sedan . Economy, 4 cyl. motor, auto, trans., 5
radio, extra Clean,one owner car
$2195 O
1972 JEEP % ton plpkup 4 wheel (Jrlve. V-8 engine, auto, trans ? Tl
. power steering, power brakes, lockout tiube. tu-tone paint,driven j
only 26,000 mtavwcellem condition
33895
1971 DODGE Charger 2 dr. hardtop. V-8 engine, auto , trans,,
pdwer steering, radio, vinyl roof,low mileage. SHARPI .,.$1895_
i
i
;

1971 FORD LTD. Country? squire. 10-passengor wagon; equipped with V-8 engine, aulo, traps!, power steering, power
brakes, factory air, roof rack,loaded with extras . . . . . . . . 51795 •

| • 1970 SCOUT WAGON 4 wheel drive v-8 en0ine, auto. J.
i trtna., anow lir«ts, radio, tu-tone p«lnl rear seat,lookout hubs eni .*.

$2695 ' 5

much more

1970 AMC HORNET 4 dr. O cylinder engine, aulo. trqns.! J
. radio,average mileflgo.nAw pgint, Dspendablo
./$1295 Jo
1909 BUICK Lasabre 2 dr. h«rdtap. V-fl engine, auto, trans ,' power steering,power brakea.fookal Oils price. ...ONLY $695 "
1963 JEEP CW. 4 cyl. engine, 3 »oeed trgns,, lull hardtop;.-:
lockout hubs,vary good condition
$1795 ->

j •
i

CALL US ^

BS. Tel. 454-4196

•

.

Trucks, Tract's, Traitors IM

; And her© at Gene Karasch-Realty we know ;
, how to put them togeth&r to make sales.
j, . We need listings, perhaps you want to sell
.
' yourhome,

;

•

POLARIS—1974 340 Colt M. Low mileage.
mustsell.Tel.454 H42. ?¦

w«oB»454-4l96 8 a.m,to 8 pein. I
io3w.Broadway
|
& By Appointment ;

¦ '.

BOB'S¦ MARINA
¦ " ¦ ¦/

Snowmobiles

"

£0j Uy^ Office Hours:
i Yopitffflfc Monday-Saturday

'

'

'¦
" . Tel.452 1280 . IBWashlnpton ' "¦ '

|

'

¦— - ¦ :¦

.

A3 a result of this ad,ordors have
been coming in from aa (ar away as
Sioux Falls, S. Dak., Des Moines,
lowa, Milwaukee, Wis. end Omaha.
Neb.ir

Kf o&id & Pedvt4M&,:
-)* *c/ ^e o ^t iMs
^ |

!¦

i i t m t ttttrs.

VEGA <VT — 1974. 21,000 mllee. .good • •'
- . y -.
condlllnn. Tel. 454-4316
.
'
CHEVROLET - ' 19*5, t-eyllnder , A
¦
automa1lc.t2SO. 'Tal.454.24>l.
-'
MUSTAN45 - WO, many antra*. Must see A
¦
3:30,
appreciate;
Tel.
452
3740after
lo
.;
CORVETTE - 1969, T top, blue. 427, *¦¦ • ."
HONDA MOTORCYCIES I
speed, AW FM, air keystonea, Tel. 608- - .
I WAY TRAVEL ALLOWANCE I
248 2158 days or «M6>S364aevening*.
GL 1 .00O. »2.M»i CB 250 F, 31,895,' CB
BURGUNDY
Cordoba. . '
BEAUTIFUL
IM, J1,»49.- CB 550 F, JI.S9S,- CB 550.
while
vinyl Landau top, all options In. -y
»I,550,- C B 5 0 0 T,S1,3M,-CB4M1F,J1,»5 ;
tires. Tel. •
eluding FM stereo and radial
¦ • ¦ ¦
.CB3«O T , S1,05»; CB200 T,I»J», CB125-,
452t83»days.
.
S, 1549; XL 350. SI.W9; XL ISO, S970;. WT
¦ ¦
VOLKSWAGEN — 1971 Super Baatle. '
«0.»0»; XL 75, JW0; XL I2S, S«80; MT
49.000 miles, engine cpmpleteily rebuilt,
I2S, SiSO.XL 100, t!99i XI 70, 1430; CB
. ,;
condition, SU75; Tel. 507-619.
110 M, -tl,149 ,-' MR 250, 51,115; WR IIS.
¦ ¦ excellent
' " .' ¦. ¦ ¦ ' - .
¦
2901. ? . . ¦
'. '
!!»; XR 75. U!»; CT 40, Vt»: CT 70,
.
IW: ATC 00, J»2?; Z,5M, tt2». If there; LINCOLN — 1941 Continental, all power '
price : accessories, motor A l . WS. Tel, 454.
Is . a . better . advertised
¦" ¦ ¦ '
' ; ¦¦
ANYWHERE, we'll beat ll. p-yat least v • 5498. .
' ¦ percent.' ¦? ¦ . ¦
¦'¦ .
INTERNATIONAL TRAVBLALL - Waal ' ¦'
ROBB MOTORS
?
would ,
for campers, priced reasonable,
Winona —-SouClaire - .
consider small car In trade. Tel. 452-. .

; WINOMS REAL ESTATE
PROPERTY...
;
IS OUR CONCERN
|

THERE ARE HOUSES
THERE ARE BUYERS!

107

Make it known with a Classified Ail. Tel.
:
452-3321 to buy,sell or 'renl. :

>a^wWWAMAwHW ^itfAatfAMAw ^Aa#AM\^^»^M'V»Aw^A^Aw<A**Aw^^iA

j

CHRYSLER -T9««, runs good, will accept r
. 1250 caah and running motorcycle Or :
'¦ "¦' ¦; ' ?.
6estoffey. Tel. <5?.H64affarS.
CHEVILIE - \m. 350, 4-apaad, low ¦mileage, best oHar. l?« Chavrolel. 39* }..-/ •
cu: In. Tof. 452- 182).
CHEVRCHET — 1963 Corvalr van. lalr.J'•
1
71
2231.
condlllon. Tel. Peterson
"
VBGA , — l»7J, excallenf condlllofi, new >.
•tires, air conditioning, hatchback.
, 'y
ll4». Tel.FountalnClty «l7-40a. .
¦
PODGE — 1970 Challenger R T 3li .
magnum lust rebuilt, Hursl auSomatlc•• ;
transmission, raised while lattar tires,y
Crager S S mags, porthole windows, etc. . '.
Super oondlflan. m t t t b a t a a nTal.
. Ml- '-

KAWASAKI — IW4, FI1. JSOdlHPIke. Tel.
'" .
' ¦
4SM821.
KAWASAKI — W5, 400, vary good conlor
Cary..
dltlon. Tal. 452 0572afler I. u*

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

' RELYOmURBCPERIENQE ^X
/
^
... OUR NEIGHBORS HAVE ;

Winona Dally. News
Wednesday, 7u
B March 3, 1976 ty

¦ ' '
¦
'
tU UM.
WANTED T- llshlnj boat and trailer. Tel .
M7.4W.2932.

Contact MIKE RIVERSRIVERS & PEDERS0NS INC.,
REALT0RS-DEVEL0PERS_

ENGINE -1964. 233. Tel. 452-1821.

106

IF YOU own a Johnson or Evinrude outboard up through 40 H.P„ and are
having trouble wilh . lower unit, carbureter or Ignition, stop down-end get e
¦ lair estimate. Carroll's Small Engine
Repevr, lis Franklin. Tel; 4S2-407J, 2*
.
. .
.
p.m. erbyaapoinlment.
CLA8T RON W With MO H.P . (Aercury .
Tat ,
twdcnlyacouplemontM.llkenew,

iri Winona and the approximate area for home construction.
WE WILL FINANCE.

: * Appraisers Lj3R * Counselors !

; " ;'
: : ': ' v " - ¦ ' - :" -H'
^

^

HouJesforSale

MULTIPLE O^fELUINO lor ?»o6d In"
vestment, IV, central location, call for
imortVMrtlon. WLS-2054.' Ktt Rael
' .
Estale, Tel. 452-6474.
EAST END - Nice to look at and better lo
live lit. coiy remodeled , and; redecorated 3 bedroomhorn, with fenced
back yard. Full sited lot/teraga. Phone
Rlcltlar Really 452- 1550 and ask about
'Mis im .-•
_.
S25JO0 FOR nice 2 bedroom Townhouse.
Lots or closets, L shaped dlnlng l/vlng
. room! garage, ' tenced petlo. Shown by
appointnient.Tel.454.iOW.
PRICE REDUCED WOO on new large Jbedroom Townhouse. H purchased by
March 15. Tel. 454-1059?
NEW HOMES, raady lor occupancy. 1
bedrooms. Financing available. Wllmer
Lartdn¦¦Construction. Tel.
453 6S33or 452.
. . ¦¦ ¦:' ¦ ?¦ • '
. - ? ,y
. 7734.

RETAIL AND ofllee space availablem
downtewn location. Witt P.O. Box fM,
.
Wlnotsa, Mlnn.
.
. .
OFFICE SPACE ovolloble wiay 1.1JOOsq
.
It, or Individual offices. 45 Johnson SI.
?.
?;
Tel. jotmFreund I52-7M1.

8V Bus. Property for Sale

Wanted t6 Buy

FOR SALE — 3M statement mactslna In
cxcellenl condition. 5200. Tel . 454.5«54.

91

Business Places for Rent 92

Hal Leonard
Music

Radios, Tslevision

Apartments, Furnished

'AVAILABLE APRIL 1st - lower apart.
. . ' ment, - ceramic , shower, path, air con.
. '.dlllonlrg, married couplea need only
lor ap.
apply, no pets. Tel, 452.7)07
¦
¦
polntnsent.
TWO BEDROOM
partly
lurnlshed
apartment, Homer, 3 .miles Irom
Winona. Available Mar. 15. Tal. 4 f } M6t. .
AN 0UOER girl looking lor private, room
' . with CJJoklng or eltlclancy apartment.

ui.mam.

KITCHEN? CABINETS and remodsllng.
HAGER and PLATO Cabinets, 15-door
styles, 14 finishes to choosa from.
¦ SAIL'S APPLIANCE. Tel. 452^810.
.'
HEAVY DUTY trailers with 4 axles, on
. steel channel frames; Dexter axle and
SPECIAL PRICES on all BltW.t, color
. 10-ply fires; blue print, copier; drawing . ? TV's. Prices as low as I69.W.
B & B
¦
' .
board andmiscellaneous
itemi Tel. ol- : yELECTmC.IS5E.3rd;
'¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
"
'
.
- 3533or 45«.»ai;
.
.
WINOMA FLOOR * Wall Service. Sales
and installaHotf ot carpeting, ceramic
tile and hard surface flooring. ,D. j. -. FLOOR CLEARANCE Sale now In
Stoltman, Tel.W.MIl. ?
progress. Big savings on mw and used
" sewing iTMcnlnesf WINONA?8EWINQ
ZENITH COLOR TV'S starting tl trn.n.
MACHINE CO., »I5W. 5th: r '
Open Frl. ? evenings. .'LILLA'S - AP- '
PL|ANCE » TV,751 B.8th.
BRAND NEW <-p(y store sfrlnfj; Va-lb. ¦¦ ¦
ball, SI. Limited supply. Winona dally '
¦
-. ¦
News Classlllsd Dept.
' TYPEWRITERS and addlng_m«chlnes lor
rent or sale. Low rates.^Try us lor all
KEN'S, EOUI FAIIENT ' INC., Stockton,
your olllce supplies, desks, files or office
.. Mlnn. Used Welroe Bobcats, renta l and'
chairs.
L-UND OFFICE SUPPLY CO...
'
'
repair service, Tel. 507.573-35«4. . . ' . •
lME.3rd.Tel . 457.5222.
SPRAY TEXTURING of ceilings or walls;
New and old .palritlng and Interior
remodeling? Brooks ¦& Associates. Tel. .
SMALL AUTO trailer , flat bed or sided box
.; T0RO5N0WBL0WERS
? ¦
or any Hnd. Tel. 452.6777,
.
. . Most models ln stock. .
WANTED TO -BUY - MO Ib. or larger
. WINONA FIRE?& POWER EQUIP. CO,' .'.'¦'
usodboat trailer. Tei ; 452-6573 afler 5.
¦ ¦
54E.»1d ¦
. ' ¦ ¦•
. Tel.45i.S055
WANTED — USED PIANO, good con.
STEAMEX Carpet Cleaning and Rentals. . ' . dltlon,Wrlte or comatol25W.Howard,
Drapes dry cleaned, bulk dry cleaning,
USED ORIENTAL n/gs, old Indian
pressing,.Norge Village, Ml Hulf. Tel..
¦
¦ ¦ ¦¦
. blankets, old wood ouch decoys. Tel,
' 452-W85?
.
colled 613.22^-7535. Ask for v«r.
.JUNK CARS, trucks and tractors. Tel .
¦ .?
Fountain CHy 687 6015.
-

• DID YOU KNOW?

Sugarioaf Apartments

KEY APARTMENTS - large oulet I.
bedroom . apartment, beaulllully . tur.
^fshed .with kitchen appliances and
contemporary furniture.
Prlvale
balcony, storage space and otl street
parking. ¦ 1752 W. Broadway.
Tel. 454
¦

• Stereo equipment
• Guitars . ?:- '

64 E, 2nd

90

2 bedrooiriB,,'s'nacioiis'.rooms with
ample cloeels. air oohdlttonlng. Adfacent to perk, private balconlea and
patloB.Wea» Included. No pets.
Tel. 462-3000
358E. 3wnla .

at COAST-TO-

Musical Merchandiw

USED PALLETS/rjoodcondition,slliiiei,
reasonable prices, will deliver. Tel. 601
«t7-ntl;No¦¦ Frl. night or
Set. ¦ calls
¦ ¦

^mMWM
Bring this ad irt and check

"j^
£

Apartments, Flats

65

HOME CROWN rutabagas, 10c Ib.i
onions? IO Ibs^ ; t ) M i Cherry ' Hump
candy, 1 IDs; 11.90. Winona Potato

ROUND WARM. Morning wood stove, like
now,*100,Tct ?.50r-M4-«01 ¦
¦ ' ¦¦
? ' . . . ." ' ' '
WHIRLPOOL
.
. " Markel,. ? Qualltyappliancettorthehome.
sura
lo
like
the
results you gat when
You're
:
'
- WINONA FlftBifOWER
EQUIP.
CO?
¦
.Classified
,
you
advertise
In
¦
¦
¦
>
¦'
5< E.8nd ,'
Tet,4ii.50«5 ¦¦
¦
SUPER
stuff,
lure
iwffl.
That's
Blue
47,
HouMhoW
Articles
¦
Lustra for cleaning rugs and upMstery. .
Rent electricshampooer
»i,«and¦13.H.
cap. steam
cleen 'ca r pets
YOU
*
, .1 .
y
ChoattKfr, . - .
/professionally.clean with new portable

51

Antiques/ Coins, Stamps 54

Good Things to Eat

57

^-"*fc**A»*-"**' -''**""*'" '^. ae.aa. ¦»"a>MOM

1982 JEEP CJ5 4 cyl. engine convertible top, 3 spaed trans,, ;
lockout hubs, enoy* plow,anow llree:,
,
,$1 495 'Jk

r

——

—. 48

Ask about the several
HUNTING I FISHING CARS
in stock now!

|
8

immimmmm *mm *mm *mmmmmm ****~~* '~ 'i^*~*
. ', 0

R

jj

B

Ken's Sales & Service

]

'"Your Ail American Dealer "
Open Fri. evenlnga 'til 9 andby appointment

.• ¦
,\

Br6e?y Acres—80. Hwy. 61

|

¦ ' :¦ ¦ ' ¦ '" ' ' ¦, ' '
-

WABY WORTH -by Alien Siun<t»r»«nd Ken Ernsl
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BUZ SAWYER -by/Roy Crint y'
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Postal Service
may advertise

NEW ARRIVAL
CELEBRATION!
DEGAGE-7COLORS

• A Mewer Profile—shorter,,
• Islands of Saxony pile floa ton a h«avy'loop base
¦ ¦ ¦¦¦• Wear resistance , texture retention and appearance are maximized through.
' heat •;setting ofthe yarns
' • Continuous filament nylon is todays strongest, most durable fiber.
¦ ' .' . ¦ ¦
' •. ' • '
• Stains remove easily; fabric cleans beautifully
'
• New Subtle color mixtures, space-dyed and CLASSY

MAGIC T0NES-6 COLORS
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Roll No
mM

Stvle
Style

40
. "76 "
102
129
. -204
>1^9
>;t48
>237 '

Marie
Hlghmeadow "
Rio Grande ' '
Mary Dean
Regal Entre
Incredible '
Casa Bella
Casa Bella

•*

Color
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Stained Blue
Safron
Laurel Greeri
Coin Gold
Avocado
Gold .Flnch
Almond Green
Sautelne '
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' Completely
InstalledOver
Heavy Padding .
Reg. 13.49 s.y> Installed

'

Alpha Weave Autumn Leaf
-%
•99
Shadow Une AutumnHues .
. Frosty Earth
' . ' -0ama9|(

, 172°

., Sprite Green .
7.99 3.99s.y.
Rust Red-12x21
Bayo
u
..
54
r
' Cactus Green 12x100 7,99. 3.99 «.y.
invincible
iS
8,99 3.99s,y.
'
li42 ' " SornetHIngElse - Green
'
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Here are
legislators on ' matters of interest last week:

A bill' providing . for a s»u<»«nt or
recant ' jradiiete '.'»» '•• '*• MI thj
University of Mlnnasot/ Board of
Regents PASSED the' Senate, 34 to
27 '. Voting YES: Sen. Ltw Larson, .
IR-Mabet. Voting NO: Sen, Roger
Laufenburger, .OFL-Lewlelon. Nof
voting: sen. Georje . Conremlua,
DPL-Cannon Falls, - '. > /.'.
A metropolitan lana-ueo,-bill »ot
preliminary Senate A? MIOVAL, v
to !».: Voting Y.ES: Lwfenburgar.
Votlng MO: ConzemlOs, Laraon,
?'. '. A.blll to bar!the sale ot spray.cans
with ftuorocarboh propellants
PASSED the Houae, 104 1»22. Voting
YES: Heps, fi- J.' Mc<au*y, IR¦
¦
'¦ '
¦
"¦ '
Winona, Victor ' Sctiult; Gdodhoe,
: ¦ ¦'¦ ' AAA -- ¦' ¦ ": ¦ - . ' "' ? ,'-¦ , •-¦". ; and Al Wieser Jr., DFL-La CreKent,
. ' '
.
J
J
"
'.
^ "
^
Voting NO: Reps. Nell Haugertfd,
DFL-Presfon, and Rlcb-ard Lemfct,
DFL^rural Lake City.
A b|ll to aid the St. Paul school
district PASSED the House, 75 to 49.
Voting NOi WaiigerUd, ¦ Lemke,
McCauley, Schuli and Wleaer.
A bill providing recovery of twice
the interest paid ori a contract exceding the 8 percent .usury limit
was DEFEATED In the House, 40 to
72 . Votlifg - "YESi Hausrerud, .
McCpuley' and Wieser. Voting NO:
Schulz.Not votlng : Lemke. .
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A CONTRACT S

We 've also cut the complicated language from our¦'•
Installment loan agreement. Now it's easier to read anduhderstand.
: ;
.
nri«cMi»rii V* a ki t i r - '
UtutMBt n UnNv DC
A>."SKIP" MONTH
r8
'
"
at
,nter68t ,oan ofi
yoU a breather
the '
^
right time of the year. If you choose, you can arrartge '
fo postpone December's principal and pay.orily the
y y.- ' :interest. . . A' ' - 'A , ' A

",

. ' •¦ ¦• '

. 'V , '
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Home inprovement.. . . . furnitur e... vacation . i . for any worthwhile
need-see Ron, Reg, John or Jim for your Simple Interest Loan.

SpanlshGale

Patchwork1

Avodadp- 2x16,6

1
. Green -. .

Avocado
HighlandRed/ish

. ,

|S tS5

173 East Third
¦

' "

9.99 4.99 ».y.

8.99 3.99».{.

7.99 p9i,y.
8.99 5.49 i.y.

Phone 464-3399
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John Nett

,

'. '' ;Jim Senske ? .'
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I'IMMSM |'-fe"IB ™W' '
9 AJJ.

8.99 8,99 i
,y.
. 9,99 6.99 ty. •
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Votes by
legislators
from area
the "votes : of area
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'Extra or early InstaUment paymentsalso reduce your ' NO LATE FEES.
interest charges. Because they reduce' your
With a Simple Interest ' loan you'll never be charged a
outstanding balance and the interest due on it. No • ? , .|at9 Payment penalty. Only the interest will
continue
;
, ordinary loan gives you these two opportunities to
,0 accru'e on the outstanding balance until the next
' monthly' payment Is made.'
outpour interest charges.
•
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' Damask

II
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Dutch & Such Dutch Tones
Kitchen Classic ,Red

221 ' Fortress '
10.99 3.99s.y.
RoyalClan
8.99 3.99s.y. , , 4B
_' •
mg%n
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C-BS "' 3?"
9.99y 4°°
m y
IndlanCorn
. Damask
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Rubber Back Shag
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; Style
Was, NOWI
Color .
7.99 3.99 if.
194
Sunsel '
Red •
- . 8,99
4.79 s.y.
261
MaryJo n
Grflens
8,99 4.79 s.y.
213
Mary Jo II
Orange
" 53
Purple
: 7,g9 3,99 8,y,
.Lady-Ann •
, Pink ''
149
LadyAnn
. 7.99 3.99 s.y.
353
Applause
Scandla Blue '
9,99 4,99 i(y.
9,99 5.49 s,y.
u A Cracker Jack Jubilee Red
: '——
——:
RllbbBf Back
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k 238 ,
; 24
228
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Ordinary installment loans add the bulk of the Interest
charges to your early payments. So,if you pay of) the
loan ahead dt time, you 'can end up paying more ,
'
interest than you need to. But with our Simple
; ¦ Interest loans, you . pay :interest only on your •
outstanding balance. If you pay off the entire loan .?
early,: the interest will be less .thah on an ordinary ' -' A

I
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™
Completely
.
InstalledOver
,
Heavy Padding
Reg. $14.99.s,y. Installed

TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW ARRIVALS—IN.STOCK
| ROLLS MUST MOVE OUT-CHECK THESE PRICES
' Roll No,

—¦

'i ,

PAY ONLY ON WHAT YOU OWE,

.
'

-

i^

i

49
$i
Ii
I

'.

.
Was MOWl
NOW!
was
,13.99*6.99 s.y.
9,99 4,99s.y.
12,99 M9s.y.
13.99 6.99 s.y.
12,99 6.49s.y.
10.99 5.49 s.y.
13.99 6,99 s.y.
13.99
8.99 6.99
4.93 s.y.

' '

Now availableat First Northwesternl

$1fl49

•A texture of magically swirling and interlacing'colorations
• Manufactured oM 00% Nylon for easy care
¦•
• A .sculpture loop with today's
' ' ' *'
resistance
to
wear
• Great
• Designed for busy homes
¦ ¦ • ' . ' ¦ '¦ '
.
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, WASHINGTON (AP) - A
The Judiciary Committee, on committee, and there- was this session. The measure would
lobbyist for strict gun-control a 17 to 16 vote, sent the bill back" widespread sentiment that the have outlawed so-called con-handguns , set
laws says there apparently is for reconsideration by ?a sub- move killed the legislation for cealable
mandatory sentences for using •
insiiff icent public interest ini the
a handgun' to commit certainissue to prompt Congress to
felonies, including murder and
impose more stringent gun
1
•
rape, and established a waiting
controls. y
.
period of. 28 days before an
- ' However, the lobbyist/ Jack
individual could complete the .- 'fcorbet't. . - of the Nationa l
'Coalitionto Ban Handguns, and
purchase of a handgun..
Indicating,the bill may be
/other supporters of tighter gunWASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal Service, alarmed by the
dead for this- session, one
control , laws say their tause
drop in mail use, is Considering a nationwide advertising
Judiciary Committee member
may have been strengthened in
campaign urging people to write more letters. '
said there?-was doubt that
the long-run by the decision of
The ads would be "i^ot unlike the telephone company's
subcommittee Chairman John
the House Judiciary Committee
campaign for long-distance calling, the it :s-the-next-best-tWngConyers Jr., D-Mich.j will call it
to defer action on a gun-control
to-being-there theme," J. T. Ellington, a, senior assistant
up for a new attempt at
postmaster general, said in an interview.
measure.
passage. .. , -'. .
An increase in long distance telephone calling has been one
- This ironic scenario, espoused
Judiciary,
The . House
factor in the recent decline in mail usage.
both in the : Congress and by
Committee has not sent a gun"In 1972 the average household was mailing 3.8 pieces of first
such ' private groups as- the
class mail per week. In 1974 it was down to 3.2 and iri a survey control, bill to the floor since
coalition , assumes that
.1968. Without House action,
last fall it was 2.6 sent per household per week,"Ellington said.
members of the public will be
¦
there was . little chance that a
by crime and violence
The advertisements have been tested for more than six
¦repulsed
guncontrol bill would move 1
months in Atlanta, Minneapolis-St. Paul and Columbus, Ohio. In
and wUl demand'even stronger
through the Senate judicia ry
addition to television, magazines and newspapers, the Postal
:. controls than those dealt a
Service c ould use its own medium, the mails; to encourage panel.
' setback Tuesday?
letter wri ting.

Jute Back Shags
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REX MORGAN, M.D. -pyWcrti.-'
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' PEANUTS -by ChirliiM.Schult
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MEMBER F.D.I.C, '
PH. 462-2810 ;
, 177 MAIN :
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